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Glorious Victory of the Ladies' Tailors 
By A. ROSEBURY 
N 
A Fight of Brief Duration and Quick Result) 
Agreement. 
-Full Text of Collective 
The Ladies' Tailoring Trade (em-
ployees as well as employers) is con-
gratulating itself upon a glorious victory 
attained at the end of six days from the 
time a General Strike was declared. 
For enthusiasm, brief duration, man-
ner of negotiation between the parties 
and nature of concessions granted the 
strike was unparalleled in the history of 
strikes in the garment trade. 
The strike affected some 10,000 work-
ers, about 5,000 of whom are employed 
by members of the Merchants' Society of 
Ladies' Tailors and Dressmakers. The 
concession of wages, hours and union 
recognition, granted by these employers 
will inevitably be the rule in all shops 
outside of the Employers' Association, so 
that all the independent employers, who 
at the time this is penned have not come 
nto line, will have to grant similar con- I 
essions if they mean to retain their . 
rade. 
In calling this collective agreement a 
glorious victory" it is only fair to em-
lasize that throughout the negotiations 
e employers, no less than the employees, 
avc manifested a desire for a speedy 
-nclusion of peace. While the em-
overs have recognized that the men had 
enuine grievances, and that the systemPcertamty, 
in vogue before the strike was fraught 
with evils which cried aloud for a 
remedy, both sides have been guided by 
the principle of "give and take" without 
which negotiation is impossible. 
The result is one of the most satis-
factory solutions on record. The full 
text of the agreement quoted below is a 
clear indication of the spirit in which 
both parties approached the question of 
settlement. 
Nor was the result altogether unfore-
seen. When Mr. Bartholmew, the secre-
tary of the Merchants' Socjety, intimated 
to the General Executive Board of„ the 
International Ladies' Garment Workers' 
Union that upon the union consenting to 
take the Protocol signed in 1910 by the 
employers and unions in the Cloak and 
Suit trade as a basis for arbitrating all 
points wherein ladies tailoring differed 
from cloak making, the difficulties might 
be adjusted, the leaders of both sides 
knew that the strike would be of short 
duration. And when Mr. Julius Henry 
Cohen, the attorney for the Cloak & Suit 
Manufacturers under the Protocol of 
1910, was engaged to represent the Mer-
chants' Society in the negotiations, a sat-
isfactory settlement became an absolute 
• 
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A careful perusal of this agreement 
reveals the fact that its main provisions 
are based upon the individual agreement 
signed by the independent employers, in-
cluding certain features borrowed from 
the protocol of 1910, essential to a col-
lective and permanent agreement. These 
are, namely, the provision of a board of 
arbitration, a grievance committee and a 
joint board of sanitary control. 
And so, while we claim it as a glorious 
victory for the union we readily concede 
that it was also a victory for the em-
ployers in the sense in which Mr. Julius 
Henery Cohen has clearly defined it on 
the morrow of the settlement. To quote 
the statements of the attorneys on both 
sides. 
. Mr. Meyer London said: "It is a great 
victory. Never before has such a big 
strike been won so quickly. This collect-
ive settlement is of great advantage to 
the working people. The difference be-
tween an individual settlejnent and a 
collective settlement is that in a collective 
settlement there is no attempt made to 
revert to former conditions. Under this 
settlement the employers are bound as a 
body to observe every part of the agree-
ment." 
Mr. Julius Henry Cohen said: "The 
Union is to be congratulated, the em-
ployers are to be congratulated, and the 
public is to be congratulated. The Un-
ion because of the genuine victory that 
it has won for its members in the way 
of wages, hours and conditions of labor; 
the Employers' Society because of its 
victory in the way of permanent peace 
and permanent methods of adjusting fu-
ture difficulties; and the public because 
of the speedy termination of the strike, 
and the assurance of permanent peace 
and improved conditions. The settle-
ment of the strike along these lines is 
another addition to the series of peace 
-settlements by modern methods." 
Meanwhile a number of mischief mak-
ers have already attempted to sow dis-
cord. Thus, it is alleged that the "artists' 
who joined in Jijggfftrike have struck a 
doubtful bargain through the abolition of 
piece work. In "all the news that's fit 
to print," the omission of the word 
"minimum" conveys, it seems to us, a 
deliberate falsehood, making believe that 
$24.00 a week agreed on would he the 
maximum. The statement goes on to 
say that the "artists protested at the un-
ion meetings, but that they were howled 
down." This may mislead outsiders. 
But the figures of the vote give the lie to 
the fraudulent statement. The votes in 
opposition to the agreement being ac-
cepted were 32 all told and these were 
largely composed of industrialist mal-
contents, while the artists number about 
300. 
As a matter o4 fact provision has al-
ready been made at the suggestion of Mr. 
Meyer London for working out a scale 
of wages that will satisfy those whose 
earnings in the busy season avcrageil 
more than $24.00 a week. 
Another correspondent has rushed into 
print with "the story that the dissatisfied 
peace workers were going to form an in-
dependent union. The story teller, who-
ever he was, evidently meant to minimize 
the settlement which was stamped with 
universal approval. Without grudging 
him this cold comfort we may remind 
our readers of a similar story circulated 
not long ago about the formation of an 
independent union in the Ooak & Suit 
trade. How this evaporated into thin air 
is now a matter of the past. Next time 
these obtruders will do well to take to 
heart the saying, "Don't prophesy unless 
you know." 
Full Text of Ihc Collective Agreement 
Agreement, entered into this eighteenth day 
of September, 19". between the Merchants' 
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Society of Ladies' Tailors and Dressmakers 
of New York, hereinafter called the "Employ-
ers," and the Ladies' Tailors and Dressmakers' 
Union, Local No. 38, of the International La-
dies* Garment Workers' Union, hereinafter 
called the "Union**: 
Whereas, The parties to this agreement are 
desirous of terminating the strike that is now 
pending, and have agreed upon a solution of 
certain questions, they do stipulate as follows: 
First—Each member of the employers is to 
maintain a union shop, and to employ in his 
tailoring and dressmaking establishments, 
members of the above named union so long 
as such members can be obtained to do the 
tailoring work required by the employers. 
Second—The prevailing system of payment 
by piece work shall be abolished. 
Third—Fifty hours shall constitute a week's 
work. The regular hours of work to be as 
follows: The first five working days of the 
week from '8 a .m. until 6 p. m. with one hour 
recess between 12 noon and 1 p.m.; on Sat-
urdays from 8 a.m. until 1 p.m. 
Fourth—All employees shall be paid by the 
week, and not otherwise, a t the following 
scale of wages in the better class of shops: 
Tailors, at not less than $24 per week. 
Male helpers at not less than $18 per week. 
Female helpers at not less than $16 per week. 
Fifth—Wages shall be paid on a fixed day 
of the week, and in cash. f 
Sixth—There shall be no Sunday work. 
Seventh—All work must be done inside of 
the factory of the employer. 
Eighth—There shall be no overtime work 
for more than two and one-half hours per 
day, nor after 8:30 p.m. There shall be no 
overtime work on Saturdays, nor at any time 
except between the 15th day of September 
and the 1st day of December, and between the 
15th day of March and the 1st day of May. 
Ninth—The union shall have the privilege 
10 have a shop delegate selected by the persons 
employed in the factory, who shall act as their 
representative in their dealings with the firm. 
A duly authorized officer or representative of 
'he union shall have access to the factory at 
« d times as shall be fixed by the Board of 
Grievances. 
Tenth—During the dull season all work shall 
:
 divided as equally as possible among all 
en regularly employed in a shop to the end 
hat each shall receive about equal remunera-
•'on for his labor. 
Eleventh—The firm is not to enter into any 
dividual agreements with any of its em-
ployees, nor shall any cash or other form of 
security be accepted from any employe. 
Twelfth—Nothing contained in this agree-
ment shall be held to abfgjSeTthe right of any 
employer to discharge an employe at any time 
for incompetence or misconduct, it being un-
derstood, however, that the refusal by an em-
ploye to obey an order given by an employer 
in violation of this agreement shall not be 
considered misconduct. 
Thirteenth—The Board of Grievances shall 
have the power to order the reinstatement of 
an employe who has been wrongfully dis-
charged, and to direct an employer to compen-
sate the employe for loss of time. 
Fourteenth-iNo Employee shall be required 
to work on any of the following legal holidays: 
Labor Day, Election Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Washington's Birthday and Lincoln's Birthday. 
The refraining from work on May x, shall 
not be considered a breach of this agreement. 
Fifteenth—The refusal of employes to do 
work on such orders, if any, as are placed by 
firms whose employes are on strike, shall not 
be considered a violation of this agreement. 
Sixteenth—The parties hereby establish a 
Board of Grievances consisting of eight mem-
bers composed as follows: Four to be named 
by the employers and four by the union. To 
such boards shall be submitted all grievances 
arising in connection with the relations be-
tween the employers and their employes, and 
the board shall,have full power and authority 
to adopt rules governing its own conduct. 
Seventeenth—The parties hereby establish a 
Joint Board of Sanitary Control to consist of 
seven members, composed of two nominees of 
the employers, two nominees- of the unions, 
and three who are to represent the public^ the 
latter to be named by Meyer London, Esq., and 
Julius Henry Cohen, Esq., and in the event of 
their inability to agree, b y . . . . 
Said board is empowered to establish stand-
ards of sanitary conditions to which the em-
ployers and the unions shall be committed. 
The employers and the unions obligate them-
selves to maintain such standards to the best 
of their ability and to the full extent of their 
power. 
The. maintenance of proper sanitary condi-
tions as established by the Joint 'Board of 
Sanitary Control shall be considered an es-
sential part of this agreement 
Eighteenth—The parties hereby establish a 
permanent Board of Arbitration to consist of 
three members, one nominee of the employers 
to be nominated by Julius Henry Cohen, Esq., 
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one nominee of the unions to be nominated by 
Meyer London, Esq., and the third nominee 
to be nominated by the said Cohen and Lon-
don; and in case the said Cohen and London 
shall be unable to agree upon the third arbi-
trator, such third arbitrator shall be selected 
by the two persons first selected by them as 
arbitrator. To this board shall be submitted 
immediately for consideration the fallowing 
issues undecided by the parties: 
(a.) What rate of payment shall be made 
for overtime work. 
. (b.) What remuneration, if any, shall be 
paid for legal holidays? 
( c ) What compensation shall be paid for 
mourning orders made in overtime? 
The decision of the Board of Arbitration on 
the said three issues to take effect as of the 
date of this agreement. 
Nineteenth—To such permanent Board of 
Arbitration shall be submitted any differences 
hereafter arising between the parties hereto and 
the decision of such Board of Arbitration shall 
be accepted as final and conclusive between 
the parties to such controversy. In the event 
of any dispute arising between the parties there 
shall be no strike or lockout concerning such 
matters in controversy until full opportunity 
shall have been given for the consideration nf 
such matters by the Board of Grievances, then 
by the Board of Arbitration. 
Twentieth—Any question of the interpreta-
tion of this agreement or any question regard-
ing the modification of its terms, shall be first 
submitted to the Board of Grievances, and in 
the event of its failure to agree, then to the 
Board of Arbitration appointed hereunder; 
provided, however, that there shall be no 
modification of the terms of this agreement 
during the first year of its existence. 
After conference ^vith pur respective com-
mittees, we agree to recommend the foregoing 
agreement to our respective clients. 
Dated, New York, September 19, 1911. 
JULIUS HENRY COHEN, 
.,' For the Employers, 
MEYER LONDON, 
For the Unions 
A Year of the Protocol 
The GeneaU of an Idea and A Summary of Achievement!. 
(From the Clo«k & Suit .Review for September.) • 
September 2, 1910, will become an epoch 
making date in American History. The dis-
cerning historian of the future will find tha* 
on that date an experiment of far reaching 
importance had been inaugurated. He will 
state that the Protocol, which was then signed 
by the representatives of the leading manu-
facturers of the cloak and suit trade in the 
United States—The Cloak, Suit and Skirt 
Manufacturers? Protective Association, and by 
the representatives of 70,000 striking working-
men and women—The International Ladies' 
Garment Workers' Union of America, intro-
duced a new method of dealing with labor 
alsputcs. 
Even at this day when the echoes of the 
conflict out of which the Protocol emerged 
have not died away the significance of the 
document is understood by thinking men and 
women. Economists and humanitarians, mor-
alists and publicists, capitalists, and labor lead-
ers are earnestly inquiring whether the ex-
periment is working successfully. All are 
asking whether the way out of the industrial 
chaos has really been found. They are anxious 
to know whether the labor problem can he 
solved by a practical working plan. 
Has It Proved Successful? 
i 
Is the Protocol a success? Do the plough-
shares, made over from swords, dig deep and 
straight furrows? Is the harvest of industrial 
peace abundant? That the Protocol is a won-
derfully wrought mechanism all aVimit; thai 
its novel features in the field of industrial 
arbitration reflect great credit on all who 
shared in its making is conceded. 
The initiated find in its prosaic paragraph* 
principles of far-reaching significance—un-
limited duration of the agreement; joint con 
trol of sanitary conditions of the factories; a 
staff of adjusters of disputes; a court of jus-
tice, and a supreme court of disinterested 
public men and the preferential union »n<>p-" 
most of these features are in Ktjfl 
original conceptions. But is the mechanisw 
working smoothly? An objective staleinenl as 
to the success of the Protocol can only N 
given and the conclusion stated when the con-
ditions which led to its formulation—the- hat*' 
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ground of its conception—are clearly under-
stood. 
The Conference Last July. 
On July 28, 1910, after much manoeuvering, 
there gathered for a conference at a round 
table under the chairmanship of Mr. Lotus 
D. Brahdeis, ten leading manufacturers and 
ten labor leaders, both groups officially rep-
resenting organized bodies of employers and 
employees. There were then in the camps of 
the contending forces those who deprecated 
the calling of the conference. There were 
employees who were filled with the spirit of 
"fighting to a finish." "Negotiations," they 
said, "show weakness; win or lose, let us fight 
it out; we can win. Time will fight our bat-
tles." There were in the camp of labor those 
who from their point of view disliked the idea 
of conferring. "We can win. We have a 
world to gain and nothing to lose. Manu-
facturers, salesmen, arid buyers can't make 
cloaks. Let us fight to a finish. We shall gain 
all or nothing. No half way measures will 
do." 
Lasting Peace Sought, Not Temporary 
Victory. 
But the leaders of both sides knew better. 
Whether trained in business or schooled by 
bitter experience at the machine or the bench, 
they realized that only in a combat of physical 
force is the "fight to a finish" policy a true 
and final test of the issue. In a struggle with 
the stern realities of industrial life a victory 
under such conditions never means a perman-
ent gain. They were looking for a way to a 
lasting peace, not for a temporary victory, 
however sweet its fruits might be for the 
time being. 
As leaders they understood that fighting for 
a principle was worth everything in the world, 
but a principle dear to one side may not neces-
sarily be hateful to the other side. If such 
should prove to be the case in this struggle, 
why, there should be no cause for strife. 
Whether such was the case in this dispute 
could only be ascertained by a conference. 
For this purpose there gathered under guid-
ance of able and broadminded counsel, twenty 
men brave and true to their respective causes. 
Thorough Discussion of Conditions. 
The discussion of the conditions of the 
trade was thorough. Both sides spoke from 
an intimate acquaintance of the facts. The 
record of the conference shows very little 
evidence of rhetorteH flights. The cold reali-
ties only were dwelt upon. It was clear to all 
that [circumstances, over which no one individ-
ual [had any control, had led to intolerable 
abuses in an industry that produced in New 
York City alone x8o million dollars' worth of 
merchandise. Ruthless competition was con-
stantly tending to drag down the reputable 
manufacturer to the level of the disreputable 
employer, who was pushing to the wall those 
who would deal fairly with their employes. 
Insanitary conditions in the shops, long 
hours and low wages of the low-standard 
houses, were a menace to the industry, and to 
the men and women employed in it. 
Was there a solution to the problem ? The 
representatives of labor frankly asked for the 
co-operation of the employers to overcome the 
evils. "Recognition of the Unions," they said, 
in effect, "will inevitably tend to equalize the 
conditions of the labor market in the trade. 
Recognize the unions and we shall soon elimin-
ate unfair competition; then capital and man-
aging ability will have a fair chance when 
labor is no longer the sole factor in the com-
petition of the trade between one employer 
and another." 
Mutual Distrust a t F i r s t 
The employers admitted the theoretical co-
gency of the argument, but had no faith in the 
ability of the union leaders to do what they 
promised. Some of the employers knew from 
experience that in the cloak and suit trade a 
union, in the past, too often meant an undis-
ciplined membership, the rule of passion and 
unreason, with its inevitable consequences of 
incessant strikes, extreme demands and ulti-
mate destruction of the union itself. Not a 
few of them had ever been leaders in previous 
strikes. In their opinion they could not pledge 
to deal with a union that had, in the past, but 
a few reasonable union men. They were will-
ing to pledge themselves to give fair conditions 
to their employees, They would not discrim-
inate against union men, if the men of their 
own free will would realize the benefits of 
unionism. 
The Issue Clearly Drawn. . 
To this the labor men replied that a "house 
divided against itself could not stand"—that 
they, on their side, had no faith in the pro-
mises of the employers, and especially of their 
superintendents and foremen not to discrimin-
ate against union men in the shops. They 
claimed that if the shop is not all union, soon 
none of it will be. The issue was thus clearly 
drawn. The employers were convinced that 
the "closed shop" meant interference in their 
€ 
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business by outsiders; the representatives of 
labor were equally positve that the "open shop" 
meant the destruction of the union and the 
ultimate loss of all that was being gained for 
the moment. 
A Way Out Suggested. 
At this point wisdom appeared. It said 
"The principles for which each side is con-
tending are not necessarily in conflict with the 
rights of the other. Apparently they are, but 
not in reality. In your industry, in the past, 
it is true, the conflict between employer and 
the union was irrepressible. But suppose we 
blaze a trail of progress in the industrial forest. 
Suppose we find a way to harmonize the rights 
of each, for in principle there ought to be no 
conflict." 
"Let the manufacturer, in good faith, prefer 
union men. Let the Association of Manu-
facturers, led by broadminded and humane 
men, pledge itself to do it. The laboring men 
have not heretofore dealt with associated em-
ployers. Let them try it now. Let the labor-
ing men pledge that the union will not attempt 
to interfere with what are the legitimate 
rights of the employers. Let both sides sub-
mit to the rule of reason. Establish courts of 
justice. If the employer, in the conduct of his 
business, should deal unfairly with his men, 
let the union "hale him to court." The de-
cision of such a tribunal on which both sides 
are represented will be enforced by the asso-
ciation of employers. • 
"Let the union leaders pledge to train their 
men not to take the lawjnto their own hands 
—not to strike when they have a grievance— 
but to submit to the rule of reason. Then the 
rights of each will be protected, and peace will 
reign, to the mutual advantage of employer 
and employe. Furthermore, provide a method 
for the joint discussion of the general condi-
tions of the trade, whenever new problems 
should arise. Then general strikes, with the 
inevitable loss of wages and profits, with their 
attendant'demonstrations of hatred and hos-
tility, will be a thing of the past in this indus-
try. Try this new plan. It can never turn but 
worse than the results of the methods that 
have been used in the past." 
Willing To Try. 
Thus spoke wisdom. The employers hesi-
tated, doubted, but were persuaded to try the 
plan. The employes did not heed the counsel 
of wisdom for a full month. At last the light 
•of reason dawned and the Protocol was signed. 
: The Manufacturers' Association and the Un-
ions entered upon their labors of peace rather 
dubiously. It needed a session of the board of 
arbitration fully to establish the rule of reason. 
Since then she has reigned supreme. 
The Plan Has Succeeded. 
The results of this experiment, in the light 
of the conditions that led to its inception, mav 
now be stated. Both sides have been agreeably 
disappointed. The Protocol, with its recogni-
tion of the unions, has not taken the contro' 
of his business out of the hands of the man-j. 
facturer, and on the other hand, the prefer-
ential union shop has not injured the union. 
The Association of Manufacturers has played 
fair. The union, on its part, making due al-
lowance for the inexperienced and hitherto 
undisciplined character of its membership, ha! 
fulfilled the expectations of its well wishers. 
The reign of law does not mean an utter ab-
sence of violations of the law. In the same 
way the good faith of the leaders on both 
sides does not mean that there are not sporadic 
departures from the path of fair dealing by 
an individual employer or a set of employes 
But reason prevails. That means the suprem-
acy of law and equity. 
The Protocol must, therefore, be pronounced 
a success. It has proven a workable instru-
ment of industrial peace. 
To those who look upon business more than 
mere barter and money making, buf consider 
it a form of social service, the spectacle of a 
board of directors of a business organization. 
giving their valuable time and energy to safe-
guard the high standard of an inustry, and 
at the same time to deal equitably with or-
ganized labor, is worthy of the highest ad-
miration. 
It is no less wonderful to see ill-paid lab^ r 
leaders often suspected, frequently criticizei 
and abused by their own people, toiling day 
and night to train and discipline an intractable 
mass. But, above all, is it awe inspiring W 
watch an heterogeneous multitude of -0.00" 
men and women, an immigrant population, oi 
diverse creeds and nationalities slowly anc 
painfully learning the lesson of subordinating 
the individual self for the common good: 
curbing passion; submitting to reason; learn-
ing to value organization; practising scrutiny 
of the action of the leaders; and endeavoring 
to choose wisely its spokesmen. 
Anyone, who in any capacity, directly or in-
directly, is working for the permanency of the 
Protocol, is serving his country. "Peace hat* 
its victories no less renowned than war 
M l P"H 
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LOUIS D. BRANDEIS. 
Mr. Louis D. Brandeis, Chairman of the 
[Board of Arbitration in the cloak and suit 
industry in New York, was born at Louisville, 
Kentucky, on November 13, 1856. He received 
(us education in the elementary and high 
schools of Louisville, in the Realschule of 
Dresden, and at Harvard. 
A leading lawyer of Boston, Mr. Brandeis 
noted for his public spirit. He is foremost 
Imong a class of American citizens who ren-
«<• distinguished public service without hold-
iltg public office. His great and rare gifts 
are dedicated to the public interests. It is 
his habit to concentrate on an important pub-
lic question and to devote all his energies to 
solve the particular problem. He has to his 
credit a number of such achievements, any one 
of which is sufficient to win fame for him. 
Mr. Brandeis was among the first publicists 
who fought and won for the public its rights 
to control public franchises. He solved the 
street railway problem of Boston in a broad 
s ^ 
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and constructive way. He is the author of 
the Massachusetts law which introduced sav-
ings insurance. His brief before the Supreme 
Court of the United States in support of the 
Oregon law limiting the hours of work for 
women and children reversed the policy of the 
United States courts on social legislation. His 
work in the Ballinger-Pinchot investigation 
fairly rivals Mr. Hughes's achievements in the 
life insurance investigation. His success in 
thwarting the railroads of the country in their 
attempted increase of freight rates means an 
annual saving of $27,000,000 to the public. 
Recently Mr. Brandeis has undertaken to con-
duct a Congressional investigation of Alaska. 
As usual, the results of his work will be 
constructive and for the public good. His 
disinterested services as an arbitrator in our 
trade is evidence of the social significance of 
the Protocol. But of this let us hear from 
himself:— 
s 
T H E SPIRIT OF GET-TOGETHER. 
1 
" I have been engaged in one way or another 
for years in attempts to settle amicably dis-
putes betwen employers and employes. In all 
my experience there has been no instance 
where the men engaged in such a dispute have 
met the problem with greater intelligence, with 
a finer spirit and with greater courage than 
those who made possible last summer the very 
satisfactory adjustment of the relations be-
tween the ladies' garment manufacturers and 
their employes. 
"Now, what made this matter so interesting! 
so particularly Interesting to me, as I had to 
grapple with your problems for a short time 
last summer, was to see the possibilities then 
disclosed of advancing far beyond what we 
then happily attained. The spirit, devotion and 
intelligence with which the members of the 
executive committee of the manufacturers 
grappled with those problems, their rapid de-
velopment while attempting to solve them, 
and their success in securing the loyal support 
of other members of the associations, coin-
cident with a similar spirit and development 
.. on the part of the representatives of the em-
ployes, are grounds for the greatest hope and 
encouragement I see in all this a coming 
recognition of this great economic and social 
truth. That whatever Is found to be wrong is 
not to be borne, but is to be removed, and that 
it can be remedied—by careful study, in an 
uplifting spirit, by patient striving in the spirit 
of get-together. 
R M E N T W O R K E R 
"What has been done in the New y ^ 
ladies' garment trade during the pa$t year > 
to my mind, the most creditable and hopefd 
effort yet made in America to solve the profc-
lem of the proper relations of employer v.> 
employe. 
LOUIS D. BRANDEIS. 
Mr. Hamilton Holt, the representative of 
the manufacturers on the Board of Arbitration 
in the cloak and suit industry, was bom ia 
Brooklyn, August i9» 1872. He is a graduate 
of Yale University. As managing editor of 
the "Independent," Mr. Holt is one of the 
noted journalists of the city. He is active in 
public movements in New York, and as such 
is one of our citizens of light and leading 
Mr. Holt has acquired an international repu-
tation as a worker for peace between natiooi 
He is personally acquainted with many of tat 
world's peace workers, and is one of the 
founders of the New York Peace Society and 
a member of its executive committee; a mem-
ber of the executive committee of the First 
National Arbitration and Peace Congress, held 
in New York City, May, 1907—"t!ie greates 
unofficial gathering ever held in America"-
and chairman of its press committee; an ofi-
cial representative from the State of Net 
York, appointed by Governor Chas. E Hughes, 
to the Second National Arbitration and Peace 
Congress, held at Chicago, May, 1009, a speak-
er there and a member of its committee 00 
resolutions; a speaker at the New England 
Peace Conference, held at Hartford, Cotm, 
May, 1910; president of the Third National 
Arbitration and Peace Congress, held in Balti-
more, May, 1911; a member of Baron d'Es-
tournelles de Constant's society of "Concilia-
tion Internationale"; a director in the World 
Peace Foundation, founded with a millioo-
dollar endowment by Edwin Ginn, of Boston; 
a director of the American Peace Society aw! 
vice-president of the American Peace and 
Arbitration League; a trustee of tlie Amen-
can-Scandinavian Foundation; a delegate to 
Albert K. Smile/s Lake Hohonk Arbitration 
Conferences. Mr. Holt is also the founder of 
the Mexican Society of New York, which * | 
founded to promote peace and friendship be-
tween Mexico and the United States. 
In June, 1909, the Emperor of Jap*" JJJ 
ferred upon Mr. Holt the Order of the Sacrrt 
Treasure for the work he did in promote 
friendly relations between the United State* 
and Japan. 
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HAMILTON HOLT. 
(By Courteny of the Cloak * Suit Review.) 
N 
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H i . View of l b * Protocol 
1 feel it one of the greatest honors of my 
life to be one of the members of the Board 
of Arbitration between the employers and em-
ployed in the cloak and suit business of New 
York. I believe that the protocol, as worked 
out by Mr. Cohen and Mr. London, is destined 
to have a great influence not only on 'the 
cloak industry in the United States, but on all 
other industries, for, like all good pioneer 
work, it is bound to be copied extensively 
everywhere else. I am glad that our Board 
has only been called into action once. That •§ 
a healthy sign, and shows that the employers 
and employed are getting along very well un-
der the direction and advice of the Board of 
Grievances. 
Such pioneer creations as the protocol of the 
cloak and suit trade and the peace treaties 
which President Taft is now negotiating with 
France and England, indicate the time is not 
far distant when both industries and nations 
will be governed by law rather than by brute 
force. HAMILTON' HOLT. 
« • * * 
MORRIS HIIXQUIT. 
Mr. Morris Hillquit, the representative of Cloak Industry in New York, was boro* 
labor on the Board of Arbitration in the Riga, Russia, on August t, 1869. He recen* 
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his education in the Gymnasium of that city 
and at the New York University. Mr. Hill-
quit has distinguished himself as one of the 
most influential advocates of Socialism in 
America. He is the author of two well-known 
books on the subject. He has been prominent 
for a decade in the national and international 
councils of the socialist movement Activity 
in the management of his party has not in 
the least alienated from him conservative 
business men, who find him a lawyer of ability, 
judgment and character. 
Mr. Hillquit writes: 
My dear Mr. Dyche; 
As a member of the Board of Arbitration 
created by the Protocol between the employers 
and employees in the cloak industry, I have 
had the opportunity to observe the operation 
of that instrument at close range. I have no 
hesitancy in asserting that the Protocol has 
proved highly beneficial to the cloak-making 
industry generally and to the employees en-
gaged in it particularly. I t has helped the 
latter to maintain a higher standard of wages 
and working conditions than those prevailing 
in the past, and it has so far proved effective 
in obviating strikes and violent industrial 
struggles, which while they are necessary and 
inevitable in certain conditions, always involve 
great suffering and privation for the workers. 
I do not,, however, ascribe these beneficent 
results to the Protocol alone. The Protocol is 
an admirably drawn, wise and farsighted in-
strument. But it possesses no magic powers. 
NTo paper-writing as such can fix and maintain 
industrial conditions and relations. The secret 
of the successful operation of the Protocol as 
far as the workers are concerned lies in the 
stable, disciplined and compact organization of 
the workers behind it. The Protocol will al-
ways be just as strong as the Unions of the 
Cloakmakers, and no stronger. It will become 
an unenforceable and worthless piece of paper 
W your union will be weakened and disorgan-
ized; it will be a most powerful and effective 
initntment for good, if the workers in the . 
cloak making industry will be and remain 
united in a strong, alert, aggressive and pro-
gressive organization. 
With best wishes to you and to the members 
of your organization, 
Sincerely yours, 
MORRIS HILLQUIT. 
There are at least three men in every man. 
h
« man as he afllears to himself, the man as 
« appears to the world, the man as he is. 
BONNAZ EMBROIDERERS. 
(Local S4, L L. G. W. A.) 
The Trade Has Developed «nd With It &e 
Profit of the Manufacturers, but the 
Wages and Working Conditions of 
the Employees Have Grown from 
Bed to Worse. 
An effort to organize the workers of this 
trade has been made long before the Ooak-
makers* strike of New York City. For about 
four years these embroiderers had an inde-
pendent union, but soon after the strike was 
settled they became affiliated with our Inter-
national Union, as their work is found chiefly 
in shops where ladies' garments are manu-
factured. 
Some years ago, writes S. Kalkstein, 
the Secretary of Local No. 54. the 
to $30 a week in wages and the work was al-
most steady. The trade is a skilled one and 
labor was so scarce that .for each operator 
brought to the factory the employer was will-
ing to pay a premium of $10 to $15. Naturally, 
the employees were treated with great con-
sideration, the employers fearing to lose their 
services. 
But a great change has since come over the 
trade. The wages are now much smaller and 
the trade is subject to seasons of slackness. 
Hence the position of the Bonnaz embroiderers 
is far from enviable. 
The reason for this change is evident. In 
the golden past the workers were morally 
improvident. They did not think of organiz-
ing and providing for the morrow. It did got 
enter their minds that to prevent reductions 
in wages it was necessary to get together, or-
ganize the employees and regulate the number 
of apprentices. The majority utterly disre-
garded the call of a few far-sighted employees 
who organized the union four years ago, al-
though the Union has been instrumental in 
reducing, by one and a half, the hours on 
Saturdays. 
This small concession did not last long. 
The employees annulled it with their own 
hands, and now we all have to suffer the con-
sequences of disorganization. 
The situation is such that on the flimsiest 
pretext employees are frequently discharged 
even in the middle of the day. 
AH this can be altered by a strong organiza-
tion. The Bonnaz embroiderers must follow 
the example of the workers in other trades 
and join the Union, Local 54, while the mem-
bers must make it their duty to attend the 
meetings regularly. 
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Editorial 
The all-round satisfactory adjustment 
of the dispute in the Ladies' Tailoring 
and Dressmaking industry in New York 
City, without any trade dislocation or 
serious inconvenience to the manufac-
turers and the work people, is largely 
due on the one hand to the broad-
minded and farsighted policy of the Mer-
chants' Society of Ladies' Tailors and 
Dressmakers and the moderation of the 
leaders of the Union on the other. 
The former have readily conceded in 
advance the principle of Collective Bar-
gaining in the Union shops and the latter 
have made concessions on the question of 
hours and wages. 
It is true that this concession on the 
part pf the union leaders has displeased 
a good many in the rank and file, who 
contended that the strike being called in 
the middle of September when the em-
ployers are very much pressed, the union 
could easily get an eight hour day and a 
minimum scale of $26. However, the un-
ion leaders were aware of their strength 
and their ability to wring from the em-
ployers every one of their original de-
mands, still, they thought it more ex-
pedient and more beneficial to the union, 
in the long run to effect such a settlement 
which the employers also should acknow-
ledge as fair and not one-sided, and 
which should therefore be of more last-
ing benefit to the men. Another reason 
why the leaders of the union were will-
ing to make compromises on hours and 
wages, was because they thought that by 
means of these concessions they would 
be able to get a Collective Agreement 
from the Association, instead of entering 
into separateagreements with individual 
firms. The experience of the last year 
or two has taught us that an agreement 
entered into with a body of employers is 
of. much greater value to the union than 
individual agreements with manufactur-
ers. Especially is this true in the Ladies 
Tailoring trade where there is practically 
no large employer. The average firm 
employs not more than a dozen work-
people. In such a trade the maintaining 
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of union conditions and bringing the in-
dividual employers to live up to the con-
ditions agreed to at the time of settle-
ment is almost impossible. Where a 
collective agreement exists the situation 
I is quite different. There the Association 
j of Employers are as much responsible 
for maintaining conditions agreed upon 
as the union, and a Collective Agreement 
must therefore be of more lasting benefit. 
If you succeed in catching the employer 
by the throat in September, he is sure to 
return the compliment in the month of 
May. 
We understand that the Cleveland 
manufacturers have tried very hard to 
induce the. employers of the Ladies' Tail-
oring trade to follow their footsteps and 
oppose the demands of the union. Their 
motives -jWere not entirely altruistic. 
They thought that our International Un-
ion, being entangled in a General Strike in 
this city, would have to give up the fight 
in Cleveland and so relieve them from a 
struggle which must eventually result in 
a their ruin. 
The Cleveland manufacturers boast 
that they fill 90% of their orders. We 
thoroughly believe them. We are almost 
i positive that before very long they will 
I be able to fill 100% of their orders, for 
J Hie orders are so few, that with the help 
I of the designer and the foreman they will 
i l>e able to make all the goods they ship. 
I The mere confession that most of their 
I goods are made up in the city of New 
York, is one of the reasons why the buy-
I ers are not anxious to place orders with 
I the Cleveland firms, since the goods are 
I not made by them but in some New York 
I third-rate houses. 
Poor fellows, they believe that all they 
need, to get out of their present predica-
ment, is to get tt*ir workpeople back to 
Work and then the fight is over, but "they 
have caught a Tartar." The Interna-
tional Union is not going to give up the 
su
"uggle in Cleveland without a satisfac-
tory settlement with our local unions in 
that city. We do not care how many 
people they can induce to return to work. 
So long as there will be a few hundred 
workpeople willing to stay out and stick 
to the union, the strike will be continued. 
Under all circumstances the Inter-
national Union will continue its fight 
against the Cleveland non-union manu-
facturers, until they will either grant the 
demands of the union or reduce their 
trade to zero. 
The well organized state of the Cloak 
and Skirt trade throughout the United 
States makes it a physical impossibility 
for one particular city, Cleveland or 
elsewhere, to run its factories on non-
union conditions at a profit. The present 
attitude of the Cleveland Manufacturers 
can only result in the ruin of the Cloak 
trade in Cleveland. 
The mere fact that the Cleveland em-
ployers so far offered no objections or 
arguments to any of the demands pre-
sented to them by our locals in Cleveland, 
but stubbornly refused every attempt by 
the union and disinterested outsiders to 
bring about a conference or arbitration, 
proves conclusively that it is not the de-
mands, of the union they object to, but 
the union itself. Their only object in 
this fight is to destroy the Organization. 
This the International Union can not and 
will not tolerate. The result there fort-
can only be either the ruin of the trade-
in Cleveland or the surrender of the 
Cleveland manufacturers. 
Cleveland Strike Fund 
Donation* From Locals and Outside Sources 
From Aug. 28th to Sept 26th Inclusive 
1. Cloak Operators Union of New York $7,500 o* 
2. Cloak Skirtmakers of Philadelphia.. . . 1,500.0a 
J CIoakmakers' Union of Baltimore.. . . 15.0* 
. Cloakroakers of San Francisco. Cat.. J 7 - « 
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9- N. Y. Cloak & Suit Tailors Union... $10,800,00 
10. Amalgamated Ladies' Garment Cutters 
Union of New York... 3,000.00 
11. Cloak & Skirtmakers* Union of 
Brownsville. 900.00 
13 For Joint Board of Montreal Locals. 300.00 
-M. Skirtmakers Union of New York. . . . 4,800.00 
35. N. Y. Cloak ft Skirt Pressors Union. 3.400.00 
43- Ladles' Custom Tailors Union, Phlla. it.10 
49. Ladies' Waistmakers Union of Boston 5.00 
56. Cloak & Skirtmaken Union of Boston, 
Shop collections 568,60 
67. Toledo Cloak & Skirt Makers . . . . . . . . S49*oo 
72, Dressmakers of Browntiville, N. Y . . , . 15.00 
77. United Rubber Garment Worker* of 
Boston 15.00 
95- Ladies' Gar. Workers Union, Detroit. 40.00 
90. Ladies' Gar. Workers Union. Toledo. JB.OO 
Joint Board of Cincinnati, Ohic 
Joint Board of S t Louis, Mo. .. 
A. Guycr, Collections ,. „.»:, 
Collected by Freie Arbeiter Slimm-
Chicago Aid Conference 
J. Gordon Dramatic Club of Il„.,.,.. 
N. Y. Joint Board of Cloak & Sk-n 
M., Proceeds of Picnic I.WK»«, 
Journeymen Tailors' Union of America. 
Local No. 166 . r Los Angeles, Employees of Zaltzin.ni ,\ 
Barucna. (Cloakmakers) , „. 
Los Annies, Employees of ROM-IHIUI 
CO., Local No. 5 ' -
 fl. 
Total . . . . W.uU 
Previously acknowledged ft 120.829;« 
t'7;.*74»j 
Cleveland Strike to Continue to the Bitter End 
Strikers Ballot Question of Returning to Work or Remaining Out and Decide 
by an Overwhelming Majority to Fight to the Bi t ter End. 
By O. Ray. 
On Monday, Sept. n t h , the striking 
cloakmakers at Cleveland voted almost 
unanimously to continue the struggle for 
better working conditions and recognition 
of the union. Nearly 3,000 recorded 
their votes for a continuation of the 
strike. About 1,000 strikers refused al-
together to participate in the referendum, 
declaring that they had given their votes 
before the strike was called and that they 
had not changed their mind since. Only 
124 votes were cast against continuing 
the strike. 
The balloting was secret. Each striker 
was given a ballot on which was printed 
in English and Yiddish the words, "Yes 
Strike," "No Strike." Women as well 
as men voted. 
This referendum vote and its results 
proves conclusively that all the wild-cat 
hercsays published in some of the capital-
ist-supported dailies are utterly unreliable. 
"All that these false reports are intended 
to do is to throw sand in the eyes of the 
public. Ever since the strike, rumors 
have been spread abroad by the manu-
facturers and their satellites that the 
strike was of the leaders1 own making, 
that the leaders intimidate the rank and 
file, that if not for the leaders the strikers 
would long ago have returned u> work. 
Monday's referendum vote entirely dis-
poses of these and similar statements. 
It proves that the men would rather be 
out than suffer the humiliation of re-
turning to work under the so-called 
"ideal" conditions. 
The announcement that those who had 
voted were nearly all in favor bi not re-
turning to work was greeted with wild 
cheers by several hundred strikers in 
front of Utopian Hall. Officers of the 
International Garment Workers' Union. 
who did not appear until the ballots hail 
been counted, were accorded an enthusi-
astic reception. 
I t is conceded even by opponents that 
the fight which- has now lasted ncarij 
four months, has been one of the grand-
est on record. It will surely leave an in 
delibly sad impression on the minds <>i 
the cloak and skirt manufacturers 01 
Cleveland. It will ever arise like a 
specter before them, reminding them 01 
the fact that an amicable settlement at an 
early stage of the battle would now have 
seen them in the full swing of a bt*> 
season with high hopes for the future 
But since they have spurned all peace 
overtures made by the strike leaders. 
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what is now left to them is the cold com-
fort of noW and then obtaining a rew 
scabs from other cities. These, if they 
have any spark of conscience left, must 
desert them as soon as they find out the 
real situation. 
These reflections occur to us and are 
certainly justified on compar ing the fu-
ture of the cloak t rade in Cleveland with 
that of New York. In the latter city the 
manufacturers at the end of a year of 
the working of the peace protocol con-
gratulate themselves upon its success, 
manifesting no fears of future economic 
disturbance. Both sides appear to have 
found out tha t a s ta te of peace which 
can be macje to last for an unlimited time 
and an instrument by which inevitable 
disputes-have for a whole year been 
amicably and more or less satisfactorily 
adjusted/ have much in s tore for both 
parties concerned. 
In the strike of the ladies' tai lors ' and 
dressmakers, now happily a th ing of the 
past, the employers have wisely decided 
to follow the example of 1910 and put 
(heir t rust in peace te rms ra ther than 
pursue a costly and doubtful policy of 
fighting a t remendous and well-organized 
labor force. W h o will say tha t they are 
not destined t o profit by the peaceful 
settlement or t ha t they would not have 
lost considerably by a defiant att i tude ? 
The manufacturers of Cleveland have 
entered on this fight with prejudiced 
minds. They were going to secure an 
easy victory, but it will prove one of gall 
and worm-.wood. T h e prestige of the 
International Union has been enhanced 
by this fight. " T h e history of the ga r -
ment strike at Cleveland," says the Cleve-
land Plain Dealer, " i s the history of all 
strikes which have been ably financed." 
The moral victory of the Union dates 
irom the day when its leaders invited 
>nvestigation and arbitration by bona fide 
wtakJe p a r t i e s . ^ 
T h e manufacturers[ refusal to arbitrate 
is plainly their moral defeat. T h i s is the 
judgment of well-balanced public opin-
ion and this will be the judgment of 
posterity. T h e consequences of their 
stubbornness must make themselves felt 
at no distant date within their own sphere 
of activity, while their future will con-
tinue to be haunted by the spectre of a 
ruined t rade and ceaseless warfare . 
WE STAND FOR FREEDOM. 
By Una Youne of Cleveland 
I never fully appreciated until recently why 
General Lee, the leader of the Confederate 
Army, was so much respected for surrender-
ing at the time he did. During this strike in 
Cleveland and especially during the past few 
weeks, I can see that he might have gone on 
sacrificing human lives a long time after his 
side was beaten, but he didn't, because he was 
a General not an egotist. 
Some folks differ as to the reason why our 
Civil War was started, but the minute the 
freedom of human beings was made an issue, 
there could be little doubt that those who 
stood for that freedom must, in spite of many 
difficulties, ultimately achieve victory. Retro-
gression is never anything but temporary; 
Progress is eternal. 
The Northern Army would have to go on 
fighting to the end, no matter how long 
it took or how many lives were lost, simply 
because the pain of seeing men shot is not 
greater than the pain of seeing babies sold 
from their mothers. Those black mammys 
cried like white folks when they lost their 
children and their tears created a force which 
could never surrender. Behind the Garment 
Workers is a force not unlike that which 
made the other Union Army keep on. It isn't 
of course, as bad to have babies taken away 
to be buried as it is to sec them sold, but still 
to have them taken away at all is worth fight-
ing against. The Mothers behind this strike 
know that over fifty hours a week in the 
Garment trade means consumption and con-
sumptive fathers and mothers means sickly 
children or dead babies. 
In the Civil War some of the slave owners 
maintained that the proper thing to do, instead 
of abolishing slavery, was lo try to get the 
other slave owners to stop beating their slaves 
and to provide hotter cabins etc. T h i \ 
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they claimed would he better than freedom for 
the negroes, for while a negro was a slave 
was it not the duty of the owner to take care 
of him or her, all of which sounds like the 
"kind father" attitude of certain Cleveland 
manufacturers. "Haven't I provided a good 
cabin (shop) for you," says our employer. "If 
you strike you no longer belong to the family 
and will not have my protection," says another 
and several together at the Association meet-
ing say "we must be a little more kind to the 
workers." 
Btrl just as the Northern Army had to keep 
on until slavery was abolished, so must we 
keep on until the workers do not have to de-
pend for justice on the kindness (?) of selfish 
employers. 
Just as occasionally there was a house negro 
who did not want freedom, so to-day there is 
the shop slave who will talk against the union 
and remain at work during a strike because 
her "master," or his "overseer," the contractor, 
treat her as the good looking colored, girl was 
treated before the war. For the girl who 
stands against the workers because she cares 
more for a good looking gown with stockings 
to match, the labor movement can do little. 
Some one else will have to help her up. But 
just as surely as the colored girl was given 
her chance to decide between right and wrong, 
so surely will the white girl in the factory, 
who is tempted because of her poverty, have a 
chance in the future to use her will, no matter 
how long we have to fight. 
Like the Northern side we can't give up. 
The employers would be surrendering a few-
luxuries, but we would be giving up Bread, 
Babies, Honor, and to do this would be worse 
than even the hardship of this long battle. 
AT INCIDENTS OF THE BALLOTING 
CLEVELAND. 
(From the Local Press) 
Grandpap Lemctzky, seventy-six, the oldest 
garment worker on strike, was one of the first 
in line, waiting to cast his ballot. He was 
eager to register his desire to remain on strike. 
His patriarchal appearance as well as his opti-
mistic words, "We've got this strike won," 
gave hope to many of the faint-hearted. 
* * * * 
Eight-year-old Bessie Campena, 4600 Detroit 
Avenue, was a sorely disappointed youngster 
when the election judges denied her the right 
of ballot. She had marched to the ballot box 
in line with her mother and also wanted one 
of the white voting slips. 
"I want mamma to win," Bessie lisped 
"And I'm not going to ask for any pennies for 
candy till mamma starts to work again when 
the 'bosses' are licked." 
• * * * 
The pang Isaac Weinberg, 2530 E 28th st.. 
may have felt as he dropped his "Yes, strike-
slip in the ballot box was not apparent 
"Seven children I have at home," he said 
"The youngest is but seven months and the 
oldest thirteen years. All these must I clothe 
and feed and keep warm, as well as my wife 
and self this winter on my $7 a week strike 
benefit 
"Out of this must also come my dues. It h 
hard, but I'm going to stay out two years if it 
is necessary to win." 
* * * * * 
"We'd be foolish now to quit the strike. 
after being out for 14 weeks," said pretty 
Rose Weiss, sixteen, 3024 Lorain avc. "Ii 
we've stayed out 14 weeks we can stay out 
longer." 
BECKIE FISHER. 
A Russian-Jewish girl—One of the most acthr pfc» 
in the Cleveland strike. 
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"I guess the *bosses' will be stung with this 
vote," said Rose's chum, Yetta Pickus, seven-
teen, 2324 E. 33rd s t 
"When we all go back after winning, won't 
>ve have our heads up," said Sylvia Davis, 
Sixteen, 2324 E. 33rd street 
* * • * 
On one of the affirmative ballots, these words 
were found written by the voter in Yiddish: 
"1*11 stay on strike 'till 1913." 
The fifth quarterly meeting of the General 
Executive Board was held at Euclid Hotel, 
Cleveland, Ohio, on Sept 10-11, 1911. 
President Rosenberg presided and there 
were present: J. S. Greenberger, I. S. Feit, 
S. Polakoff, H. Kleinman, B. Witashkin, Max 
Amdur, M. Hertzbach and H. Dubinsky; ab-
sent: Miss Mary Martin. 
A communication from Local 47, Denver, 
Col., contained a request for financial assist-
ance in a general strike of its members which 
the Local had called out, demanding from the 
employers an eight-hour .day, a strictly union 
shop and a minimum wage of $24 per week. 
The Board went on record regretting the Lo-
cal's action in calling a strike without the 
Board's sanction. This was contrary to Arti-
cle No. 10, Sections 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the 
International Constitution, and therefore the 
Local was not entitled to financial assistance. 
Concerning Transfers. 
The Board considered the question of local 
unions refusing to issue transfers to members, 
or recognize transfers by other locals. This 
was brought up in a communication by Bro. 
Jacob Silverstein, of Local No. 10, who com-
plained that his Local, the N. Y. Cutters* 
Union, refused to issue a transfer to the N. 
Y. Cloak Operators Union, Local 1. The 
Board ruled that while the laws of the Inter-
( national Union obligate locals to honor trans-
fers in the case of members wishing to go 
over to a local of the same trade, the locals 
are absolutely within their rights in refusing 
to transfer members from one branch of the 
trade to another. 
Position of the Ladies' Waist ma leers. 
A committee of the Ladies* Waistmakers" 
Union, Looeys , of New York, consisting of 
"I'd be ashamed to show my face in any 
garment shop if we gave up," asserted Ida 
Shtur, 2528 E. 37th st. She was a forelady in 
a shop and it was only her union sympathies 
that led her to go on strike with those who 
worked for her. 
"I know from my own experience how the 
'bosses' make $17 and $18 profits on suits sell-
ing for $25 and $30, for making which gar-
ment workers get only fifty cents and a dollar." 
Bros. Baroff and Silver, called the attention of 
the Board to the present position of their Lo-
cal Union. Bro. Baroff in outlining the his-
tory of the organization said that the subse-
quent history of the Local has modified the 
victory of 1910. That victory was gained in 
the smaller shops while the larger shops were 
either compromised or lost. Gradually, even 
in the union shops, the employers began to 
practise a system of discrimination and broke 
the agreement they entered with the Union. 
This action on the part of the signed firms 
involved the Union in constant strikes and con-
flicts. While some of these were won others 
were lost and the net result was that the 
organization began to lose shops and members. 
The extreme slackness of last year was one 
of the main reasons why the employers had 
the best of the union. Last year only about 
100 small employers had renewed their agree-
ments. Even in the union shops the con-
ditions are not much better than those ex-
isting in the non union shops. Generally, the 
employees arc intimidated and stay away from 
shop meetings for fear that they would be 
discharged upon the employers finding out 
their attendance at meetings. For the em-
ployers seem to feci that the union would not 
be in a position to protect them. All the 
active members and those of the Local Execu-
tive Board believe that the only way to revive 
the confidence of the members in the organi-
zation is to begin a movement for a general 
strike. Bro. Baroff felt sure that unless a 
radical change for the better takes place the 
union may lose the few shops still under con-
trol; The majority of the workers i n ' the 
waist trade have lost confidence in the ability 
of the Local to protect them, but they have 
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not lost confidence in Unionism, and they be-
lieve that upon the International Union lend-
ing its prestige and moral influence in support 
of a movement for a general strike the masses 
would respond. They are now in a more ad-
vantageous position than two years ago for 
carrying on a fight with the employers. Then, 
the cutters not being affiliated with the Inter-
national Union, oposed them; now the cutters 
are with them. 
Proposed General Strike of the LadUft' 
Tailors. 
Bro. Rosman, on behalf of Local 38, Ladies' 
Tailors of New York, requested the Board to 
sanction the proposed general strike of the 
ladies' tailors for a shortening of the hours of 
work to 48 a week, a minimum weekly wage 
of $26, s legal holidays, double pay for over-
time and other minor demands. 
Mr. Walter H. Bartholomew, representing 
the Merchants' Society of the Ladies' Tailors 
and Dressmakers, stated that the union would 
have no difficulty in renewing agreements with 
those members of his Association who have 
been holding such agreements since the pre-
\ious year. But as Local 38 has sent copies 
of agreements to all the employers in the city, 
a large number of those employers have 
flocked into his organization and are clamor-
ing for a fight with the union, being afraid 
to enter into any agreement or understanding 
with the Local. He, however, thought that if 
the International Union was willing to use the 
Protocol signed by the Cloak, Suit and Skirt 
Manufacturers' Protective Association and the 
Cloakmakcrs' Unions as a basis for arbitrating 
all points wherein ladies' tailoring differs 
from cloajcmaking, except the point that the 
hours of labor in non-union shops, now from 
54 to 60 shall be an hour or two longer than 
in the union shops—in that case, he believed 
that the difficulty between Local 38 and the 
employers' association might be adjusted. 
The Board agreed that the International 
Union is prepared to accept the proposition as 
a basis of settlement providing the employers 
agree to submit all points of difference to 
arbitration without any reservation. Mr. 
Bartholomew assured the Board that he would 
submit the proposition to his Society and 
would let us have the answer on time. 
After due consideration of the request of 
the Ladies' Waistmakers, Local 25, the Board 
agreed to authorize the local to carry on an 
agitation for a general strike and has ap-
pointed Bros. Polakoff, Kleinman, Greenberger, 
RosenberK and Dyche as a committc of five 
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with full power to act, whose duty it .lia|| \H 
to secure the co-operation of the Udie-' 
Garment Cutters, Local 10, in this agitation 
and to guide this movement generally. 
SYRACUSE. N. Y., NEWARK, N. 
) TOLEDO, OHIO. J. AND 
Regarding the communication of the Dress-
makers of Syracuse, Local 45, requesting tin-
Board's sanction of their proposed general 
strike, vice-president Witashkin reported hav-
ing visited the local twice. In his opinion the 
Local in Syracuse was in good shape and its 
demands very moderate. He did not think 
the local would meet with any strenuous op-
position on the part of the employers. The 
Board agreed to sanction the Local's request 
for a general strike. 
A similar request by the Ladies Tailors of 
Newark, N. J., was referred to the Committee 
of five, named above, for investigation and 
action, if necessary. 
The Board decided to send organizer Miss 
Josephine Casey to assist the Goakmakers' 
Union of Toledo, Ohio, in organizing the cut-
ters of their city and occasionally to address 
their meetings on Unionism. 
The folowing report of the District Council 
of New York, was read:— 
To the General Executive Board, I L G U\ 
U. Greetings:. 
In submitting to you a short report of the 
work of the District Council, I wish to state 
that the circumstances were such, that the re 
port of the council will have to be a report 
of my own activity amongst the local unions 
of Greater New York, and also my impression-
on the general conditions, in which our local* 
in Greater New York find themselves. 
Our locals in greater New York arc in a 
peculiar situation as far as their need for a 
District Council is concerned. Local 1. 9. i°-
n , 23, 35. <M and 68, eight of our largest locals 
have always been in the closest relation, and 
arc now affiliated with the Joint Board of the 
Cloak and Skirt Makers. As far as they are 
concerned, the District Council may or may 
not exist. From time to time they send dele 
gates to the District Council, but would not 
send their best men. The payment of dues by 
these locals has been very irregular from the 
time when the District Council reorganized in 
December, 1910. This is the attitude of the 
eight locals, out of the seventeen we have in 
Greater New York. 
Local 1.7, ao, 25, 38. 39. 4«. SO, 54 -^ J*8 
bavc been represented at the meetings of " 
m 
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District Council, but not regularly and their 
payments have also been irregular. Still more 
-hfficuft has it been to get the attendance of 
the delegates of Local 4!, SO and 72. As they 
arc located in Brooklyn and Brownsville, the 
distance to travel at night to and from meet-
ings has been the cause of their absence. 
Their treasuries are also too low at times to 
pay. the monthly dues. The result has been 
that the meetings and the income from the 
dues of the District Council were very poor 
up till now. 
This question has often been discussed at the 
District Council meetings and all of the dele-
gates were of practically the same opinion, 
that in a city like New York, where a Joint 
Board exists and where there are General 
Officers to advise on all questions and diffi-
culties in which any of the locals find them-
selves, a District Council with no specific 
functions or rights is unnecessary. The Joint 
Board and the General Officers are doing that 
part of the work which otherwise would be 
done by the District Council. 
My own work, as secretary of the District 
Council, was not prescribed by that Body, and 
I received very few instructions in reference 
to my work. 
I performed my work as I saw fit, reporting 
weekly on the official blanks to the General 
Office and every two weeks to the meeting of 
the District Council. I received the best ad-
vise from personal conversations with Presi-
dent Rosenberg, Secretary Dyche and active 
members of our local unions, and also from 
the President and Secretary of the Women's 
Trade Union League, when it affected the 
interests of those locals where we have a 
majority of women members, as in Local No. 
25 and No. 62. 
I have taken it for granted that my work 
consists in visiting the Local Unions, attend-
ing their meetings and taking part in their 
business and advising them to the best of my 
ability. This I have done every night in the 
week for the past ten months. 
On the advise of President Rosenberg and 
Secretary Dyche, I have on a few occasions 
visited the cities of Philadelphia, Boston, 
Baltimore, Albany, Troy, Newark and New 
Haven. I have also spent a considerable part 
of my time on the "Ladies' Garment Worker." 
When visiting lccals, I found it more ad-
vantageous and necessary to speak in the name 
of our International Union instead of in the 
name of the District Council. 
When I arrived in New York November, 
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1910, I found that the old misconceptions ami 
prejudices regarding International Unions was 
still very strong with our locals. I have there 
fore tried in all of my work to explain the 
problems of our movement and to teach our 
members the best way of conducting a labor 
organization in a manner which I thought best. 
I believe that the opinion of our locals re-
garding our International Union is now much 
clearer than it has |>ecn in the past. 
I have devoted considerable time to Local 
No. 25 and No. 62. At the beginning of the 
year, Local No. 25 found themselves in diffi-
culties, arising from the fact that they bad to 
renew their contracts with the manufacturers 
and also to rearrange matters in reference to 
their management. 
A conference was called, which helped Lo-
cal No. 25 considerably in the way of adjust-
ing their troubles with a number of employers. 
The inside difficulties of management were to 
be solved by a plan of re-organization, which 
I worked out and submitted to a special com-
mittee of the Conference and later to the 
Executive Board of Local No. 25. Both com-
mittees accepted the plan. The same was also 
submitted to special meetings of the members 
and the plan was also accepted by them. Un-
fortunately, the Executive Board of Local No. 
25 afterwards decided to ignore their previous 
decision, also the decision of the members. 
Until September 1st, no regular meeting of 
the members had been held and no election 
of officers took place. It is now about six 
months since the plan of rc-organization was 
accepted, and later on ignored. I may also 
state that the member meetings of Local No. 
25 have been few and very irregular this year.. 
At the beginning of the year I^ocal No. 62 
found itself ready to disband. The local had 
only a few members and these displayed very 
little interest in its affairs. The same was 
true of Local No. 39 and No. 70. At the re-
quest of Local No. 62, made by Com. Rose 
Schneiderman, who has given Local No. 62 
much of her valuable time, the General Execu-
tive Board at its meeting held in January 
donated $500. to the District Council to begin 
special agitation work among the White Goods 
Workers, Petticoat Makers and children Dress 
Makers. 
The work was started at once, but from the 
very beginning the response from the Children 
Dressmakers and from the Pctticoatmakers 
was very poor. There was no possibility of 
saving Local No. 70, so it disbanded. Local 
No. 39 is in existence, but the membership is 
\ 
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very small. Local No. 62 has grown con-
siderably. 
An office was rented at 155 Clinton street 
for the use of Local No. 39 and No. 62 and an 
active member of Local No. 39 was engaged 
to help in the organizing work of these locals. 
As the response from the White Goods 
Workers was greater, most of the organizing 
work was naturally done amongst them. Now 
we have a local of a few hundred members. 
They maintain their own office, pay the salary 
of a Business Agent, and conduct Shop strikes. 
From the $500.00 donated by the General 
Executive Board the following are a few 
items of expense incurred for Local No. 39 
and No. 62. 
Salary, A. Dlugen, Org. 14 weeks, 
at $18 $252.00 
Office Rent, 3 months 58.00 
Rent, Clinton Hall, 2 Mass Meetings 30.00 
Rent, Cooper Union, 1 Mass Meeting 75.00 
$415.00 
The balance of $85.00 was spent in adver-
tising the mass meetings, in printing cards 
and leaflets, calling shop meetings and news-
paper advertitsting, calling special meetings 
and shop conferences. 
The White Goods Workers are working un-
der the worst conditions existing in the Ladies 
Garment trade. Wages are low, and the hours 
in the New York factories are 55 and 56 per 
week. In Brooklyn the wages are lower than 
in New York and the hours are 58 and 60 
per week. 
These people have come into the union in 
tens', but it appears that they will not come 
into the union in hundreds or in thousands, 
unless the union will satisfy their desire for 
a General Strike in the near future. 
With the help of the Women's Trade Union 
League an investigation was made on the 
working conditions in the muslin underwear 
shops. The investigation was specially con-
ducted to find out the number of employers 
and employees, and also in refernce to the 
personnel of the White Goods Workers. 
After an investigation is was found, that, 
there are from 12 to 13 thousand girls em-
ployed at this trade in Greater New York. 
The majority arc Jewish workers, the Ameri-
cans are second in number and next are the 
Italians. The Jewish and Italian people work 
on the medium class work and the Americans 
are employed at the first class work. The 
conditions among the Americans are fair. 
The members of Local No. 62 are Jews and 
Italians. All are of the opinion that nothing 
but a General Strike will alter the conditions 
of the trade. They feel sure that the masse, 
would respond to a call for a strike, as this 
trade has not had a trade disturbance since 
its beginning, about 20 years ago. 
At the end of May, the agitation on behalf 
of Local No. 62 was- at its height. Many 
people inside and outside of the trade were 
of the opinion that the White Goods Workers 
would be on strike within a few weeks. At 
that, time many employers in the trade ex-
pressed their willingness to concede the de-
mands of the union for shorter hours and 
give other concessions, provided the demands 
are made during a general strike that will 
effect the majority of the employers. 
The belief is general that a strike would be 
successful and if called in September it would 
be over in four or five weeks. 
During the pe r io i I have been connected 
with the District Council and the General 
Office, I have been instrumental in helping 
Local No. 72 in getting a shorter working 
week, reducing their hours from 54 to 50 per 
week. At the present I am helping them in 
their strike for a 50 hour week. 
I have also devoted some time to Local No. 
41 and to Local No. 54. Local No. 41 could 
strengthen their position if helped by the 
General Office. Local 54 needs special organiz-
ing work in New York City. 
It is the belief of many that the wrapper 
trade is deteriorating and that it is useless 
organizing wrapper makers. But this belief is 
not well founded. The Wrapper trade is ex-
tending and the house dresses, which are be-
ing used more extensively, are manufactured 
in the wrapper shops. Again the wrapper and 
house dress contractors are also extending 
their activity by taking in dresses during the 
slack season. The wrapper makers are ac-
quainted with several lines of ladies' garments, 
which makes it necessary for them to oe or-
ganized. Local No. 41 will not make further 
progress if its activity will be confined to 
Brooklyn and Brownsville only. 
Local No. 54 is in a poor state and its mem-
bership is so small that their existence is 
hardly felt Local No. 54 desires the assist-
ance of the General Office for a special or-
ganizer for a few months. 
Local No. 20 is also in a poor condition. 
Previous bad management and trade conditions 
are responsible for I t 
Local No. 10 has a very broad field to ex-
tend its activities, but does not want to do 
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any organizing work among the Dress and 
Waist Cutters, Children Dress cutters, and 
Muslin Underwear cutters. There are a few 
thousand men employed in this line and since 
their present conditions, regarding hours and 
wages, are below the standard set by Local 
No. 16, they are regarded as inferior me-
chanics by this Local, and are not admitted 
into its. ranks. On several occasions I have 
called this matter to the attention of Local 
No.'10, but received no satisfactory answer. 
I would strongly advise the General Execu-
tive Board to either attempt to organize sep-
arate locals of Waist, Dress and Underwear 
cutters, or give the operator and presser lo-
cals of these trades jurisdiction over the 
cutters in the same line. 
There is another matter which I would like 
to emphasize relative to the organizing of the 
cutters in the aforementioned lines and that is 
this. Locals No. 25, 39, 4*i 50 and 62 are 
composed mostly of girls, and I need not 
dwell here on purely "womens' Unions." In 
bringing in a considerable number of men into 
these unions it would be a great help to them 
and I -believe that the cutters would derive 
just as much benefit in being members of the 
above locals as they would in being members 
of Local No. 10, where the cloak and suit 
cutters predominate and manage the organiza-
tion. 
In conclusion I would recommend that the 
District Council give up its meetings entirely 
and its mission of organization, the locals re-
ceiving any advise they need from the General 
Office as formerly. 
A monthly meeting of the New York mem-
bers of the General Executive Board will do 
more good than the present irregular and 
poorly attended meetings of the District 
Council. An Executive Board meeting would 
be more authoritative because its members 
possess much more experience than the District 
Council delegates as now constituted. The 
monthly meeting of the New York General 
Executive Board members would carry out the 
wishes of the locals acting according to their 
own best experience and on the advice and 
recommendations of the International organ-
izers working in New York City. 
Fraternally submitted, 
S A U L ELSTEIN\ 
Secretary District Council. 
MATTERS OF GENERAL INTEREST. 
Request of buttonhole makers of Browns-
ville for a charter referred to Bros. Rosen-
berg, Greenberger and Kleinman. 
A committee of five was appointed to com-
municate with the Cutters' Union, Local io, 
on the subject of forming a miscellaneous 
section of ladies* garment cutters in New 
York City. 
Request of the Raincoat Makers' Union. 
Local 20, for assistance in organizing their 
trade in New York and Massachusetts refer-
red to President Rosenberg. 
The suggestion of the Cloakmakcrs' Union, 
of Philadelphia, Local 2, that all locals be 
requested to donate 75% of their treasuries 
for the Cleveland Strike Fund was not con-
sidered advisable at the present moment. 
Motion adopted to appeal to organized labor 
for financial assistance and apply to the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor for sanction of the 
appeal; also to request Miss Newman to pro-
ceed to Chicago and Miss Schncidcrman to 
St. Louis and other Western cities to collect 
funds for the Cleveland strikers. At the samp 
time to send a few Cleveland strikers to New 
York to attend the shop meetings and collect 
funds. 
Request of Local 62, White Goods Workers 
of New York, for the Board's sanction of a 
general strike in their trade was deferred 
until the termination of the strike at Cleveland. 
Vice-Presidents Witashkin and Kleinman 
were appointed to investigate the working of 
the District Council of New York. 
The General Secretary-Treasurer was em-
powered to send an expert accountant to look 
after the financial transactions of the locals 
from time to time. 
Upon a preliminary call of the American 
Federation of Labor to send delegates to its 
forthcoming convention the Board agreed Io 
send the full quota of six delegates to which 
the International Union was entitled accord-
ing to its membership. Bros. PolakofF, Klein-
man and Dubinsky were elected as additional 
three delegates. 
REPORTS. 
President Rosenberg reported that he had 
received information from Toronto, Ont , that 
the strike at Gordon Mackays ended in a 
complete victory for the Union. 
Vice-President Dubinsky reported that he, 
Bro. Kleinman and Amdur. having been ap-
pointed on a committee to investigate the 
status of Local 17. tftey visited 6 shops. One 
of these was a Reefer shop while the others 
made doales. Their investigation was inter-
rupted by the Cleveland strike. The Com-
mittee was ordered to continue its investiga-
tions. 
• " . 
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President Rosenberg was empowered to ap-
point all organizers temporarily until the next 
meeting of the Board which has been decided 
by ballot to take place at Chicago. 
AGITATION AMONG THE LADIES' 
WAISTMAKER5, LOCAL 25. 
General Executive Board Sanction Agitation. 
The victory nearly two years ago of the 
Ladies' Waistmakers, Local 25, of New York, 
has, it appears, not been as complete a success 
as was generally believed at that time; at any 
rate not a lasting success. One of the main 
reasons for disappointment is that the agree-
ments originally signed with the union were 
of an individual rather than collective character. 
I t will be remembered that a large number 
of individual employers conceded the union 
demands and signed agreements for one year. 
Other waist manufacturers, of which the Tri-
angle Waist Co. was one, refused to recognize 
the Union at the time the strike* was officially 
declared off. At the end of the year the 
Union was not in a position to compel the 
manufacturers to renew their agreements. 
Naturally the employers have since taken ad-
vantage of these circumstances and have re-
verted to the oppressive conditions of former 
times. Matters have come to such a pass that 
employees avoid shop meetings for fear of 
being discharged. 
The Triangle holocaust of March 25th, in 
which 144 young lives were lost through crim-
inally closed doors, revealed the horrible con-
ditions under which the employees, mostly 
girls, produced riches for the manufacturers. 
It is to prevent the recurrence of similar 
burnt offerings and to secure better safeguards 
and more lasting union conditions in the future 
that the General Executive Board has given 
sanction to an agitation for a general strike. 
The co-operation of the Ladies' Garment 
Cutters, Local No. to, the moral support of a 
powerful International Union and the memory 
of the victims of the Triangle fire will itrtpart 
to the union forces a strength which they did 
not possess years ago. 
DRESSMAKERS O F BROWNSVILLE, 
LOCAL 72, WIN UNION CONDITIONS. 
Employer* Grant Demands after a Four 
Week.' Struggle. 
After a struggle which lasted four weeks, 
the strike of the Ladies' Tailors and Dress-
makers' Union, Local 72, of Brownsville, was 
settled with complete victory for the workers. 
The employers agreed to recognize the union. 
to reduce the working hours from fifty-four to 
fifty. The strikers also secured a ten
 p e r cent 
increase in wages. 
The employers formed an association which 
conducted the fight against the union, but dar-
ing the strike quite a number of them deserted 
the association and granted the demands of 
the strikers. The association did its utmost to 
keep all the members lined up against the un-
ion, but the determination of the striker-
forced them to leave the Association one by 
one. 
CLOAKMAKERS WIN IN TORONTO. 
Striker* Jubilant Over Their Victory. 
The cloakmakers of Toronto, Ont., Canada, 
members of Local 14, I. L. G. W. U., are con 
gratulating themselves upon their victory in 
the strike at Gordon Mackay Co. For many 
weeks the Union fought the good fight with 
vigor and determination and maintained the 
strikers and their families from a fund spec-
ially provided for that purpose. The employer 
perceived at last that the strikers could not 
be beaten and as one way out of the difficulty 
he transferred the cloak department to other 
hands, stock, lock and barrel. 
The first thing the firm which bought tin 
plant did was to settle with the Union, con 
ceding the employees' demands. The strike 
lasted 11 weeks. The strikers consider this a 
double victory. For not only are they working 
under union conditions but under an entirely 
new management. 
BRITISH LABOR NOTES. 
By Ben Turner 
The industrial unrest in Great Britain n.is 
been most pronounced and to those who re 
member the stirring events of 1888-9 and i«V 
when the Dockers and Gasworkers of London 
and Leeds, and the Seamen of Cardiff ami 
Liverpool, first began to organize and demand 
the "Dockers' Tanner" (12 cents an hour), 
and the gasworkers, eight hours shift and toe 
seamen £4-10-0 per month, it has been like 
history repeating itself on a huge scale. For 
months the Seamen, led by Havelock Wilson, 
their champion, placarded the dock sides of 
London, Manchester. Liverpool. Hull, Bristol 
and Glasgow with the words "Look out for 
the signal." Ordinary folks wondered what it 
meant. While this chalking of walls ami 
placarding of hoardings went on Mr. W ilc°n 
and his colleagues were organizing meetings 
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nationally and internationally, and urging the 
seamen to join 'the union and petitioning the 
employers to agree to the formation of a 
Conciliation Board. The ship-owners ignored 
the men's appeaL They had the shipping fed-
eration with its blackleggism behind them and 
they thought they could afford to ignore such 
an appeaL 
But they ignored it too long and at a given 
moment the signal was given and the seamen 
at many ports struck and held up the shipping. 
The seamen got advances of wages at prac-
tically all ports and the final thing was the 
shipowners of Newcastle agreed that if Mr. 
Wilson could prove his Union to be a bona-
tide one they would agree to a Conciliation 
Board being formed to deal with trade matters. 
The proof was given and Newcastle settled. 
In Hull, a big centre of dispute, the whole 
town was in uproar, but the men won their 
battle in a few days. Then the dockers struck 
work at most of the leading ports, for seven-
pence and eightpence per hour and tenpence 
and a shilling per hour for overtime, and the 
beacon fire of unrest was set ablaze and Eng-
land became one seelhing mass of strikes and 
lockouts in the transport trades. The capital-
ists brought to their aid police and military. 
Soldiers shot men, and broken heads and 
arms were numerous, Liverpool became a 
storm centre and as Liverpool is noted for 
sectarian rows there was more disturbance 
there than anywhere else. An officer shot a 
striker through the head, another striker was 
killed by a bullet from a soldier's rifle, and 
hell .fire was let loose. The month of August 
was hot both in weather and in incident but 
all along the line the workers have gained 
immensely by their bold and united policy. 
At Liverpool they acted conceitedly and 
agreed that none should resume work unless 
all sections could get their grievances settled. 
Dockers, seamen, tramwaymen, boatmen, and 
later railwaymen worked on that policy, and 
at last peace was signed and the men won 
what they were asking for, namely, trades 
union recognition and more wages. The same 
occurred at Hull with the port workers, police 
and soldiers were poured into the city, a state 
of siege was in actual operation, flour mills 
closed down, food stuffs rotted on the boats, 
coal could not be got into the boats, cargoes 
were packed in the dock. It was a grand 
example of thfr solidarity of labor. The very 
'act that the transport trades shut off work 
simultaneously at the various ports brought 
the public tc^ .realize that after all the men 
who do the hard work arc entitled to a living 
wage. The public was mostly with them while 
the press was not as much against them as 
usual. 
Then the railway men, who have been chaf-
ing under a rotten conciliation scheme, foisted 
upon them in 1007, demanded that their claims 
for more wages and trades union recognition 
should be considered. The directors pointed 
them to the conciliation boards, the men re-
plied that they had tried them and found them 
wanting. They could not get meetings to con-
sider grievances under about four to six 
month's time and that the wages of 16/10, 
17/10 and up to £1 a week were not sufficient 
for them in what arc called the lower grades 
of service. The matter came before Parlia-
ment and Prime Minister, Asquith and Lloyd 
George, the astute Welshman, both tried to 
maintain peace on the railways with hardly 
any success. There are four chief railway-
mens' unions and these co-operated together 
for the first time on record and they at once 
gave a twenty-four hours ultimatum to the 
Prime Minister, to Parliament and to the 
Railway Directors, that unless they got trades 
union recognition and a two shillings a week 
advance they would stop the railways. The 
Prime Minister talked platitudes, the Home 
Secretary, Mr. Winston Churchill, informed 
the railway directors and the public he would 
help them with the soldiers to maintain the 
lines going. This only incensed the railway-
men still more. Parliament had a special sit-
ting to consider the subject, the Labor men 
were beaten by votes but not by argument and 
the strike order was given. It was magnificent 
fighting. Nearly two hundred thousand rail-
waymen, young and old, union and non-union, 
had laid off work, signalmen set their signals 
at danger, drivers took their engines into the 
goods yards and engine sheds and the public 
found on Friday morning the train service had 
practically stopped. Thirty thousand soldiers 
were drafted to various towns to stand by the 
railway companies' property. Extra police 
were brought in, special constables were sworn, 
and at one or two places the riot act was read. 
Soldiers with guns, foot and mounted, were 
poured into Leeds, Sheffield, Bradford, Man-
chester and similar places, unasked for by the 
towns' authorities, and *here there was peace, 
disorder soon showe4 Kself, for the best way 
to create it is to send soldiers and police 
amongst the people in times of trade dispute. 
Friday hardly a train ran and some stations 
were completely closed. For forty-eight hours 
\ 
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the representatives of the parties and the 
Government were in constant conference, try-
ing to find a solution of the difficulty. Sat-
urday arrived and the stations were still closed, 
folks could go nowhere and holiday folks 
were stranded. Prices of food stuffs rose, 
butter was scarce, flour was short in industrial 
towns and the pickets only allowed supplies 
for hospitals to be taken to or from the sta-
tions. They even gave permits to the postal 
authorities so that the mails could be attended 
to. 
While this was going on in the provinces, 
I«ondon dockers were out to the tune of 50,-
000 and at Liverpool the dockowncrs had again 
locked out 25,000 dockers because the railway-
men were on strike. The public was aroused, 
and sympathized strongly with the railway 
men in their demands. On Sunday morning 
the strike was ended. Trades union recogni-
tion had almost been conceded and a Gov-
ernment Commission with two Labor men out 
of five had been appointed to consider the 
working of the 1907 conciliation boards and 
also the rights of unions to have their officials 
intervening in cases of trade trouble. The 
news was hailed with delight, 1800 telegrams 
were sent to the four branches of the unions 
concerned claiming a victory. Huge'demon-
strations were held all over the country and 
the men were advised to resume work as they 
had ceased—in a body. The strike was a suc-
cess from the disciplinary point of view. It 
didn't get what the men asked for but every-
body believes that they will secure trades un-
ion recognition and the poorer paid workers 
more money. 
It has been a glorious fight and thousands 
of trades unionists have been made by the 
obstinacy of the huge Shipping and Railwaj 
Companies. Following this the ironworkers 
and laborers in many towns made a demand 
for more wages. They were mostly success-
ful. Now some textile workers in the worsted 
trade are following suit and in Leeds 200 
girls and women came out for 2/- a week ad-
vance and after a three days strike, with the 
help of the Textile Union, they got 1/6 ad-
vance and a promise of consideration later on. 
August has all through been a glorious month 
for labor and the public meetings have im-
pressed the general public that the workers do 
not get enough pay. * 
Concurrently with these exciting events the 
Clothing trades have been making headway, 
for the National and Local Wages Boards to 
fix a minimum wage, has sat. The price to 
be argued is 3 # d per hour for the female 
workers. I think that will be the amount 
fixed and then on one will be allowed to cm-
ploy a young woman 18 years of age, below 
that price. The gentile employers wanted a 
lower figure, the Jewish employers were a bit 
broader than the Gentiles, but the final round, 
for reference to the Board of Trade to settle 
upon was a 3 # d or seven cents an hour basis. 
To the scores of thousands who do not get 
twelve shillings a week this will be an im-
provement. There are, of course, thousands 
who earn and get more than that, but the prin-
ciple of a minimum will stop the sweating that 
has been so common in the clothing trade for 
generations. 
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j»Dpmw D*T nan jravntovin B*J 
?yp ^P*PH PK ,i8-iB6myDiD j«i pa tmpi 
•UMTK iy?y^ 0*3 w m u w»n*n nxn 
iv on'K pynv I'D'O jyayntwn PK Dy wpl 
tynyoya B IBB orrK IWBD IV PK iyny5 
•|ywyo-nD5ip B TBD jytwyo 
fltt^i y«B3 Dtp DO ory5 c:yo B pm 
-py5 ")*B H ivc^yn enpi ausn DJVK jyp 
yoaipSjn n nya'K wwn ny Dipi DII^D 
.DBoync 
IB IV MIMin B tDP^pa 5$DB 3*n TK 
-yii ,nttj*p pK wDDnyvn$D„ PB wven^K 
ofriyuwiK D$n nrvpyo n in t f i H jyo 
.nytsyiDnyc I'HBE 
«iyna * on*K po |yo5*my a*n y « 
nta nnyoyajiK AVQPXB jhtytiqww D*D 
£|N6n 
in?ii ...pncn iy"K DO nyoBnyB i*i*rf 
"...-tfys fr'Blv Dnyi»D 
VD 5*r ny DTinsByjDMK D;VK a*n T K 
/WftiH'B n D*D DJ^O ny npi |jnny5pny 
,onyBD3yy3 T O iy tai^ n " ! D O n$3„ 
jyaynpya a$n «pn ?T"3 iri'K D"T D$II„ 
/""Utfton PK Da«w ?yo Ml ,cypv*tD 
-py5 D'D Diyny33$ TT tst^ n Dpi T K B 
,o?iy to tovia DHoiyn onan nya'K DIIPD 
-nyc D*n ,?y'B$?#iB yamyenyo nya^ K 
OT9 IPO D3«W U»5on PK TB lyJBDC 
...Dypv^D 
*il PD yftnirva i9ra» w a r n jyp y* 
n*3 ,B»VK PK |y?y^ya HH»T Dpi ,nyo"a 
oyoyJy |«p jya^n »? 5"ii nBsnxn $SB3»K 
^BDDBS "t |y3*h ,[yoij3y3 DO jnny^ JHBD 
nij3 nyiij nya«w oyn enynJB iy:But;nyB 
. Ijn IBB IB PIC KD^B.B ...iy3BDBnyB DO 
Difn
 fD*iv« yopmya Dip PK yoBo uroma 
.oinnn-iBD B MI , D I ^ I yopmya yDD3xny 
?]yTDinycrK D^ JT n»T wojhl 
-Biw oyn pa jya«niK ySye n i w w 
iyo no ,D3«jov PK'H^K n pa TSBDCIV iy; 
-aMi H po yj"K IBB lyjyayT 5JD«IW :rs 
nyo^na B PD D^ nJJTOMUiK n — yoDro 
.lyo^aiK pvn*M ^ p.s ^»v 
^ni^ v nyo^na njn ps a n a n n DO p c 
DO lyoip ny"T lyjyp oyil , W ' 3 i « W%T« 
DO ^^3 Di^taB jpwp pM [ya^ "wnyD3iK 
ya5ihi
 fya^p»5a "ifiyo n l5*BK ~n; ,iyty4' 
iv Djyiy5»y3D^K p»5u v? piroy-Mi \vz^ 
""anB DnijD njn ^^BK ,D-iyn BWPK S iy:y 
-y?y j"p Danya anavavn DO ,^K a^ r ,npo 
PB D^n HB3
 fD"M TW T'K J ^ » IHBOjyD 
.fyoni 
nyaK J|fip5 i r a ^ l N W"TK yi;yr'iD 
nyoMK ,?yty? ,st nptl DO DO jynyDsnye ,%r 
.oy*o y^p^ DC yoa"^ B D3"^B 
o»n tyD"3"iK ny^T t roo "in lajnnyn 
Diy^pny nrvK Di#n jyo TKIT
 #5IPD B D3*.TV: 
-"K pK D1^D>'V ,D1$11D3Mn DD^n D»T 
o"nB on'K D$n |yo IKIT ,on^DDfi«(?;y; 
IB DD"n ovtl »nio PK Pireirni DE^PV; 
r> ,BDD^P B DD"H DW rPW DPB'OD^ K 
lyn lyo^y? nyn
 riy3"v-y3Kns B "iy-« BP3IB 
oyatfya H DBHW nyo^anB yt^ n^ K n lis 
, T ^ I $ B ,PK fy3iy5> iv mm w r u n o»n 
naysi^ K 'n^D'H DO ?VD PH? *& Dnyonyfi 
,pr txnysyn » PK BWWM PK oy c»v 
none B lysyii oy^o y a w a ^ r i s TWTW 
rnri ye»TK DVYI mo iyT y w PK DIP 
jyin^B 33nny?pD*iK pa fyvjyoys D^ D ptfw 
I^ K iyanBD6r "t nxnv jyay^ lyoiyDBcya« 
33nyDCD3y flt»W)n lys^K DTiewyS 
.11 .t .K ,.ii .? ,K DpyiWK rfyjipa^jn PE 
jnBD:yoy^y iya^ ^Biya^K jyo^ny: iww 
MK ,yamB» B pa 33BB3if DJH jyajni jnn^ 
y^^ BBia^ ys
 fy»oy3 Jyo^aB #c5a:y njnw ^ 
-ny^ inBDjyDitfy jrn»e»*n pSwa P * K 
jyiny? y?yn
 fjyoni no B»:yo ipiy1 wp^  iy" 
wnwDMK njn D<D pvtitftWW D« s ?" 
-iyp-i$n C3JJD18: on** njn ;:i; 
•"V ^onrahg IK .OVX^BD$P IX utftjgn 
JVC MPB^ yn D*3 tmin:8 TT iyp »t ?yw ,aaita 
raw .y")K8ii WJv-ou p w w i i on«n 
is pa aatfyDt? H I11! nya* *nm enynaK 
njn njn* VDTB H IJm .aaiD^xnytr'riB 
-ijn JIB DWatfp'VS fyWW$ r« Dpnm 
JiM3»$ 1118 jKt rn inys |ypnyo» 
* 
"ooTyinvB, "in ta$n pmx 3385 n$a D*3 
lis vfternpi w r e w w p n Dpuntfirw 
yc"Tfc H .'38BD$P tD'PD'a 5K3$C"3 nyi 
-Bscpnyiiw m r r ^ n |1K oaipav "lypyn 
D U B — ijammw Dip mvn om 
>ywgy n |jftl ,ovy* .tau vo |yo"« 
'38ED$P $PV3$D jKpnyoK W i u w * a 
PK V^DD^K'VIJD n pK ^n DP'&UWIK 
Tnyrnns iya$n ,jyaaiB"x yc»BDO-.83K 
,l»ui» oiyp"D W I B P D yB»vK n T8 ,taayD 
-ijnB,Dyii riyboijrwywya w » m n iy i$ 
! |ya«w " t ,p\> nynK — lyvooyD 
? D11811 
pa mriB pv £'j t'K in ,tuy?yi ui 
n PK in .yiKBii ppjpnra iypwyin» 
y t n * D $ i n f a jyrwyiviK pa yama 
-nyins pa yaKia p»p D'J PK in JHKBH 
K w sp^onjg PK Ktfjm m 8 w o 
» lypwomnis pe v* BSTBHII in ,i*w 
"^yo» njn pa D T D * P ^ 3 PK DipV ,yoTa 
flplfi yiayaynoyn opynn n D$n min i 
y^TK H Difii oy tamp »tl ? jyjMwya 
IKpnyoK *i Din ,D^J p»m lytaaKJPpnyiiya 
DD*9 TOttif nyi v w T^ K »JKBD«P ipynip 
?lip»9 m iKB»njnya fKpnyoK nyn pe 
lysrnix jynijn nyay3 B PK wom"K [8 
"t PB nyn .on tyayii BVBDH B »8nya f»t 
-2$ |yayn »*i .ey5>p inyo inytacouK jyp oy 
i n PK ,"iytD"Dw TT iy5*T " t r« tDSKcy: 
I? nn'K jyaMn oy T« iy^ n»B ^n Dyti oyn 
^BI^D,, |y"n^OMK ^*T
 fmna n inymo'iK 
-iyj"K " t qo*n D"v y««^ K .(JUVJ) "o^yc* 
" ' W . .iy:»3 H fyain^y: iynjn:B cyi 
-D'IK T y i i ^ n njn T * " W o*n ! "tDsytr 
•lynB'yj 
•v: *\vm,3/n tD^ n - !5yii"o n — 
ly^nramToSwya DIJT syn ^ K — D:IJT 
api VK nu ,pmx jnaiDB' ^yoiyc ts o»o 
-»i«n ojn mipnjn wypyi 0*3 i n 
lys»n [yj^^BPJea-Hf WWP %"i Difii 
DI^ T
 fo"p3^3yo B D^B jypMiya o:ypy; 
*ya DMiw iyoBB^piyiiy: yvn*n n DJ^II 
Wmi ,t33^ rya n*. .PHDIVBMK iy?"W3 o:yp 
- i ino y;"oy^K i« pa D"pjnjjmonj i y i 
"«p tDr'n pw ^«n ttSya'^w JJID^V I^JV 
» yf»yDu« T^ K D^ nya Dy DVII .tr: iyj 
.DO"ro33ionyjTywiK njnypiKBc 
anaymo ! j y w \»\ p« jya^n VD*> 
I ^ ; I H " I D H iv DD^BB iy?;^ K y5"ivun 
.\vzw TO Dtjn lyoaniPD"* 
* 
oanK'o^v vw VH i « i : lyDMiya K VZ 
DD:yDt"D"iyin« n TB T ^ ^ i w m y a 
.Dpm *? yaJvii 
Opm DIJ11 5*r»W 8 "iyi$ 331D"X 8 
iy3«D Du fJi'Btt) iyp
 rDD3yop>ensnnB 
*v jyrByaivD^K |y»iDinyDJW yayo p^ p 
xnn^ K PK ep^trunnn v&vn yon^ B n 
nj«n yirrK y^« PK ?p5nny T'K IVD^EIT 
tyD8D D*J T ^ ?VP D a n w s n .jyaaiJ 
Dipi ffuno n »x
 #3:iDinytD;iK y*uya p*p 
pK "tfya D^T ntDiyr, TSK DP'OWnfc Dijni 
W o i y i n n i y i Dijil [yv« n lyaayna oyn 
i u nynK
 fnDK pn T» ^VD oy>« bin 
lyaawx ya^nny y^« .i«ia jyoniya K pa 
T^ K oyapn K urn DIP ,Dayp"»ya8 jy^yr: 
n tnyii ,nyop8n83 |yDB«n>ya»nw 8 pa 
»u jyaaiD"* y o o a i y jr a * 91 n y pa 
.Dt"biyin« 
* 
PK inyaa"i« o^ a ovy^  I#T |y>»n VD 
nynij "DD^D^ piir va n 'x ,yaiCB nyt 
>i opmya lyo^n **?P*« o'ny^ip,, 
•yii Dipi roayot^cnjnviH pxnyo bayoya 
lySupnri nya^ayo iyt:iK PK DPIYUU iyi 
taiK Dipi "jya* .D1: TK iyp;yn TO .yoyns 
n t'K cxy (yboplKDW C8 trrDynyca'K 
^pyai^ D jKpnyos "JPT pa DtaayoP'tnyms 
lynytya oayoxy^  pnyn i»o wpi ,unovp 
"yo^dV "»yo"3nK y^na, /oDTyinw, PK 
.jyjaiDMX y?8PH8i yiynaK n PK PK 
ooayot"Dnyin8 DWn tow* 8 iyn 
nynij .tann^asaiij D*J lya^n wpi Dyo^a pa 
^aiaynya ivui* iyT ix T^a^a -iBa$T tya^: 
»DD^ n ^ n ,iyiyn lyayanya DI^ T jyp |m 
>VJIK a:8^ w jy^ya D>lpl lyo'tovDMK »*i 
26 "WpHJll a>J»TO D ' T ^ "fl" 
,DJirjr"rnc n IV yvot? yucij PK D^PD^ 
,yDy-iB w a r r n c VP tra iyoy^8 w PK 
[jtfjw i y r jyoTii iv pa jwn oyn p* 
p^jv-Tno H
 #Miayiiya nyryn iv ttfanrK 
"^BI "*„ K jyaawv yay IBD PK aJwriura 
yp'D'Syi any? "r "3 PK vtDB'in n — 
•»n "I ivoyn n»u ,jya$'vpyD PK iy"D-,«s 
•iw^jsny iv fysnnyaa* y$DW"tt jya 
-JW |«i BRDini "IVPVZ TOOTH, njn 
PK aaiaynya ppil' T n o nyn DfcTCPK jyv 
H PK yuyoinv H ^y>vyeo p« ,pn3W5jtf 
-*yt8 D^« pM / r n o nypya nm p« yBBoyp 
1BC p'WD'3**11 DW8 PB ttlD"V H PK ya 
jjuynya-ww *«n 
-yiaipB -inyt PR "lypya W T K # iyi 
-ya iy pm ^ob^^xip? Difpftffi PK IPD 
•KID y ^ o ^ B - ^ v i p yj"oya?8 D^yi^ sn 
pc nnntrnn n oin» iya?«n D>B PK ,jya 
IK iya;yia prtfyn PK Jya w i lypya 
MfUtrpno H pramtn aanj'anyB yiya:y 
."D18B yP'DD^B'VIJD H PK 
,p#ynp yaynyienyfl |in pram TD *ii 
W T U H »vwya pn«uc inyt fys eSipi 
— iyB">K'D«D8 its "iyi* ,p/oB«wyr.yj 
IB lyayjwDMiB — pram q»t 5»$T BIB lim 
H eyo-niya ,aaiD"V ya'toayayii vvovtix 
-,K nynM .Mujmya'ppjv-pno vwvtix 
nipi t3jyoiB3 DH"J u n . ,"nypya ny«s>n 
Da^ viya^ K pravn "ODBB y"j H„ PK "*iyp 
tp PR oy IB jyttowpiiriina "jra* n 
pwnv iv o$n >JPB ,iyany5 iv Dipi SJPB 
J^D"V B in$ DIP PK rMtitmva "jytn pwyii 
aauyiiya-iipav nyn www oyoia TO B ttp«fa 
.ppoya D*a PK ony^ya ou 
-tfy: n ?B ,0*3 yaRis \"p i$a T^K oy 
"^ y^ p n ip PK aaionyaiytaaiK nyi pD t3"i 
lyftft^wncT y^ BPHBn W W »BD 
K' D n^ys oy Dkftii .ttfnycya b»i T^K p5«pi 
•"» l i p w r n o vvyQVti$ IB jyaBD iv DIK 
IB ,PK t3"P3^p1^ B. IBB Pll*1 M PK a:io 
lyDEBtypnyuya inmHi ,_i PB lyoBayJ'jn H 
y^yo^B prhMri iv CTB-.IP oyn |ya*n iy^i 
iv D"anB iyn iv jyonya v i PK ,iytoD'm 
•l^av H W B N "iyny o«n PK ,oip iyBBc 
•D^panuiits^u n &5n»fi IBD 
liWMnjn'll pa o c a nyn ,DD»a-p"iDo iri 
ai;ya o»n r W W R n pc o"i nyi j 1 £ 
uyn o c a nyiy'T PK jyaamya^nK ^ 
iiK lyp^ .iDMK I»DIIJB yjjny'BnyB p« 7: 
,oay? DD a^ TjwH pm UK .jyay^ :;j«^ ^ -v 
I:IK ww$ ,iy^yoc iaiK jyaya T I jyp ^ 
•nys D$n in^Kw :iya^i PK |yyw n px 
124 lyo'Dtr ,p"TOD lya^n 15 ^IJ: nm 
T:IK nn^ K p5'1l ^D a^nK nyi iv pnw lyny:« 
— ? taojtft? lynyoc TO T» WW 
! ^n Dpaynya ,na»ns 
t>$nv2 vo jya^n nyaoyDyeyo i:$z:t$ 
nycH'K^ iyi m ,jynyt w jya^aiya D ^ 
H ps iB3n«j nya^ojyayn njn ,"iypy3 
pn oay^iyn Dipi
 riy»"anmypya yen1* 
.•lyD r^6DyBDy^^K, jyotny 
p« vtwsm PB jyin*1 wfaxm w 
"iiv yovy^ n IBB T D jynyi jyajw^DDay 
iyn pK ya$Ey y^j B PB 3:82:1* uvi IHK* 
BMPH* TnD J:i3ynya nytD^aiB wvx 
•iyt3"aiB yiJiiya 8 IIB ojyoBiaiB iyi — 
pn pK >n$v p« <pi jyinyonyB mmm 
aalsyiiya j^jvn^nD n p«
 fiy*Qr4My*B 
.o:ypiy:B PK oy^aBya \mvvi w i^  u:;8D 
PK D38D W n PB oaya^v H PB yj"K 
-nyB H PB lyajnoB' nyn PK a:i:vp"v:» 
lysyaivomB Miptf ynyoyia y:y-y,:' 
MD3,tay^3„ ya^eajyajni ly-Tij y9«9ovi«9 
jyayii anjyiyi) yo^ny H ,rya:io"v ijnw 
•^jiyoa^K H pniya PK firtp* "I«B yovyJ n 
D'D WW D"iyp"i^ i D:yD"i83 bnijJ Swipe' 
tsvy^  PK "nypyn -iyiff oBncoBa^o I<TK 
iya»i IBT .""iypi$u wvow on**. W" 
D3*ur onyp"D »TIPD PK pit^ ^p H prnpn 
iypya PTJTM H IBT ,"QD$B V") '% »'» 
*% t83"iij lya^ojyayii ny"i D^O DJKP#S 
WK.DM3 WW nyn*B H ,wajitD"v WW 
•IBB TD jynyi Dvy^  PK
 rpDy5n |y3*5bw* 
jyJjPVtuij |8 pa aau^enyny-yMi %" T1 
PK vvn nvtfp "»yT ps lyayayaoMns |B3"i* 
-Bn^o^v w>»»?i*ntt lW.w oiyp^-svi" 
-1$
 (iyt3"aiB wra»M H #Tt prmyoiyfl i w 
n IB ,|y5n*B D3»»3V1»HID n PK DTP3IM 
na^nB lyvasa I .TK D^O yoyiB PSBP1*1 
npptpl oayonw w&$ ijn 2-1 
m 
:tny)vov\ PB ism n p* w t oyara 
PJ i * .oyoip nyia8 n !» "jiyo,, i y i 
y3?ytK i*3 ,iyp"iDD aa85> nw W 
-;<K iy i PB y**br iy3""i 8T8 i*a ,iyQa* 
pmjrDV TO m jw*r IVP pm ,$w*.e>"rttHD 
iynyoc TO ?*IBD8P lytyn p« ttayto-
,1*1 jypayiya TD jjm ,t»a inyr .oia inyr 
-$n Wfcftp PK yia^B pwtaiM iy»n& m 
y-r'D yiyraiK iy"no m PK «t9$nwiV3 jya 
,prJn**ya WW ?y^ yn ows* y in :8 pn 
.51BC8P « T:IK B^ O anaurtfro, 
JIK P I ^ P ' i n PK oyo*3 lypi*1 n n 
ny»nta T1R fyst^ n , i " iD lyase DIMPD 
•nwi " i tjyaynya T:IK »my$jro' ,D$n*vya 
B'D Ml ,iyov3 I D 8 oi"n IKT H iynyoB> 
linvne TB *n lynyr DJ"n .pmv IHK* 8 
•nny WM onaya lyiynB ,iya"3iK n tro 
.csysrya myoya 8 I D 8 PK ^atfiawi ya*5 
.aynp IKB KIID H PK ,aynp *n 
D'D lyirpe K0ni ,Dyo*3 uru t fwf t *i 
IPJyil " i T IH ,aynp lyo^ya^nviyB 818 TJIK 
.taa>M fie "pp 8 p* , i r o i iya^p 
•y: D*3*D oyayaaBaiys oyi ?y3*n I'D 
iyoya in "3 OD^wa D*3 8 pm is JOMQ 
jrunjiyfi ix oy^8 — ,iyiyn iv DTawi 
IVP i«i ,iya»3i8 ya"t rynyaiva*: era i u 
ipjam* D*a ttfyn m pn WW P'P DIVK 
WP nmjfi .tyfoyo yiKia no iy D*P 
•ED$P iny? D^pBiBBcyaa^K PM lyase Ptfa 
"i^Q .D3"iiy T D ;y3*n cpaie oyi .183 
n D«I I M W ) X oyi D3"iiy T I « iya*n 
PK " p w n i yo?8 H ,iyvD3nrrB3"K y&5» 
IKt 8 | w t'« I ^ I D pi*?? WMt^wSP i y i 
n« iy3*i3iv pw PK ,D"nayaa8aiyo i j n 
s iyaayna i*i t ro oy^i P^IDD nyi .DMD 
."»"io Dayoisa on"5> i y i pH ya^ey »»a 
linn'B i^o Mi»fp^DD BTK PB DI5D«K i n 
•iripii lyoyaiye BM jyp
 ria«^i^p pK bsy^ 
mi 
p« VD ?y3i#n D8:*D IJ#E yovy^ n TB 
PK P"IDD iyp"DP^5»p oyi
 Piyv»a*a vw> 
I 'D PM lytacny DW oa*oin utfivJp 
.D;" , I IMK DIJI [yina 
oy MI oyn i;K^r5»p pn P^IDD i y i 
.pyMi ;:8^ w D3"E? 
D8at?t: Dyjyaawiye Dyi ps IVD^D p« 
-;8^p oyD'naiys i n y m oyo^n H |ya*n 
iya"T Diyp-noD n — iyo"3"iK H t8
 rjya 
•pm* TT nfrii PK ,jyp"iDD w nnuM 
.D"3iK i y i iv mnyp 
,q*?3 8 t'K D^l ?8 DDlKliya iy3*H TD 
pawn* rwtm tyawi 8 D^D iysgn PK 
8 l i n lyo'Dc iy^r Diyp^iDD n T8 
IV jynyapmv iu)«« »n »v ,c*^83-tayipyD 
lyol l oyi D*n lyp^itaD iyiy^ .D"3i8 iy i 
v w — ly^yoyv »«ra ryoipys lyaoyosyD 
l y i i H opmya jynya I^ K y^yoyv J»K 
yjjwy* iyi:8 i y i wn /'jj?p>nDD x\ , iyta 
Daynija ."lyp^icc c^j„ uvn-v: mm vx 
\vo\m ^ M D : 8 iya*n oiyp"iDD 3000 no 
.D^ya oyi PK 
— ?D8D^m 
Djn iyayaivEMK wvvy: |yp*n 124 
!P"1DD 
p« i*a i n iy3*n uytMD 8 i iy !8 
•:IK \vi$r\ I*D„ .lyo^D^ w oa8tD:y lyvasa 
poipi inyvciD D'D |y3yay;28 yo*or iyt 
jy3^yi oyi D^D D3"n jya«i TD PK ,pmv 
layma n iy3*n -- "DD5*C8I*W« MW«D 
.DiyEDayya 
? ijnyMya yc8o 8r8 «r^ 8 [yp iyn 
! oo iya"p 
,pn D»3 5*T P«IDD DVT pB y"i;y n i D*II 
HMK oa^n pw ENm PI5D8P oyi PE ynny n 
.iyo"3i« ' i PE lynyD i^y pK $vp »1 
-pyEUKD nyiayMi^ P *i (yaifn B"5«I*D 
•asa^ B iy«i ^DI'DWIP-'BS aa8^  pw D i n ^ o 
iyD*iDyaa"i8 oayovy^  T^ K o*ipa83 -y^y'v 
yiy"t PK ,"t PB 1*6 8 1* D'B nM2 D'D 
l y p ^ i i wyonw D*T^ njn ; • " • 
,wuv n iycBoypva « wcnrotfOB 18 PK 
n lyonyaivomB lyoy^pys Swtf nm b*n 
.p^noD PM -lyny^atrs 
3»a yrj^K pic fya^n o^v w i B PK 
SytD'Miv ">xn *HK .o^yoyoya DBnya oyo 
tyayn pR oyo^a W3 iwpya iya"t i s " 
yo3 H p« ,ojy»n38 oyn jyanmyww 
,p*n»D PD vw n inyrya pw &$n <pm 
lyaanyi^ D H iy3yay33$a tyayn- oyotp y^B 
1 pa nu nap iy&"3i8 ix i$ov nyn pe 
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i y i jm iea iK iv iy i 1*3 w*i wJyii ,£3iy3 
18 D*D* 5Kiy3ytm no tMHtfiyD 5KP*5 
.D83*D 1*B 8 18D iyr*3831* 
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-38 i n *n "iyanyiu 5y»D iw"t pwrv*f\ 
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-np iv iyi*iiy3 oy r'M ij»3**S r5« ,P«IDO 
I " I D DiyoiKii nyi ps n0*mn3 i y D» 
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yo"iiv n .iy?i"D yts»TK |jo*n ^ n^viny:: 
IIK ,iy*-i"D iy3Kpnyo8 im**i 5n*v r« 
n .nyay^SD'K |W"i ^n*v pK yom n 
p%J yooya n lyaso ly^n^o lyaKpnysn 
.D?n*vya ma isaa^^aiyD jyanp IIK ,D"3i» 
PK w n » * n |y3"t yts5n*vya yuoaiy n 
oyn tyaKD ys^yii ,iy5i"& n^vHVR n 
.0^318 p*5 jyeo^iB oyn PK jySyo'a -
-VMW\1 8 113 TK 3313"D l y i W"l tf>* 
n |yijri3y iv DMTPVII V^ tayii PMIDD 5«n 
18 n ]yDD3ia iv ,i>no i y i pK majwwi 
-"318 n TK ,iyan i n jySwB y>8 . w a 
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-^8 n T'K /8D 1383*D pK .1HK1 20 Wt 
iyo"3iK Diia o«mi n pwnw BPWB 
-yiya ^8iy3sK o*n iyo .PIKOK* inyi inun 
lyiyn oyn P^IDD ^Kiy3y^n » rs t>w 
. n . .jya*n I *B y&Dpy3 n PK jyDnyaD'nB 
oyi *PIK i n iya*n i " i o i y i PK eyes: 
PK ,iy&"ai8 n nt lya^yn o1: JJWH 
iya*iBOT3DnM i n jya*n oyo*a H pu y '^£ 
i y i D^D jy^cyo iv jyiynoiv pu»n MiD1?" 
jyJyDt? ayii ppan n ni T3 nm .(PJ 
Diyi1l?DpyB138D y?8 IV
 rl»31TTW»fi JO'v3 
8 jyon iv D"v yooys n . .l"1tD un "j* 
yisy lyiiys D^*H lyo^aiK n pn p"1"-
.-lyacyesyr 
nypntjn bayc-ia: tm*$ njn 20 
-nyi«) 62 >KP# I'M b»n nnK' 338B3$ 
s pK lyjioya Oswi ip l D I N D"mi pK nvr, 
73 mm 5KP*> IVT .yas^  w w i y imn 
y j ^ irt>W i n p* ,ty*8B!V D"3 |»D5«n 
DW'D QWWB 39 5Kp$5> IVJ1DP3 T» v$n 
wm^ro P« wons P"1*1 v: 7 0 W # P* 
.Diyp"DDyn 
.3 .y .n "un PB W'O'O w a s * nyn »*a 
pyraiR PB y j " « ,i*tnin"3D n ip D*D PK 
mpoyp D^K jy jyeny nyo"m8»*o yaoy3 
-tVlPOrM * l t« D338?"iyB pM 62 5Kptf> PB 
•UBJI* y^yvysD lyonynytMiM ftp JKaipp 
.1"1D DIM 0"mi W l P« 0"rnrD3$*V8T 
,TK**I 500 oa'Jniya i n Di$n .3 .y . n n 
•#> yiyay^p n v a lypynv-Dai^vstras v a 
fcptf PD D'Byays DJH I*B Jy*vyaD ,D^8P 
.70 PM 62 ,39 
prom ovwty} DBisnvj own B"3i8 n 
-a* o^n fyo. T2 ** .^ OJUPC opnoon pa 
PD i w j « m n iye»uv p u m t h i i D r a w * 
nna& nxn *8 opiyoya v * ayn ,DTn& n 
pu onyp^Doym jynS'PD PK oyo'D n pB 
im *in3$ i j n .lypiyo iv t^a IB#3 MI oyoD 
*«w « nraa fjmya PK DIPPED tftifp'gya n 
•tf«3 lyiijn D W I $ H D I M D"nn n PK ,nys 
yoyiybrK ypiKac B ptt»VD'VW linauya 
*w bras v D$n wo •nw V1 1 PK 
•Diypii^n etna D«nn n onu »vi&ay* 
- ^ va lyaanyaa* pn*nya PK D>B$ is 
no nyaoyo nyiropy i« PK ,62 PK 39 5KP 
T3 D5K lyn^iiya ttfyotyyaas PK 39 5«p# 
tep# .of rpt f m i i n T B , o w n " K oya 
•cynp y&w n DUD papaya D3«n pa PK 39 
62 5«pitf nyaK
 f i n * 33KB3$ p* Difii ,\w 
•syo i n r u v i "I$B ycn^n « lya^npyjiv Q$n 
""B m>B iv i $ w H b?«n Dvy1 p« ,D*iya 
oin^B ^jyB'n^K oyjT>a p« ,D^BIJ Dj/jya 
DKT 1>D D"T1K y^« D1HD PK DP?nt3D EKS? 
•Tno oyn ps lyooyn p» 9tnfn 
n:ya^B H lyaijn IKJIJT 500 H ps 
•nMhfi 4 1 5 DDijpya iy3«T iy^B 
$252— .T 18 iv lyaijn 14 ,p«?i .K ny>»D 
58 tDB^D »m ,t3jyT D*B^ 
30 Gjyn ,J|fll I l f p^P PK D3J»D^D-D80 2 
75 tajyn
 #|^3ii ipB^P PK ^J'D'D-DSO p n 
$415 — jyo^nv 
•is VB pyiis t'K lnJ i f i 85 ynyiJK n 
"2KC 1»B DT1KP ,DDV^B^ ,DDJyDT"Diyn 
j .n .K ly^J^D^D 
TWM* lyD^aiK^iiD^aiK DT»3 Dwtm H 
•*B3 Dn«5 iyn PK D ^ C H S ^ P ytDD3"iy n 
.VDD:y5>p H jyjiit oyicn^l l n» iD Djyo 
oyn PK "ljnuK ,f»K:Kciu"iyD3^ K TBWW 
Dip 2«n tj^ K >DJ1«p OPnDDH PB jyDSi 
^ "n j yno ^v »n« nyostntDK"! "IKB jyjiByi 
pK pn^> VJ PK ryoipyapimv pa T * ivn 
yo?8 n r« jyjisya ^ K 3ijn ,1910 nyaoy«»: 
y^intDniK^^B yo^8 >n ,younjyDBnyBD'D 
W tyj" t , D : ^ : V 5w»c»3iyorK m m i 
ynyrjiK p w " ^ Dyo'naiya PISOK' rJiw 
y^8 p« DiunB on«n a^n ^ K .Dnyaoyo 
,D"3n« nyvjya p^o p« PK ,\VWBWV: W"0 
l i n o lyn ps lyoy^tpB H lyny^pny iv 
-oyo jnyiiiK iy:iy^ iv PK .ajuynya WW 
- is 18 prima iv lycoyn DK MTK MI Diyn 
• l ipwy^i inv i y D " ; 
yiyratK PK WW Dvy* r» anto i«* 
-^K jyayii uu*v yiyoya y^^ s 8 D^KP*^ 
-y3 "T PB PK DSp Ml ,D3*i3V JWlf^UTyO 
.D^njyaasaiya i i n PK pnipiya lysna 
V I T « ^^n D"V nytDi^ D^yn iyn T in 
.62 ^KP^5> pK 25 5 K P # D^D lyayayaaij 5y»B 
25 ^ K P ^ v t D^n inK1 Dyi pfi a:KDatj pM 
anjyjyp tra
 (0"nayay5nyB 8 I^K ryaifiya 
y&Dinys n D^O ooayonaK yiy^r ?y"aya 
I^av lyn D'D osnya \V2$n oip\
 #Dyo^3 
^KP^? ,1910 pK P» IDD ovn ^ n D^yeyoya 
yDMtya 8 pfi ryo^ya DKnya v w Dijn 25 
oavD^nyayo njnya^K ixri PK " D " P T " > „ 
.?KP«J5 DJH pB 
ps mmyaa^M jyiwnya T*K ymvzw 8 
,iyoBK^iyB"iyp yw'VWt pB "lytDyitD^yc 
D«D w o v i 8 p« D$n rannuvp w y n PK 
h BftWWiKPhM fiwfi Dyn [ys^nyaiv 
jyayn .Db3J»Ha« n fy^aya ps ,D5»y3V"it3 
Dtjn ,^KP«^ oyn PD Dayocnyayo yiya»K n 
8 T » " lyiyoyaiys IV D $ I D:y3yiya jyo 
TK IKt fm "wv8T'38anwn(f IWim I8^B 
.D«31Ky3DMM 3ljn 
i i f B inwwa Danyiv t^ K IK^S i y m 
-ysa^p n'iiB n9*o|fp Jycyso 8 va oay^ya 
.jyouyaa* I8^B oyi fya^n »M PK , w n 
113 lyoiayaa^ fyni^nw IK^B nyi PK "lyDys^ 
H "3 18T PK ,25 5*KP«^ PB iroipytpy iyn 
|y3t?n y»vy5 n ,^KP«^ oyi pa Dnysoyo 
113 18^B ny-i jyoiayaa* p« DTDIPDH 
iPDipytpy n e^n i y i " 5 .jyaa'D'o'SyvyBD 
-"K W K omijaa'K ea^n P3 25 >Kp*5 pc 
•oyo n IIB DiJ^ya DPI PK ^ B V B oyaya 
u^ a I8^B ^ yn ^ 3 PK wn P3 I IK ,onya 
P3 ta^n ^KP^^ nyi .onn'Byaann ?yi*iiya 
j)Wajn I^P w in» 0*3 ( iynl .DByo) oa^n 
-yata8tac D»a D«n IMVP0B PV PK IW3*0'b 
PB !8^fi " y i MI cyn3^; D8:»o opyr .jyaio 
VK . imavuv ixnswa r^ K i m n ' N i w i 
-lynDyo *i TK Avwoyi DJH iv "n^ a 7M1 
jynya IHK ' DXH IVJ"? 25 ^KPU5> pa lyaa^D^o 
.D"v PK a^yo^yaynaiK PK
 #5n^v PK WJP1 
I 
• H H H M I 
m$ 
nypn$u Wj»iw on«? njn 
ueny I(T ayn %K MI SJWD iva^yr oyn 
pjWP»iwra 
-ya 8 V? 03'fiy: oy mn aiKDt? 8 p* 
tyroya Djnwi PK
 rmwp aswm j n j w n 
TW^'UKM** nyi pD yoosya Win H T l 
1*» jyjyp D>KP*5 n worm tt ,np3r 5w 
.DIKCC KtK PK ,HD81 8 1KB IVUVII 1^ 83 
,3*BM33IK ?*DJUFP apnetPi "«n ffww 
0*3 |W"t IMUWP31B yj"t |jni DBMmy:*K 
-jVonxnayaMK n urn onip .ob'owo *UM 
opnoDH 8 »5jfli ,$o'3 l ym iyDBy-ip yo 
.0"p3n:yiiDM3 yoma « jynya >*D3tifp 
po nyoynpyo oi>8 D"3i8 y3y3"K pno 
nyn PB jyantwwB [jnifpW w: PK .p .n 
-nyanyp nyn PB aifn $M p i ,BBKKnyBnyp 
.]yj^vpnt5Dj*K r:yn pjga lya^ipyj SBKB> 
D'i5 lOnra p * ivnbya i » \ * a»n T« 
-ww JWtmW) n«c jy:iDW 3$n YK MI 
D"3i« pno ivayn oyoanya T « a^.i *ftii 
,(myr"j»n^ TB) opjy^a ySWfiy «i w * 
s jyayayaaK yn aijn iya$tf »iiv yny* PK 
j r o ' o {"bjilfp tDpnooH DIV oanya 
tynomya TO T « a*n D"V IV D^V PB 
, r n .pyo ,3wn jnfeaittvi Mrptxfr tro 
-#> yiytJiK po onyssyo yivopy C D |IK 
3$n iVMnvviyDJiK n Tm .DJ**3V y>8p 
I B P*D lJUVii rnvy yroa^i lyoipya T8 
ivayn Df»yi38ny3 i n D$n oy jyn .o«a 
,62 PK 2& f w i ^ |y«m m D^KP$5 ya^yiK 
,linrB (jttnt onyacyo yooinyo H IKII 
ens lyrtosnya PMi3yo"v ?w T » T8 a*n 
. -iKii l y i po pnyoynpyo PK lytwy-myiB n 
.MPS Jipji1 TnD D3yo 
t8 ,jyoi3y33$ *p* aifn 338B3$ PD n?83 
1*K Din ,oyn PK onyocya o»m» p*o 
jyartD^D nyaoyo vtwp ri pn*mi ^ma 
-D8D pK lyxjynyBj^p JJW^D ivoipytpy 
3jj IJfpJun D?8P«^ yiyrjiK v&m AVWWB 
y?y*vyBD nyitj vtym mv"t pfi ^"no D?8 
T K a^n lyaj^ DKTiyB H jinivBTJwna 
•iyo yny*n p« iyouw >"noa8 px (Oairya 
. .fy^DinyB a^n TK Ml eu ;IIM
 r lWlMvn 
agn D?KPIJ^ yiyniK jyauya pc tD^aiK H 
T»D ,npi pK njy3K iyiy* ,Din*By3inn T« 
pK pnix pa I^K wpi D8;I#D 10 yowtf H 
.pi^* w 
~«ynn D^yinyia PB ajK^nyc Djn n^ K 
yo^wa iv T « 2«fn
 #B»H nyoyipyo pK nya 
•Vb5»»a .WDD a^ ,K*B^yn8^B oanya lyo^v 
I'TB 0"X yfi?3*ff 8 D3813"iyB ^IK- 3ijn 
."nypn^ii D:yoi8J DH":>„ 
y^Kpij> ynytiiK oanya aw T K jyn 
•yoy^j PB lyjiBya lyo^K yx ai#n
 #D5*^r 
po IVOSJ oyn PK MI IV ?ynyn iv ,?yvi: ?yn 
•,2f Nmrip opnMH c' r r r ^ v 
oanya |yvmp K T^K jyavryrK ;** 
^DJUfP opntDDH D';IB D":TK ^  irav 
-jytDtroiK H ,D^T ,iyp-iyoya I?K: --X *»•« 
on^Byn nyn D^I
 #ya^yi« ;yrv: ;y;«: ; r 
p& o^syn 8 p»i prno oyv. ?-c:-^ -^ 
• ^ ynyr:iK jycMiv ,0"aiK nyjys^ K [«« 
•ojy Dn^ Byn nyi .pit^ > r j nvD^i: p,£
 C?RP 
n Twyn ypmj"K ya^jynya y r - 3 ^ 
-'Byj D?Kp*5 y-iyr;iK yajyn p« ,jr;»oinx 
-Tt if: 
,p"iij^  r; nyc-13 p« O5KP^? jnyrjiw 
njn aivya p* ya8^> nyj-i^o 8 p« T» »ran 
D1V .^ DJI^ P CpnDDH 8 TB D"P)H3yilD": 
,25 ,23 ,17 ,11 ,10 ,9 ,1 toptf Jn^-s 
-*> yDDy-13 nR»M JIB |»3 -- 68 jlK 64 
-$3 n pK iy3iBy3 nyo'K TT ivs^n
 fo^w 
e3'*B*n iyT D*O iwwanya yoaojpn 
PK ,TnD D1MPD PK pi^p Ijn [IB "N$; 
nyi 1^  lyov^yajv BVK jyj^r DJKP^ '-
-on nyi *T5« T*K »M "ISB ,TIK$3 D5*wn 
.D"P3H3yi1DM3 p^ P DO D^3«JP Bp'TD 
•tfm D^KPV^ n iyp'B> o^v iv o»v na 
WW iyDK3y^ yn n ni MIK iy:« ;IVSID 
n IJhufJBBt ,DyirDipyrpy n pc Dhvmv 
•y^y lyiyoya oyi iyp^ iv Dmvmmpy 
T8 ,TT onytD^nyB'D .yo^o nv"i na 03»c 
tD"p3^ D5^ aa"?a 8 iv BIWB nJ80Bnv lytjn 
,iyD83y?yn yny^t "a jyoanya ixnjntfs tx 
n .^D3itjp ny\ pa iy33i?n38n".yE n-poyn 
DIJT .3*Dyo y^3yn:iK y m T*K «i?n^s DV-
H pB D5»KPIJ5 p*3 PB 3;tfyDtr n IJT?» T-K 
.pn^* V3 TjfD,vM pK iya^n i^ o ya^ yn ,1? 
62 ,54 ,41 ,39 ,38 ,25 ,20 timfi n 
,jy33*D*o H "3 DTD3yTynsyi jyr'T 72 rx 
DU »n3yo8 |yo83y^yi yiyn T^ w 
y i yn 3?DyD5>y3yi3iK iy?n*v |i« a^Dyo^yi 
jyj"? D5KP#> yo3^D")yn n IIB .yario"-
D3yoyn 12 PK"50 ,41 5KP»5 m yaJyw »" 
"iyB Din PK rJMWHpa P« PK PTJTBPVW 
D'31B ^33*0*0 H Iyi3yt38 1JH TK D3«ni» 
D^KPIJJ' n PB iyt383y?yT n ^T ^ O W 
PK pn Jjnn^e PK
 #D"V y^*B inyt iyoo# 
H "18B lyi^C D^ T tD38D ^^ 1*083 H^W 
jy5»T DVII tyBwy^yi fwm w itfjW 
-iy33,tD,D H |JH3yD8 |OT-
>i PB yoDinyo n p& ?Dn833"K ** 
trmm ou vw T*K DSKP^S v^^-r 
t'K ,^D3^p nyn DIH jyJnipr Djn |w .=""_; 
D^T .opyo nvD n^a iv 8 p»iuw3"> "' w 
pa »y33,D,o H T8 ,oyi w Din'sy: D^n or* 
• .ositya HKMW pn D**1 •" " : r 
y38^  H VH .P .1 IIB jy33,C3,D 1^ 2 1< "3 
PK ,?y"u*ny3 w»oipon Dewnyfiiyp ~v~ r-
mm 1'! 
"Wpnyn D3yon»: onto n j n 18 
t -;ny-$D-*1 |&UtffflQ IV IV1«3 D^ B ,1»nD 
| /yajOD y^« 1PD ?W»P t«1 ,38 5KP»5 JIB |W 
I ru?p i y i tD'o D"pa^jny 18 prayn D$H 
I-: »i JIK ,iKB»n»*3i» iv I I D W I M ' K ,Tno 
[ w jyowya \vo $w |y-TJitDtr jwjni IW«-»B 
! KTK vm ,wW> p row* I *B B |ya»ai8 
I «i ntf»$»MK jyo 1VP ,iy o:yayi JBIB 
}: »i pit 38 5 K P # iyt$"nv |VD"P3*DDMIS 
L • . -I'DD« 
•ipyns oyi ryoiayaai* Dip .3 .y .n n
 t 
nn ,D3yo?DyD 8 TB aBD&S'DSD D^ B ?$P 
#B inanwaD^M I»UMW**M ayn J'DDK H 
•v DyoagyuiM j iMwripahif iv |ya«iD 
iyi$ Mflgfnni J&b&l» \VW\ VH Dtp 
frtD^»iB3 .10 i t yumnnmr iM omni |W lyooay oyn iy33yi3ivi$B D3$ty3iv c$n 
- t o p»-;Diy3oyo M«t iv .3 .y .n i y i 
•inbw w [pom iyt*^ 
Diyp^ n bBwfi 26 *?xp& unyn oftvpa 
•ya m$ v« 25 5KP«^ rwjm yaBio n 
« DD^em .3 .y .n n PK PhtfHKi D3B-IB 
tt VD lyrepaB iv 3KPV? oyn jyaM^iy 
DD'ttwa -.a .y .n H .P^IDO toiyayem 
-lysana ,}BD3"5P ,*I$P8^$B i i nna H ]8i 
pc yo'D^P 8 D^B ,K"H |1M aiy33yTtn ,iya 
n jyoipys. iv i"? ^^T'D DS^BB B H R I ,5 
wn !yo"5 iv PM io 5KP*5 PB n ^ n e m 
f -rre 45 5KPI0 po ooncnv oyn m m •on .3 .y .n lyn IIB anayaaB i^yD ,:• J*n*p 
H oiyn
 #P"-IDD Mrnuwn 8 jyo«mx 
DWrrira b"Vi I IB oanya 8 D*IM .3 .y . n 
D3W3 ^ D "11V Dtp IK f tm ,JW8ttM1 ."13 
ptuiwniB yiTK n« /UBDBMV [you B pn 
"yi TB ornn tDpjy"! iy .ya'oyo r:«3 jyj^t 
•njmv yoMi3 i"p iva^n D^J em) 5 N P ^ 
H .iy3inynijB ny«r ffiiMiW iv ,iyo"p 
•tv in»K |y3y3 iv ontn bo^Mva .3 .y .n 
45 5npj0 IIB 338 i^yB nyn iv o^pa'D^ot^ 
.^  .3 T1WPD 
5my»«1*i 8 I^B 338^yc "iy3^:ny is 
~yi .TT .3 piKi: HD l lDWt t l ^ l l T^K p"1BD 
I»y3R«jQ^H T^K 21 «^P8J? Dyn pB 338^y3 
"yi D^ii^yD^D^p ny3?yr nyn iv iy")^iiy3 
•w byil yo^Dtjp H ^5 5KW5 pB M*J*OT 
BW PK ,r»^B D'JW jn3yoE',iv n lytDSsno 
-P*i roM3 oyn DIJII i«cpy H lyonya 
iyr":N3-i$ \wmff n DD^wa .3 .y ,n «1 
t>7 SKPIJJ jMftm w /o "p pfivtven D'D 
-VT pnn^wni(t iv
 f | l ^y t9 D-iyp"opii^ 5p 
"WPP PB ?I8B Dyi ?yvyBD flK ,1"1D 
*i (»rnw I W D O » i"oy3^8 pn p« ,33'DKP 
.unKcs^ PB DiypnKii »3yon»a on"5 
D'3 " I DJhl WUV H TK ,K"i1D 18B D"P3'D 
.^ys^iD PB 5«B pM pm^myB jyayp 
pE oiysoyo n p« Diyioyo ywwv n 
Dnm iyj" t ,TIK»3 irmpyrpy D3^:r njn 
pmv ^yts'o TOWN "iyi t» ,3313^ 0 nyi 
nyaoyo H PB i r r m s oyi fW^ntVDMK 
VB 33i3yiiya 8 ?y33»Biv3V PN
 f\wm nin iv 
.P"1DD $H~\y:yvn 8 
18 jya^iB^yiD^K i n o$n *\^$2 .13 
•3yii3tj D»J mm iyo a»m D^T ,-iyon v* ny 
iyssK' iv a ^ w t v PO'Via 8 i8B |y>^D nn 
iv lyoipDMK oyii j jn ,n380Cix lyiyoys 8 
W»w n ya^yii ,iyByt? n i83^r lyny^iyc 
"iyn p« nyD^sny oyoni j^o n ?yii 
D'3»« lyaM^a "ly^r i n i ^ y D jyaip W D 
-iyB D>3 t|ip nyaij ^T iyni$n ,25 f^wp^ 
.DiDT^^jr-n^nn p« jya^ija ly^t \T\lfi 
PM PIKDK' D3M^ 3 "(y ?8 ,01181 D31JT Pll#183 
-183 D H " 5 9ittvr»nriM*M n iyu t8 ,oyi 
-yny3 n jyvtDB' ^ 1 , w w tnypnipi ojyo 
'^T lyD^II ,p"1t33 Dy3"Oy3^8 IK I'B 3313 
.iyBiiy33(j i » i o CD"M i y i PB iyo"3i8 H 
D ^ I I ytD^o^p i y i pa U U « D oyi DM? 
-ya
 #ovy P"1DD ^Kiy3ycn 8 r e *in i y i 
nn«' " i iv D^ o MI ,a^siy iyiyoy3 8 D8n 
lyiiya D>3 onytD8P n jy :" ! I«T >«« * n w 
i3yinyii
 p)M3VV«4rwDrii i y i DMD m ^ m 
,5HPV5 8 "iyiy?3iK wi iy3"t earn 
pe p^ncD o y r ^ y ^ B jw ^^B JJ8^IJ;B 
i y i I^B iyDipy3i^D T^ K ,|8Dt^i iynii3 
•«5 38 ^ «ptj^ PB nyoyiDnyo D -^8 .3 .y .n 
.P18' 1^ D1^"D DH 
"l^ B 331D"nD13 H U338 i^yB >«p»5» lyT 
PB 33liyi^B UTI TD ,P"1DD Dy3,,oy3^K 18 
010*3*0 8 TD /WirDD"3"IK WUV3V 48 JB 
D>n#vya ^yni#i T B , I K ^ T 26 pfi c n " i i 
T D PK D"T5*n Jyj'J T D jQ^Diynv 1*B 
.jyop:iB yiy3y5»p jnjn3« 
-yipyo nyn ,vo?tpi83 .n iyo?Kii . I D 
DH"5 11^1 ^Dy^ DtJD b38C-'DiyO„ H |1B iyt3 
-'D»?D8 Dyojja) "Diyp^DDjm p« D I$5"D 
D^T .3 .y .TT i y i I 'D wtow D n^ (iy^"K 
-oyo H D^D gnswm ?y^ vp oyn 38 5 K P ^ 
Dyn aivy3 pM lyr^B^D^DB pn PB onys 
D$1 38 5KPV? MI Mt8 iy38 .o:yon3H |»«3 
D*11 Dyoij3 n iv D3yon38 oyi op^ya 
fy3"T ,I'DD8 i y " t IV D338^3 fc'3 "=1^3 tVS^n 
nyn iv iyB*^y33"iB y>"inyn oyo83 H 
i y i iyay3 onn^ns in iv i n DIB ,1'DDB 
-38 D^a ryiyi^D Diysoyo V") n p« ,i8'3v 
o'D *15OBP 8 iyaJ8D3^  5*1 iyo TB ,snyn 
.38 ^8P8^ 
3MB Dun ,ur>w- (VD>J»DI83) iy3* iy 
•ya IV IJfDHMWM Djni ^B3lJK'"3"iyD3,B H 
Piif^p ny-i PB w^PifQ^iB„ oyi ( j o m j 
\ 
17 nypitfii laayDnw Wrt n jn 
s^@*awg5*rxrK5res^^ 
|1K 0D"11 DH"5 H J1D ytTDtp 8 
n*D PK #Hp w 25 5HP*5 ,oiyp"D Dim 
PK ytrDip H .3 .y .n nyi nm jyoipya 
/wti 'D PK W W imna n |ifi lyasotpya 
Hn po o"po8ipijmunK n en» yo'D^p n 
DJH po y3«5» yrovy^ n jyayn .3 .y .n 
-ya n p/nip PK nya*K a ignisa ".13 
-»vu Din anJWipnm ,?KP*J oyn po m v 
oiy^piy w w .1910 u t tW po P"1DD iyo 
*ix *1 w n ,tu"n Pa »"v ynynyBc? n TK 
VD VDDJ'3 mwa tw t *no/Bi PK vuvw 
ixn r« D38Dya ot^ n Dtp PK
 t|ipw iyn 
.lynyn tnyay^p-iyo 5yo ftp 1910.pD jyn 
- " D iya"T p"i»D oyjy po yayu n 
H PK ;ntww anyay^ p n p« won wyoo 
onoya "unynoay |yc o$n nyByB> yiyoy^ 
«» .iy"i$ ,Dyo$a n tro D*DIPBD$P 8 jyaso 
.pn^-iyD IWJW PK 
PK BfJoyD DltfD 8?8 PD |VD8D5lTn H 
I'a*a "tf83 lys^n oyotp y5>8 Dip ,iynya 
p« tai8 8T8 IPM iy^j«n tyouya P»IDD 
lynyntajy iw«t o«5 war * i Mafynm 
-ya puJi iy3$n " i iy i$ ,pn$wa spyoya 
.-lyByB* n lyt^nyD ono 
-tp H pc PW8D yryn jnyDBnmjrPN 
.DP"IOD tyaijn onoya 25 5KP# o$n ,oyD 
-ya jyawiya y33«o iyj"? Dp'noo ytyn pa 
.mv^yo [yaawya w n yaaso PK ,jrwpi 
fjpA' 1 is ,D8ttfnyi ijnyo^n oyT o*o 
,OIVXVO PK nyBya> ly-i^iyo lyrnaya oyn 
ovnyj p"itDD Jmyaytrn PK Dt$n u ftjjni 
.jya^ipyaix 
jinUP Dyjya:8anya D'JID py^o w v u n 
iy3*n oyotp *i T8 ,oyn ix D38n3ya b*h 
jyii ! IK .jfov n iyayny3 oaypya D3"5 
oyD»|3 h jyii ,1911 "1813K, iyoipya T^K'D 
fyn^n DDjyonaK H iy"jy3 oonKnya iva^n 
row ya5»yt8 nyoaw .i^ noya 100 8 ila D*P 
*"iyanp tD^ ypya D>a |jp»' n »*n lyn^yo^ 
•H3*p ynyoys ^yo i«p Dnysoyo n nsc 
-00 n PK jycnyn ys^yii , H MI
 foa*^ 
.lysy^ PJ>JV 
•ny: mm ?I**IB iyT PK "Banst*>i 
BiPWwW^v PK ?"HD:K I W D P * 18 iyo 
•tt jyohp iv K-IID itdvn y^y'D .oa j^jDiyD 
-yno ny"t linn I»>a ynynaK .lyaa^'o n 
11*049 iy3^"iny^ytD-iyB nytDBrs njn 
-?8nyj3^ PK
 9TiWfa .pyrpy .ts»n njn |*» 
,naK5iv5p ^ytsijn n^pv pn |jnw» IPD 
1911 -lysoytDByD [yon PK iwio iri 
-nyaana .0 .n : jy^ya IW»I i s m m 
,I8oa"5p .n MtftHftw .w ,&$»$ .v .* *V1 
PK ^83Viyn .D ,nnoK DP»O
 fppmni j 
.ponKD *TW D'D : layiyiuK /poran .•• 
po lyiy^yan^D tpipiya T^ K DDnvn B 
iyn ;D1lf?"0 DH"5 nynajn 47 «^p^ s 
-B3K IK 18D p«lBD ^"lyjytrn ^ |p 
PK IKtfnifUl1 8 "l^ D ,3«DDt3"31K m w 
.1K5IP 24 pD m«11 D1D"» « T2 
,Dp8D oyn Diymya T)K*a .rpy JOT n 
-nyaDMiK P"it3D oyi o^n 47 5»p^ cijv. 
PK TiKtp .?py ,em H anjyiyiD DO po 
oy .DJH VB HWOVW in^K anayoipya D*; 
y^ y^ vaKJ^ D p^ p t8 lyo^^yn on«i DTW 
D^T '« oHS
 t0ram jysyaya D»a $y m v 
,io Jyp^DiK ^fa iwo iv lyDifanye TK 
-J*P nyraiK no 5 PK 4 ,3 ,2 ,1 DIWWD 
•IK^ID'C: 
.Dnj?DD3Knis jyajni 
lyayn yaKno n 038ney3 .3 .y .en n 
1H iy3Kto:y Da^av >Kp»5 y3:«o DWI ,cy 
.DiyDDJino iyony:iva^ Tjnij vammnv 
TWO t^ K oy jya^yn nya^ K ,p^so«? - r 
• « rn :nyi lynya PK p^inm w tmawa 
,10 9M& PD nysoyo 8
 #|«OBnw^o:«? 
-«DK3^ 8D8 H ,5Kp*5 |«| DIJ1 T» B*SW3 
Tt oaKtoay .onyoKp oayoiKa DH«5 IPC 
1 ?KP»5 ix nyooayiD 8 fy^ ya ix n« 
0ytD38y331K D»JT ,tDD^OT3 .3 Jf .H H 
-iyo W^i^ow^p nyraiK pyn OPKD cy-
pK jyayawD'nK 5KP*5 ITB1 (WW* 
.y .n H ony^pny ,DiyDoaynD iyDny:ivc"K 
TT ivrran woa^fi PK yo:Hn w n »s •= 
p * K PD Diyaoyo PK tfiwfi v * T : 
lytDKp IV D^Kp^ "lyDKP PD pH ." " ^ " ^ 
^1*5p iv D^KPU? nya«opi*5p Ps .D*w,r 
"D>nK DyT 1V3K .11 .T .K D$MMP W ^ 
-3K po DnyDDjyio lytsnyaD i^K Tjn* ^ 
PD D3D D^ T tD3»?3 D(JT tV&W* 
iy3^n D5KPI»5 H PK /WDUK) 5 W i r ; 
«t m OM5 Dyn jyayn |y>na8n w wn s1 
i y p i $ n Mjrtru» o n ^ njn I« 
yirvif pwn p?V*J iv^nyaJiK ?i« 5ys 
iiK ma W S ) » W b5>nvo W*M .jyMnyDB> 
e»TOMimW H .D"PD<3ya y5yn&Dn:*K pn 
i t r t* *V* "W P* tV3*n flfWitfib n PM 
PK • # I I D I R |1M i5nw lifi ftPUM o n iya 
li^nD.H PR VIM ft bJifto D"p38iw uwn 
pnstDC pn iv po b"ii jyj"i lOfin ,w$'jr 
.DKTPVN PK 
»jyi8 i n HMM no MID *i Mi MTM p« 
px |Mb I'D'D lyrnBewo , i ^ v p n ^ s pe 
•I 5lfT |8T ,0*10 "3 OntD |yD$Bn3$3 DiVK 
•VI DD1K DDBD8Pff D)n jyBBOypDMK P8lp 
PK ,Bip wrjJoriBW |ysftfB0 8 B'D "pM 
yaSypn lyanyiny T» PK ono yooyo b'D 
ly^yjjn y5» DU5 : (Me nyn MI |yb»pa<ftyo 
yi^yr H ivaijn ^ m«n "|ybM5 D^IIPJ$PW pa 
oy pK/iyim -irrK Ml Miaywa pe D'HPifi 
33W"D "lya^Djyoy *wn PD »3*5BB n PK 
-3$ irpR pw tyiyo3iony pM l y v w iv W M 
-DD"yiM *i 5$T -tyrnmy iv Dip «iMy*iBB> 
-H3*R" mfPK lynmyD 5yr*D nmif MID 
•VM VJMDy3^ s H b'b lyoynyoa^R yJynMi 
•Wjga ny^yDBoyp iyv38a iyn p t lyoyiyo 
inyo jyDBoypiy i n lyan mm »t PK ,»»n 
.?ya3W3nwD3xray5 y^8oi$3 PK ya^eoyo 
-»D ya^wyay n t« /IJOM pa fn PK 
nyjs jyna tycrferwb bjni spnyoM PK 3313 
.lyaanjnMB yD3yiy3 yiirR lyayp 
'ftmiffi' 
. p ^ u Bfyfittiix ny 
8 oan^ribiyo 5MOM o$n OMPMUIM IS 
n«D OTODjnM pirn PM iy35yu
 r|«e 
nw on>K oijn ny PK
 fnyj"T « \v:v'2:: 
. " IB DSn PM IMD nVT TK ,B3H^ntnyD DU 
PD DM18 PM OBP^VlB ^"1 Ml Dyia$3 
n* ijn orrK taifn ,D3y^p pM D*D D I W 
DrvK 5»t ny oajneya xnn,3,,3 D^K V$PW 
cyn yp«o ny D$n >v ,HDK oyn lyntsnys 
,D"mnM« n jys^t ^ " K 5JW VM — 
iyDViy33$ \jg& nyn ?pl o$n — iy^5 inyn 
•lyfi -j"K tsnynya a«n ^ K MI Dim$3 TK — 
iv it> P*5M VM a»in ,ynyn w u r p w 
T*Wi lya^tDyn atjn I^K 3MM »|y$B»ntx 
.Dy'a:3'y: 
-nyaoDa^yr t^ K |MI / n D*: TM PK jyMp 
-DD"m8 n T'K ?MB*OM3 8 pK ".^ 3 0'3 
xnn^ K Ml inyo l^no iv iy33iwivy3 ^yn^o 
PD pn"5 iv *n^ 3 oyn nyoMM o«n M
 rnmna 
D"v y"ic "in^ K PD baMi yaSyn ,v\tfo nyi 
Tt T^yD3iK nn^ K I»D DDSD PK ,y3n yny* 
jjtfpMiwy ny3,oD^3 nn^ K b^b ivavaivatj 
no ,pna«D PK B»OTI 3^0 irvK ^ 3 
HMM jyay3 331028 pi$M 5yn"0*DD"3lM H 
-y3
 rjy?ra jy imi tw M : v a w n v a IH^K 
nyn pD oya^ayo oy^8 Itfnb p» [yono ,iyn 
,>njn"3BnMn nytun^yya D'3 5ip3"p 
tD^3"l8 «T HKPM1 PM JKT ,DCy3 jyoiP 
! nyD3»#D nyn IKD 
iy338^ijn no p« jycna no n 
ftp mn PK T8 fyava 331D38 no M , ^ o mv 
n TIK no n ,ony3y338 pn ta^v nyn i8D 
18D D3y5y3DMR D^H>D M ^ v jnmoM Boys 
mD"DD"anB yaav H
 rrrtP -b'i nynij oyn 
-IJD n PD P8B IVV383 DyT f\ *)MM 03^0 
.mwD 3"nn y^K'v 
"1^ 3 n T^ K I8T ^Ki^myD Mitt n T^ K 
-^D ya^bjyoy n .bbayn yayomya inyo K 
8 tJ^ D D 8^ in*M D'D D^ 3 M^ D3y3JH 33U 
n / W K PD oiyi^D DBMK^ yrya n ,\WMQ 
.IJn**5 PK iyo"3i8 — lino oy^ -8 ^KT 
DM13 "in^ K jpijyjynnyD
 fpnyD»an« D^8 
nyan» M"»D*Db"aiM H ot^ n ,mpDpyB PK 
D»T TM«*M PD : m*WnMW JNIMS jyOIPW 
DIK ,18D nn^ K jyjyp (yarn iyt33»nt3 »i no 
nyn pD PK ,-inyo D^n lyjymye ry3yp w 
Dipi
 fJ«D 8 18D jypipDMK M in D"t "iyi38 
.jyinoya D^aiiTP^aMB in*M PD "in'K 5*t 
o»proyriD in'K PK ^ I opiyo nsoiyn PK 
nyn in'K ttfyo oy ,b»^n*>3M>B yoMiya 8 
iy33m3"iK yoyo D«T PK ,p»5a W M I 
nyi in*M D^nyc oy .y38^ nysya^ M nn^ K pM 
PD DDtf~DSBD8P llhJjnyMlDMM fWWW 
y^8 ot^  PK .I8D oyi ,nynna-DD"anM nn»K 
rtygawyo p ^ 8 m s n T^ D iyajnyo» yiyn 
-o5"nD^m»B ^ iy3yi3iv no p^M M 
,D38in"^ |ya»9bDMB y^tya oyn no nyoyna 
oyn "^ y^ ^ I8D oyi jyaw 'iv ijnynBMM PK 
-3(j no »i .5*10 nn^ M iyiyn3y ^ t wpi ,b«u 
iPDBoyp PK t^ 3yo D^8 ry^ n^ D ft m iy338D 
t n n n a in^K MI .yoayi-iy^ayo yin^K nsa 
.]8D n n 
15 iypi$n wymw &v$ ijn 
TIB-DD"31K 
.Dijn83 "rrwnjM no 
,jifNftfii ^ .K ps nvrva'i i 
,l«o iyi BB18H tf^fllJNnK9*VW 18 f'K 
n PB pJn 'lyooru oyi ,boiKiiy33iK N W 
nyaKiic i i n JIB DW«5i n v w BDBJ-TMII 
•*V»B 
yr58B ram* pit mwmv n r« 
IV i w ^ o y r o 5y*B paipi yBnaya-58iip 
-BD3*yt PK ,138DBIV ry58D"i$33iK jyiyn 
n pw Brum W N O T PB .TJiayoenya 
jyro^oyjya 8 Era lyaMvny lyoayfcya 
-«n"ifi inyo n$n Jy»*K 8 ;$"nDiim*B 
osyi Dip oip 5y33'K 8 ; 5yi"D 8 MI \m 
yayiymyfi o*o -lysiyp pn ra$pMi&jy iv 
PR ?yi"o Dip uyinyit ,ty33i3yny3 y*ViB 
lirwi^M uyip wbowviB IIVK pu T 1 ^ 
iyi PB oyoiip-SsiifD Din pn oyuyn 
.J313"D lya^Djyey 
oum »Jjm 5yi"D yoisv H PR oy 
Dip tyttfsn iv DIM ,5IPD PB iyo*8ny3pniv 
p«
 ftDBwn»iMriMn iyn p i jyB^yn iv , i*p 
nytayfisr .y^oKB iyn p* jyoy^K jyaynvn i* 
yosriy H PK ya^yii /woayo n oy PR 
OVD8B ifa&piit nyi p* iyii ,5ywrrmB3 
PH pftagfi H 3MR .Dys^jnyiiyjjw DVIIDP 
n no 18T ,tyoDjymyB jnrrK ps 3»33yn38 
oyn Tt 18B jyo"i3iv ,a$on8B jnroB'fiMK 
nyeoys i y i pn IKT y i y \thifi PK ,jyD"a:» 
i y i iv IPBM? nnaya nnayn PR ,33UTI$ 
IV D'3 PK DyBS? jyoip IV D'3 H3 ,tD"318 
•18 WR PB aip 8 i y i * nyc 8 jyTJiya 
PB $"i1D 8 1MK T ^ ^ B pK ,D"*"D0"3 
-yiiB> 3*0 8 w.p i5 - oo"3 i8 tw*fcu5p "Hint 
-yaycya yaniw vtfyni &$«R ,D "3 IR i y i 
PK iyB8D 18B B»B DyT B"13 ,D"H8 D'3 
PK ,D^3 H pivnimi jyoy ftip *n*i 
.DTJ3 8 PB y*tp h i i f t y w W3 5IJOOB» 
,P381P tnVW tMH pK T^K OV lyi l lyil ?8B D'K 
nyn i8B pn anpo Tt no W D ' H IIK 
*83 oy iyp ,y^^D8B nyi PB D«P3»?DJrtiW3 
,wni -iyn iyn«! nyoi^ B nyn \^\ b»3 ySn^ to 
-oio yiy^t 18D pi5 lynyayn 8 |V3*IP ytfm 
zmn i r u w m * B i n .ujno iv c^t
 U^T 
,5»n PB iyBi8iiDMi8 o'o Hmnoon :^'K 
3H3y5Mn9*3 pw T'K y38ii nyj*K njr" j ^ 
D'3ID burtllf n lynn^BiyoMK »»na ;vrw 
•yspyM8 I8n 1'1 o^n y^DD^D .nrumrMivi* 
•y33V W^nrun o*n ^yoio njn nya^
 rovyr 
.row yv383 8 i8B oyjt'3 y5y«n n |yo»vn 
rOP^nK1 oifn rtyiipw J'oc T^ K DV |y^w 
-ynyB3ip iy3',,Dy3^8 nyBH?MV3riB un^ns 
n 3H3yTD3y?yiBy-i ,o"3i8 pc i^vtr 
nijB — sjuyiuo i i j ^ v r n o y^ tMVJBns 
• » r p*l ryiny^pny ?vr IKPJH ts jyjtfpyj 
nn ^IJOIVK .jip^njnyB PMVD i jn w 331s 
oxn oi^ n ,08ay^jn nyK"tMV38io nyo^ns 
•PI yK»TMV38nB H .OV'DE'iyOJIK 38^ Bn«E 
-nyB "r tv jytMiya Djn t5^ o fya^n nnvsff 
8 .t^ K iv^ntnyo PMVD n Dipi lynyoc 
PK ,iy338By33^  I8T i n Dijn WDIPDH ysj«) 
ps ,pay5 iyoi3y3 ?"H038 iva^n oy "mftw 
-'^ PK wo^yfiK ; DJ$W1»1D w i H 
H pa ,iysyin pK jW'?33y n pa «vm 
o3^"noiyB iibifn »| .DJI^^V yc»D*nooy 
i y i D^D O T K ^ ' B 8 pM p't |yayii lv'l8P;n 
•WcnyiyB pnvn 
-y5»yn yoj^oiyi H PB 3313"D nyn ^«;„ 
PMVD H DTBDMpy
 fiyo01JD 031JT fjy083 
*IMH PK ,DP""IBD jy^oyo iv DIK M*"ijriyfi 
13^10 8 WB^nyipB PMi'D H r^K tyz n?8 
"3yD8B V383 8 PK'D PK D3*UV 1"10 n pB 
8 Plip PK lyiii'D iyo"3i8 [8 \vn pi8i in 
'38 p'p ryoi3ya ou own ooa^yt iupjn. 
385en»B l y i PK .WDIPDH nyn PK >"no 
naairi T^ K [WMMJ^yi wtMV38iB n ps 
iyo83y?m yr*tMV38iB n MI ^nvv .\vini 
.DD>o6yy3 D^ 3 jg^enyo oyn I«D jya^n !"** 
,iyooi^B D3ijT ,33ivn i y i po yr;y iv„ 
DVoiPDH iyo83y^yn H PB ysjss trap 
oy DIJI ,DyoBMnya I8i oi^ n pay? .y38is n 
PK .B .0 iyn jy^MW aynp p»p ^o1; PK 
"?ya n PB ,|803iy3 .|*B»njnyB PMVD ixn 
O^D tDD,DB»y33"K Bipi
 fD3 '^JVn"*10 yB"3 
"Mi *IMK ,3ynp n t8 ,3H3yay3iv jy'pn^ 
W 113 Dy T'K ,1^BK pW BTDDMpy »l >W 
t^jyi Shah PB DI^ B3"K an wpjrnyu 
.(J .5 -W 
"iiv PB lyoanya n I#T^8 t»3"t o»-
.jy3310"V yP'DD B^'VUS 
"inyo 5you8 tt> na or^ii ?"noniK ny-
yB'^ 0D^8lvvD H ys^yn fiatSwv n T * , n 
H iv tyonyaav Witt 8pnyos PB 'WW 
lyiiya aai^yor "oi8B H PK ovy i*3 
OBiKiys o^n oy MI oo^oB'ya lya^yii >rt 
.p't -v 
138^  pa iyoo^«'x*D n T8 iyB»n vo 
.iyp3jn3if3 tiy^ D S^noiiK oyn |»»ii IP*" 
nypiyn MJWWM BW& i jn I t 
VBBVPW gftmxnnm i its D3TB 
D*fa tro piawwa SWdD*?BMt*B VfpUP 
•wfnfH ">n tro IJrwnMB iv *pt nya«3 PK 
"jawjmys Sjrno 
•1VDV3 tM*3 VD |y5M1 D3n»3 jytyn IV 
ijn |Wjm D>jna*nya D*J T* tNfn ov r«
 fjyp 
ni? nv»irnm i8pnyo8„ fljn PD aanttfrc 
po pw PK pptttftugftf H on$n , " i i p ^ 
TW W DPMI DV Ml ,DW"iyj8 HJiniB 
njwrfi *>m$ »nwn |yo"it* oyi IID D'VUJ 
v; un IID m m lyony: nna jysfcm ,IMI 
•*55ip »***% pi** 
otoioay -syaDyDByo iyo5 no "ft&m n 
•: jnaya^a Dtp 
21UW j«? W$T "THBll W «8 D1J>p jpWB'jrenjjDrK tain jj?;jm 
.BsnBBjnpyo 
yrj"K Dip ,tnny5>pny TyobifB .T Dlrtnt,, 
•iyc ?ya^n ijnmmjw"3*iu yg»ityfiip»K 
jijB^HPiyB PMVD„ H DJH'VIB 
-rnnHiM is buma ivnsya jy3$n TOW 
Dtp lyaftm ,nyDDi$B .» D(p$m ona JOT 
nvi "n cnypn^ M 5yntaD*prK H ISttMntnyc 
iyo«3l« iy>*atr*"«anyo3*K oyn no u*m9 
y>wipv*3iyD3iic n) DBnuoyipvo m w 
arena "»yi .(Daifw-rnD po pfwrnrm 
•MK ,t3D»emi3 PK (tftpitfj jyD^snyaa^ PK 
.jyol2 oyn DDU 
-^c n jynyaya ram D*n nyoD^D .t .n„ 
PK oy D*11 ,oyn jyayii aanrutfpny. ynaya 
"3* H w W133 aa^ D^ o oyi "3 Itf&ipymffi 
.Diyp-it^ n ^yntaoip 
H PK ,DDyfi8T3 PK 33*D'D DXH "3„ 
•lyc'ixn^ya nip"? nif |$B»ninyD fwny&g 
PD oajnnjriB ,?8P3n DD^ IW *pn IVDIPB 
•njrMro«n » |IK ,W3V myosp'D'aKna H 
« T * PK ispan .5 1^ .D \« nyi pu taayn 
,|ifr»njnj«3 p*wo "iin pa ly^ao^o 
,-iyDD^ D taai^T
 f j » i n w yoMiya 3y^ivw 
•3(ja D'j o^s^ay^ynp n tacnyiv iyo o*n 
D5» Mjcn m«9a3n »5ipi wpan P« rtnyrya 
(.11.11 .K) nyoDijD .tyagno irrff i^ a Daay^ yT 
m^ DDyDvnB pn iya«DB*vaDMK ny3«j vtt 
iv4aDH9 8 I^ R i»pjn Din ,nana Dyn »IMK 
iyp VAftffi p« ,jijB"nynyE3 p*WD "»xn po 
~w ipm^imrmm oyn »3 — tp ny 
-18 H lyDynoiyo DU — D3»»ar JIB oy-ia 
.nyo"3 
!'nytaD8B |yo"nya oyn iyn;yxm$D nyi 
•aay ^1 oijn iyoD$D ".ysjj ,iyvyrpyii8 Tt 
•3ny3 MIW yiaya^c n r« lyayoyi TO 
D^8 in^p PK laytD i^ya aiaya |yj»i fyo 
n 18 , 'nmnnn lyoc^ iyn VIK nyctaay 
wy'nc3rt H jya^r oiypn^n ^ynoo^a'K 
lysi^ n (JT jauimva iwj"3n« nyn pn oav^ av 
iyDD3yn cyi ps ^inonui oyn ny?y5 ynytaiw jjiayiiys iyo"2i8 *iyi p« osnya 
,W8P^ ,wDfcm iyp^3n« p n % H 
pa *»»p ^ n , n v w n n« Cofiyo tyoi) 
"ys yiaya^B H T;IW jya^ a ,"iy2DyDByD jyoo 
PK yj8")D ^yneoijna'K n ntv m
 P|vean 
: isnip^ ya D?^ nta"n«y; 
PK
 fn»a:iK pc EnvovM^n ly i PKW 
•MK no Tifii "WD^MIV iv~i p« T^ K
 fooyBinu 
-^ v^sanyDa^ K n jyi^iiya |yD?*nya3V coia 
•- .!yD28t?pnynya n pc rajnyfiaifp y?K: 
"I$D ytD>yD8nyfi H U E osnya oyT i82 
•ay^  y^8 lis iytaE8cpnynya n pc nynytac 
•Mia njn iyn^nya tDDKi^ yaiijD IMK PK ,njn 
•ya nyaKpnyoK 'Mix >T lyt^ Miv D""ICD iyo 
I8pnyo8„ iyn jya^^Kt'asai^ DDfittVpiyn 
."onypnifM JynoDijTK,, n |IK "i$ty"iynyc 
DP^W iv^^n lya^^sT'asaiy y^o ytyn 
^ t iyo T8 ,DnyitjEya PK nytayiD-iyD yny^t 
iyDM-ia oyn pa lyonyaa^ns PK lyrwMv Mt 
"iyn PD .jycEKCPiynya H IID -ia83"»yD-o^ yi^  
Bfflfmn ww: T^K "wt^njnyB i8Pnyo8w 
•D(jirKw n PD PK ,I8P:^I taayiMyiB-o^v. 
.nyoDijD nya^ K — "ommpi Syie 
nnyi T^ K aau^v Ty"t jyayn yas-.a n„ 
n ; pnvtwa ta-.'DK y^n oozny nnyr PK aa»^  |P3ijn |ya^ >x8Pa8an^  yi^a pa tyosay^ yT 
-DJ^ D .nsoKp'on^M lyiyiiv inyt 8 DVPBIM 
"Tya iy'i8Pai#T ly'^ DE w ontn o«*n nyo 
n iy'f'DB w oanw oyn i8P2^ -T^oyr 
smDoru'tt. H PD nj^Bi^wn^ jw«a 
.y3^yT8 D^8 "Diyp i^n 
-yn PD D15W3 "QOWBVnH V^T W * 
Diypnvi ?pnODlpr« »m, D«T jynya T^K 
PD na83nye-o?yn civ |y;yp " I h w ^m n»j 
.jynxni pmfSluw o1: iyoBScpiyMya n 
i m pa ^^nta-iK nya^ D,DC3>^  nytyn» 
im PD aaiaynyn DDBWinnm TWiW 
DDKitayn noaiy inyr nisvn DMiya T^ K D?W1 
lyiyn a^ 03Ml PK c-yna r^yn PK •gram iv 
•aryfoBWWnjmya ivoosyn ixn PD PDB 
•?y3"nDi5e:"K 8t8 mi t^av'K vaynyDaijp 
Ml "»18B ny '^DD^K^V^D i y i pB nyiH'D 
-IB» n jjrx»n3«K Jni PK taoip ,D3yn yoijaya 
, 
B PK OP'HBD nil aan^uyn n IB ,aau"D .unn^ yayaaBaiys n |ua u^ans n ;;•;••-
•JH n PK D3"H P3 D$"l I1K • D ' W n a y i W U V .tyaWB'W D'3 3313fiftfn n nya$ l^o ;}£ 
oyoo^D B DMD .yamw rasa B nmya aavrfta ytaoya Dip TB ,ODya pn wno *n*i w i n 
nyn pniya »5#w D*E$ 5B"iyayB>n i n iwv .ixnpii &a'5p"piviys ^ i 
n pw^ l i N,oo,cy3ya p»nDD pe nySnijv oyn jya«n TO lyoyii pc ,nyt>«ns iy i 
nya* .unipw tn»?ttn nyoya Jjwo DP^IDD njn m m MU^MD B jyanp « Daitya D»;^-
-DMK D3"5» W K ta^a jyp Dia PK oy D*1l -JIB rvayii PK Dta'Eyaya P"1DD pfi yjtns 
•imyii mnuia PK ,pwa5* PK |ip>v Jwij^wyos'N -ip? 
W K jyvn J«t PK »$n p»own -3ya yo^B yiyiaw pe nya^K ,t»o*j"i i .« tmin 
y i ?Ba$c"3nyaa'K nyraiK pa yam& nyn D"5*iipav V"a *i tvoyit ptKNPnpaiT'io 
•WD oyajnynaiv inyr B PK iya$nB6?y3DnK PB nyoyipyo D5»B DDB pn 5«ii ,^MK jyayp 
ny ycna B DBnya o$n p w a " i i .aya -IBB BE$ orPK taaayna lyDBWPpiynya H 
•ya PK w t i w ^Bas^anytaa'K DUD HVJMB .nip^ais nyniK 
n pnM^Bnv w ,iya3iDnyaiyt3aiK yny"i att. ya"K Dtp ,aaia"B iyn PK p n w n .aya 
jyc?yn ny»r awya PK pK jyoBonyD^aifc * i po JBPitf p*p avian munw n IUI 
n iv jyo^yaas tya^r oifii B ivw VteRf? cnypnijn oayoiBa DJPT^ J*3*fe»'3'iyD3'i< 
.D?B3vK"unyt33'H PK jyonyaa* ta^a oa"n pa ipi ot*n w: r 
-ny ptt p« TB „D3$? 'pnMM"ii yo^aya PK /'oaynaysyia^K,, |jnwi \i Dram o^a 
p*p lyctfiDyaaij B*3 t^ja ny taijn aannso oyn lypaBTiye iv DIJD yo^na B PK DIJT 
I^ no ?t*T yaf»yn
 f|^av S t w ^ W W * ^ PHI B ta$n JBa^^^aiytja^K lyraiK D^I f»PBs 
pK jynya ntB l^no btww H PK
 P9y^ fi nr» ^"^"W^r w w n .Bo^yp iys ya j^p 
m #D3*»3r y?BP^^  *i fys^ DB' JIK tyc^yn o^ a ommya'K jya^t ,f"MU"tt .ay: o:^: 
jB3Vft?"anyD3>K n D^D ?BD iyT T^ K D^T ywn B lynij DVT ya^n i y ^ x w Djnjmya 
iHpa« mvpn*« oayonBa uftpfi opayn iy .D?B3tjK'»anyD3'B iv sn s^yp nys 
PK ^yn^ma'K onyb'wrM'W n "C3 JBas^uiyoa^K nytaiK t^ « na^n r^ a t« ^MK 
?if03"P Tt ?ya?n ,KEU naBaiyc nyn «D ya^yii ,Bta^yp lye n D^D lyoipyao^ .K D« |yn ^"pa^Dyno nyn PK jyD^Bnyapmv tP3 m*iyovx nyTaiK lyi^ .lyajjipyaa^is c^n ': 
y^ KPV^  B nanv eBBBnyanyp y^Biaayx B ma viyoyn B tynyitfa \vmyi ovy^ 5i|i >B3^ »»a 
nyB tWi on^D^ nya^yn nayavK ps wyw i« a'tana oaBoya Dtp bjfcjn •Me^BVP ivs 
.aya .lyDBD H lann^avanv iv v&n taaaB^  yny^t ixnyayn jvno I J^ i D5BPI^ yaauc 
•'B *\WD D^D TB ,33U"D nyi T>K !"DW'\n /# oayavn D^I PK ,onyaDyD y*iy"? 112 om 
^Ba^ tyanytDa^ K H rapii lyosjnp y^y^aBa .jijno iv ^BT manw B i"J LU-V. 
Jy^ B DMiya war DVP^ipi taaytDiBa oyn«5 -a"ii .aya oa r^ ,DBtnoBT "lBanyn PK DP 
iyT T W iwif T^ K ny .mnoyaB^K "inyc
 #iynnyo nyn^ i n ^ B i v : \VWVSto iv ,p^or 
tyoiBUKwa^ CBtnDBi T^ K oy TB ,33ia^ na B^nyaoyo ya^ ovy^  lytaiK m invt w DIK 
-yp nya ynyayn B PB aann'Ba^K i n D^D oyn s^iyaoyo n n-jp *n ,|yta^ Bn in oini 
-»3iy»3^K H t^ a ,Dt3,By3ya mvsyn p« BID'B .jy»a^BB mw \fiw 
-*5BIIP nyi Dna nyan nnyo pu oy» JBave' -jn H HK aawnomu n oaaB y^a^  Dipi 
.Diyaoyo nn^K ps eyo nxn |«o^a«ii .aya t^ K ,DP"IDD pfi aan»>w 
jya"« "»a P*$B Dip jyp ,na^ p B »H Mtti 
ta^TB oy TB v& oaypnyn fyo .jyas^ lynij 
w nyiie' PK oy nya^ ,-pnfl y^nt# nyo» 
pK-o5nyB (pJ'fjB ojn) on»K wf« ,jyD'ii 
.^n DnyiE ny D^TI O>D 
(.yanya) 
-ny oyn TBB TH>K mno D»tl !nyty5> 
l y s fmvnpi oayoiBa H P V 4 JIB a5^ B 
•lyn tac^ yn TPPK PK ^ B T I W Qyn oyts^na 
H jnybB'iyB iv nycanso'D ynyk tro 
.aaiaynya n tw - t« i» 
lyaoyDByD IIK ^BD„ 5yp^oiB oyn PK 
iyovy> PK ryay^ny t'K D$H "1910*1911 
,DV5B^ B wnnirrtfVtt |W» PK r-v^^ 
ta'aia jmniMiM oyn DJjn«nw o»n c^ r. 
"aw /vna pi*5p nyn PK p"noo ? K W ^ P 
lyayn^iyoaiK ?yny3 t^ « D»5B^ | « H T » 
PK OTIPD ,PI»5P H PB mwp ea y^vn % 
-aw nyn V .n J J? M D5KP*> DiyoyiB 
"ya o$n oy ,mnbl>n IB T^ K s&ntfw 
"yrpy ^Knyayts'n H „ :tapmya'pn BOTH 
•1B3 on"5» ^K3^e'"anybj>K UMIP ivro 
mmemmmm 
nyfrnjn wyirw» m«* ijn 12 
•nyn jptepo no 3$ DH'K ttf BH 5"noTiKT$E 
JWWWIMKNI 3W ?u> DTPD'B* D*O T3PT 
n3»mPD » ?paaBBpaa$ pya nnpo Ty Dftft 
Dp"TDD P^'D pntflftt »1B 8*« nMK J315 
p$B3*'m n T*n pn*nw ttfyopopa n m 
p& IPDMI IPSIB o n e*o v S r o n ) VIDDBPD 
J)i«n DVDBB D$T M\ 1P1«K (D5BP$5 *1 
ffp»*r nr *t ,oyaP3 p*noD yvaBa H m\ jwoBPa ^*P»> w HD T3yn n p« D S M 
•DPD w TPT* m ^ o i y D IV OD1P DP pm 
TK ,jptMip: wnnBEiP n ta$n ,bp«i&D JP^ 
IV BD8BP31V THPD 5$DDB$ PK B>3PD P*K 
O*D 5BB TPT PK DIP MI ,P:B* IPDMW B 
V*5a tpj"? IP^JPD yr"3 Dan .IPD^MV B 
IPDPTDTPE »i"3 P* IBt ipn iv jpspaWK 
•IS^T P?B3*$'VB3 npitf P^BP$5 I"K 
» I*pr P5BP$5 n a$n 5papn B D^B 
-TPE iv jywjm tic JHBMDMK \fflwfip 5P^B 
•yayrn mjjnrt tm ,!P3BTB-P"TDD jp?T3Bn 
n IPD1PP3 *»P03"5 5P*B 1PJPP DPD'BB 5»T 
-2^IB H D-^ D jp3P3iV3$ *p* JPBOPQ PTSPDBB 
,DP"TDD ts*» fpnampD |W«t Dtfii 1PDP5 
IPDM1P3 B PM ^ P3$TB B V* MBD DP IPll MB 
Jp'E nnpt. D'B$ ^BTPaytPTT nyn 1PP ,VB5>B 
DH»K WfeBrpwnn iv Jyaipo DPT pnftm 
•IPJHJP IV 1U 
,1P'IBBD$T3 TJ"TB D3P1BP3 iya$n nna 
•iiK v w snpra H pn n m twyspT TP D*H 
IP33BB3$ DPM i| BUI ^^"aTPDS 'K TPT 
TPT Dtfll /tfpa IPDID PDMTS ipanpa""iB 
BD'BPP TPB poTpapmpB B PB IB5B T W 
.tt3BT3paa»TB o5Mn 
ipon: D#W TB ,PK aau"D D'IBDD$T3 
nptaiK pa PDHBaa^ K H pmpllb DSipi DP 
"5*n yoa'n^B inpo r^B ^ B J ^ C ^ P O ^ B 
">1B I1B IPI^iPa OPD^BinPB DT3$B H IPO 
m n n m inpo r1?* p« ,DIPD^V pnpr 
1»a n pn tpoiapa oipaopo jnptaw ipts^v, 
"iyap^ pa njny "3 .n3B3*iyB nytaiK pa opa 
l»3"t DP oma MI o^n^Bpa P?B JPO?ipi B»w 
nys B pn .lyo^ps^Di^MtaaBTyB inytaiK 
•^ 2iBBMiB MTB D3yppa i*t n'D IPD^M nnij^  
"1«3 DPH"5 5B3$B»"3nPD3'B TPT31B TB ,IPD 
Jhnp ena Dapppa e5i»ii i^av onppnjjM oapo 
iyw»B poDpia H IP^MIV tPiPn D3P3inpa 
! BPnPDB P« W*W 5B3^ C>^ 3 
•»n Djni naB3npB nptaiK n?pa inpo Difil 
D^BPIJS pnpraiK j n IP^PM npnpsn V^ B ,1P3 
IPDSD i^pn H I"T (pjm TPDP3 ^ B ,jy5n*D 
.PBBOPP P?BP«? H HD 
•MWM DVPMV ipi o^n JBDOma 3^"h^D 
V'R aauwpn D'D "n^ n pM Kim b^o DPfiW 
.D3W>3V P1PT31K PB,0B31P1V ipn 
^ PB oap^ ,lBObru D3VT ,»3BD H 
nt iP3^n njn^npD^3TB pnptaw no n3pn 
3i:pa D^ a $& aiapa BBnya o a^ iija oa^n T^3 
tt DIB
 #T'B aU3M3 Dlfll DIJT f^HO IV ,nDlD 
!Paa^ D>D-DBD Tm ,cmropp5 inn ,jpvapi 
JIB TP3oyo nyiy^ tB inpt ,DDP5B^ ^pvi PK 
^3B? n |yoMi nn»5p J«r D?BW^ r v u m 
lyuiM pa nya^Bo n inpDKnya in»5p 5*t 
IPB"DPKTB oxn iv IPD'D^IV 5*t p« ,aaiapnP3 
-mpB 5^t ^B3jji?^aiPD3^ n TB JBftcniffi 
PK DSBP3P3 P""1DD PM 1P3DPO IPTP' !Pny3 
.D^BP3P3 B^D'IPDMD T1K 
m
 fDaynBpa ly'iBDD^a na>na !P3«n v o 
D3BT3P3 P3BTB H , ^ 3
 M U « D pM (^ja ,^T 
aaiD'DBoi* n 5»t iv ^ x r a r a i i * ty iy" 
H iv ipn« ,DIP3DPO «n iv ipnPM iPT^ 5>pa 
. I t j e w u t p B pa iPb»ap^PT 
PK DP TB ,PK aai3"D D'|BDD^13 n3"1B 
n W P3BTB H IPNtflVWK ny^'DPBTB ^ y^ D 
-ai^p biv >»ni ^i^^ayua^P B IID iPiaBap^pi 
papnnBBnp nnpo op^pa ^^n ipipn weojm 
TB D^pa^ayo "inpo ^n T^ K DP PK ,IPC;PD 
I P ^ T \pmm PapinsDnp pB aa^DBnpB B 
pinoo iPami aB5>Kn?E DPI iponpaaij ip3'a 
IPDiBinp w ^i^ayo T^ K otn I P I ^ B , D W 3 P 3 
1P1"^ lP3^n P35yil ,D"IP3DPD IPDBO H pB 
IPEiBT D P " 1 O D MI aannBony ^P'B MTB »'a 
,DTD3B3^B ijnyn 
"BD^B H TB ,0P1PDP3 I«DDB"13 na«iD 
,trunpa UK'TP oijn np PS^PII fyapu i ^ v 
BTB <IMK nrttW Dpoanpa tasnBnpa IMK nhpi 
n w jpsyanys^B |y^T DIP3DPD n TB , D I B 
•^OWa iv Dapi o$n iPtDB3p5»pT lway«3»»p 
nPD3>K TPT31K IBB BD B^PP 1PB P^3 B \VO 
-Dijia na'nE D3PiBP3 ^MB jy3#n I^D 
DP 'V ,DPT \jnV\\ VH 3313^0 P'T D^ll ,IP'IB2 
lP^T PDDBP3'DBMn "H TB IPMP3 D13 »5ipi 
,DP""IDD P^BP^ H PB IPB"D3""IB "WD I ' ! 
DPD3 D^E -^OBMn TPT DJJH D3"H P3 >«W 
,DP"1DD n 1P3PM l^ HD IV DBHP3 D*3 T«3 
ipn^ iPDinya jp3«n D5BP$5 H pa^pn 
.onn,EP3 
-DMB DPT IP3PM VI D«n 1B0D^T3 T3"TB 
P^P^B TB rSnapa^T
 r y5D'n rata IPs^Btrpa 
03PPP3 tVDMW JPDWl DP"1DD P^P^E pB 
PDDBP3 p^B3ij,VB3 n iPii ,rvny« lyT^Diys 
D'B^ temWOTl pB lyDPTDTPB MTB TJn^ 
TJH mil ^B5B D'3'B iy3p3ny3^K v t !»>*» 
pM ffahi lysiT DIJJT ,|yeipni»B ^nsn P^TDD 
pK .lPT»DTyB IV P^IDD DPT MTB Ml f P ^ D 
inpTP33"B \mtyw PD0BP3 5«np:ptm n pm 
1PP ,D"I« |PBD>D6?P3 DPT VH P"Tt3D B TB 
p"TDD TPTPH D^B" W rPriW pn'OTPD Ds3 
D'PB D"PDKTPTytDBMK Tnpo IP3MVP3 DM1W 
DyT D3BTDP3 |KT \W$W IPIT3PD ,T3P3P3 
.DD3TP THPO D'D P"TBD 
D5*W ,IBDDIJT3 T3"TB t33^ T ,DP3^3HP 
.DP^TDD IP^DPD P'3 TaBDB'IV TPT IPMP3 
-TIKTIJB B •ttnwWWWMO B ta^n ^B»t3BV 
Tytn P B ,y»DBy3 vtxptf ys3BD fyaya ^"no 
11 nypwi wjnriw oW? njrt 
(.onjnne n* Dijny^ y-iyTsw J« tyaau"») 
p& ffJmpt Djn t3irrBy33"K w n va.iyaifn 
.pn iv *nBiya oy m o'cyjya P"IDD 
nyo3*K TB ,B3iny5y3 tD$n aannuiny H 
iyt3»i3iv "ryoya yi jy3yp tt|W 5«3i»B>"3 
Ifffia tyjyp oipi m ,DWiva jytyn jy5n$v iv 
.D3*W yfcpt f 
TB ,3313"D i n i y3* PK n©ttp3 13"1B 
IV D"31B rumv jny"ny33iK IB pn omi oy 
-HDBI H "D .Diyseyo fyoBD H lynny^piy 
-3iR nxn PB 63»p3^ 3yo n "D PK D"PDBT 
j3icny3iyD 
WBT — p n w irJjr't PK \ ifiw IBB 
-IB nyt3w no ninva *i ilprft — JBDD^I; 
-»»W3 »*i TB rfrwwi iwnvny mi iyt3"3 
- r n o ixn PB W I W n T^yus? jye 
-oye inyniK PB lyoBQ *i .33i3yiiy3 ppw 
' jw MM* #BPB5 n TB DMP ivB'naw DTW 
jySljn 113 ,W fn* HJMt 5«3l»B'"3ly03'K H 
-nyp B MI MTB tDp3iB
 fjw»»vp3w Jnyi3uy3 
ynyi3iK .njny^a y3yiy>cnyB vw p« nye 
DJH D'D D3BPy3 nan 00 W !y3"T P/DBD 
JBT ii3 ty3*n QMPW y>»p»>. *1 TB ,DPBB 
B ?y3$* iv PK lyvooupy iv D"pa*$:yo B 
jy3"T D^BPS* yryn |yn ,33ipvu ywqjruipB 
JfPXP 5»3$C»3iyo3'K IB t3'D tTVK '^BB 
•3B3*B~ lys^yn » w ny5»pi# iin j$p D$II 
IpM iyp Dlfll pK
 #DMnp PB B"V K pK >y*¥ 
-*B# yjy*v3B3*B vfyim i y n y 3 M i y B 
*W| «t iyil ,5»P*5 D'pB DTjooyo H IV yv 
.P"IDO p« typ 
pa ?y3$n ?yoBD yiyt3iK D$H D3yoDayn 
— DfrjtfPt'JiyDl'lt [V3yil D3yiy$y3 t33"H 
my* H TB Am PK — tKQDirU 13"1B B3$T 
,D3yBDpy yOD^DlK [B jy3"T D^B3^^^3iyD 
Dim pn lyfiirn u i p w y?BPV? n DIJT PK 
p t iyo»n PB inyo DBH ,3'33yn3B3iK inyo 
nynys ysSyn ,jyivbyo n IIB PK jyyvK n 
-W J3i3yny3 iyt3"3iB iy3BpnycK H tye? 
imiy3 |y3»T w n T 3^ jytsBo^itn n jtyftns 
" I n u DP»IDD ,D5BPI»? y3WW .ysny^ntD 
5B3^"3iyt33'K |B PK ,D^By3y3 P"1DD 
yi3y3oy3 p^p »Bny3 wi D*n D»JII \pfw 
-P3 iv jy$$T D5BP«5 y^B TB jypim iv OSBD 
.IB 4BIK |y3»53 B *PIK fiftvw iyo»v yom 
*B3*r"3iym,K n TB .DIIBT ntssi IBOD^I3 
BD^yp iyft y^3 B |IB y3BiB i n twyn ?»#T 
-yB3*p ^ m pf^ vBD^B ypiBOt? B t i r i n g 
-1B3 Dyn"^ff PB iyoi3 DD13MK Dyi ;•[< 
-y3 iv iy3JBBy33s VD praifn /'nvp^^
 D;J r 
PK D W 9 n tD'D "DnnynrK, ip 
iv ,Dyi lysyn 33i3yny3 W31K PB DVIRC 
V M e 1MK T*K Dy IV pK DSjrnottl T'K c; 
-1V3"K |^3V ?B3^"3iyD3'N lyrjlK ^-: 
-oyo jnyT3iK K0m ^ m ,DyeD>c » IJWE 
o^sy3y3 -p>noD jyanp fyjyp jy^r ^ ^ 
JBiyawn PB »5nijvy3Dn« r c v - t e -
-«D H iwww I^D |y3$n DB3^ c |y»vi# 
5Biy3yB,H iyT31K ,B»H .K I^trr- pB jy;;-; 
n IIB nyeyipyo
 #nynfi .3 HE ; nyoyipyc 
-3n DniJD ; D1l#t3"1B -^DP^^p lypnjj* «; 
D3^^n H PB cy3"K IIB ly^nyry: xvz 
ijn ,»pDiiyvo3Mi .D PB PK byo^ fiij v»w: 
D3yDD1BByi 0383^3 Dyi pB ^DHITDB'V: 
.nBV3 D3'Jf(cn w\%> r : njn r: 
-MO H DI^ID v o lyvyT nyow pnyn PM 
IIB Diyino PK onyiy^ jnyi3« [io iy;r.; 
nyTy5 yiyT3iK TB iy5m i ^ .::i:ynv: T5»IK 
-ny PB |y33i3"o H D»D |yjypy: T' B*P 
yyjyp lybyet? iy^T >n na jy^yo JWIWE 
•am iyi iy3^K 3313^0 waya^K ny^i IVCK: 
nt^  5yB D33jm oy ys^yn w * ,y;«<"is w o 
j m f w yiyT3iK po IV:P m-
-p"it3D jyJn^v ^B3ijB'"3iyt3:>K n 5*T 
? D>eya?: 
-*D jyiyn ina rys^n y3Bic v t n 0^ 
,lKooin3 iKDiyn .IB iv «pi Dyisyiiyj cs; 
nxn PB o«Bif pBts-BB DXH pG :yi"TTy:r: 
.Pl l^^ TO ,T1B«P DWJW! 
n5ww iy i pB iy3"K T^ K iBOD n^; I3"ifi 
B pKPBRrw |"T njh1» byiroy
 f"i»w3 
-*i"iD w m iyi PK jyBoyt; |y«ji jyaJsn 
yiy33y? B pn iy?BT ysJyn P3i3y«ya » w 
Dip ni ,33i3yiiy3 mriihi PK rcyna D»X 
?3313"D jWf T^K DlfH ^ B .iSCD i^; fl PH 
t y P D y TB ,T^K 3313"D D'lBDWf" 
- y n I * V t tD * 3 1 »•» 1 M'P ^ ] 
H Dlfl ,0 n p o 8 I n D 8 1 ' " i r ; 
.»»Byaya p^ -itDD ?yJnuv ?^T Juntr^nWJJ 
•y 3 y 3 p n 1 o D T * K D v y • • ' : 
^ B T y o D 3 y 5 p ^ i 1 ir 11 v5 ° ^ 
i y » * * a i « y i y T 3 i K D « ^ • 
n D*3 ,D 1 * n 3 y 31 v v 1 t yjMJ 
5B3*V"3iyiD3m «l 0^ 3 PK W ' l W 

iypi$n wyoiw tfrvft 
•wj JttiSpan PK ,iyo"a*uroaipv8P3»n¥ 
*.WmB-03»'»«T»3W!J.* y5K PK oyo^mo 
tnm*^ .B .0 1JTPK15 D3yD H 
(*A3wnn»"an»# n PK "-IK3"5„ nxn) 
-*» IMTO 5yp>on8 oy'osjn yo$ay3 IBOTII 
niK Tj?"t .iJtfP'enmD"* aaiajmya VlpW 
.-rjnyD18V »*D 8 W3 PK 5"riD 
oajn rwpw yaJyw ,iyo3yoia-i8 H „ 
nypKtf .OD ynyraw !ya$r — I*B oaayia 
TJayJBiya^K nta IW»T — iwwi t runvn 
C D 0B8tf038pya i w i *tw emu jyp'ii |m 
- "D IBB H 18 ,yoiJD$ymyD TipllPW *1 
*j3tfyoe> » jyonyj nvi \vm no yoyne 
jyonya lyaawr^oiBB lypKtf .OD n 
.*331B"¥DP^B„ H W ODiiy -WWII B^T H 
iwmi pe — »«i ro*nv — jjwnM T D „ 
oj^n pnm9 oy .lyoip oy'oayn I'myo yryn 
.itfyeoyo ya^Jp PK wpvia jawpp PK on* 
ivno ivJvii *M i8 KIIO i w n f l w vaftrn 
iy^t jypMiw jyjyvi "1 "ijn^K IWIBOK' 
" t PB W K ...pyaM tt 0"P3,?3nyfiDB'jiK 
lib t'rnyo h IBB vJoiwoainyfi V** p * 
" •p ip 8 imipw PK oayi yo^ya pa5yu 
y?8 iv norm Dy'oajn oEjyioya3K D$IT 
-03y /opa i jw JunooiriJ^K, o n jiiao 
• nya 'np nyn toiye 
B^nyao^K •tfaa" Mm oayn W»3W# 
ySynoona'K n .iKftft pn ps prgni 
WVBPJBaiy ya^oBBWiyiw H PB yon*B 
VUWVP H Vw |jnyu Q"»rrBy33"K 0^ 3 oyii 
|M iyo8PtprtB"5yp3lN ,D*rtf3 yaytyiw pB 
*W18 TT W 1 , J *w , iyo"anrtw srnnas 
1)3 nyaupnyou l y o ' r u H JIB fcri^a 
•0M3 ti>8
 fjHJn aaujnTjDTDBWj^ pjm 
J3B3-D33^p l^D3p I p ^ D B J ,iyamyil 
•*a*ai$ y5ynoora'K n *ra tva^n MTB 0$ 
•*>K ,UPVD ,oiyj"D n ^a yoiyo-ojipyttt 
y i y i pa .11 .t .K nyo"3-i8-BKennB3jyT 
pp^iyoB i j n JUD lyn^i H ]^K o^yp^i 
D» wn PK urn ivtafo fy iKV^nyiyo 
•atp mpw xnxnju |y5yn
 #pn awu Dim 
5y'B HM jyo^sn n>o coifa iy3* ,"t |ya5»B 
•oaip^upaun* i»5ynoonrK i y i pB 
-3« PK uwarijttn yJwjyori^c y$p*n 
Tjny^ ao^D riyniK wpi oyi ...iy:;^ "1B, 
,DIOP58^^D PK «n^a y»»ojni»nD n y^o 
yiyow nvn lasDiyoiK nyn oijn^tya 
•»1T8 jy3"t iyo«3y3 jpapajnettn?^ 
va^jo pn BhajnujmiD Djn^ay; wjm 
B^m^piiH ^t «a Dmu nan .oiort 
y^opsiB pM yty^ynjyno n nyai« 
-ya I J W ' B ^ B ^ O i y i IBB jy^w^w 
>i n»B 33njrt»pny H PK DJJI p« pUiajn 
,iyj3i^ T38n ysy^ BD JIK j'rnye y ^ t 
-BWWHJ y^y^u pn 18B jyoip ya^ yn 
YipBP^ ]vm D3jn .aya pa p^ onp n 
8 T3i» o^ a ,".v .B„ H oj^t ,a3iaynya .x«o 
oyu on PB ^yB^"3 uw»oonyoprno 
-3 y a * 3 y a 31 K H B»8D - ce 1*0 s I«E 
own DIDP5»»»I|D PK a J i. i $«a v i 
D8tpiyOB'1K I^MK 038D 331D"V H .DM1« 
own D3yn yojjjya DIJII "p^aai^ Din *PIK 
H oifn OV>K jnsia oyii ,oyi Tin osnyj 
rayiyB3^p -DOBSB'piyiiya y^Ki^^saivDrK 
-Djjna^ K,, H [ytynyapnw a»o»0 va»* K 
pra j^m *pw ,I38DK^IK 18 ,"Dnypi«n >»nB 
iyt3"3i8 ny^TK, lyn PB i^xprai n 
«il ; o38oya D8TpnyoBMR pw oifn "b^ yn 
yi^ OD^B'XIJD y?83^^83nyD3'K H t8 ,?1K 
m fyjnaun IMBBP opais jyo^n (yonaaifp 
V5p»moMK I»D»n " I :oino onyn yowa 
PK tyatfonyn PK DJ^WTno n wftm 
-nya "y?ynoDn3^K„ 01IW otn o'3 m v 
-IV1383 
W w331D"XDp^B„' i yn PB 33l5yD^ H 
DP31B ,|ynyt ^yry? n m ,1'K WKID W 
I » W 8 l j n " iy i PB 33tfyoB> n MI yaSyn 
."o>yii nyo^ans nwn'K. iyi iw 
P«« t8 /iyo"ii oa r^ aaiO"Vop^Btf ^ 
pa
 rjya3iDinoDMn8 y^uiyay pa ayo n 
|ypo »on8B n oyii a3iD"ny3 v u m w 
Vi jya^1 oif)i lyoo^imw* 0^ 3 ts jwmp 
' ^ D ^ B D ^ M y i ^ p a w 0^ 3 PK 3J»BTP W 
jyayp 0^ 3 jy5»r |yoana» you D'D jyotrt 
TWwi -no8 PB ayn iya"5a oyi |y5yoBnnfl 
pip jyp jyn -,ytyn ...p^opBO Tjny3IJ'»l5 
O^fi$nyo3iK www H MI ,pn 0'3 "minx 
pn yBBoyp ya^oBKcpiyiiya y58 PB «IV 
nypi$n ojyonBJ B»rt njn * 
cn'iro'D Dim " tmo n .pntyj MPINP? 
p>oBlP»parrftn«tf *i .|nw»*D jyjyp DO 
•ayi pn«* jruTK D?#ya DO ryriy PK o$n 
- p j $ iyB»B3BDiP PD IWrtlfD H 1»31K |V* 
nnnc onmwa o n pai fix ,DPi«a$MnJ 
•jnwipJi inh'K no D»myan PK D^PDMI3 
T» ppa »pn»* PM y w urn n .iw 
niotfn yrnmnwro JTTH po [yemoMK 
lyowruonv T » " n»5*ony wwa pwm 
D»'D3jn JP3 PK Dip Ml TfWO pK >my'Dp 
.DO loin owa norm 
i n PK D?un JW iwnw w w i m n 
iwmyon n iwn ,"DIBB W'BD^BMMP 
-tfi PK DPDJBDIP nno«p*ti*ittn pwnw 
Djm "DIBB H .DP>8J?T tyt^ DBiPSDy-tfB1* 
iu PK jyovyS Din »*a \Mton Tt iyno 
.pwm »? Dra D^ D-UH 
jweo^unnjo jnyiJB po fltoia^D 
.jnyopBTjn 
'3K H PO jya3W"D H D33B5y3JK Olfll 
Dip TO tyao ,iy3aiD"V wtHPftraft inyn 
/331D"XDp5$D,, 1VPW W TO PD JHjWSlJD 
Sypws Dy'oam aaBnoya 331D"* n 
-ya B pa PIYIDMK ?ye»DDnyDpBi8a B DJB 
PK D^njjnyneivjTK po 331D>DB> nyoMi 
-IBB yoMiya H PK lyenyn yafcm ,ynnaiK 
WIBS? PK nyoyna iram PK ,typnp-«D 
-18B nxn pD jya^ony tftt *n« anaypip DO 
.D"* iyo*y& iyn PK »O 
H oa*nr— iytDBBt>c wmyienyo PK„ 
pD aiJtt PK mtD pK — "331D"VDp5$D,, 
•J1K pK D"p30"K31K TD jyj'Dya P'03B5DB 
jyaipjfBPaBnipwBfi H PK D"n«nynew 
aanyo^n* B po IITCIPBB> H pmyt TO 
l^yCDipBB IB pK |»»5 I'D »8 ,?y5rpo'pK 
yn K 33ip'DB> in*K Tin tnyrnjo joSta 
*.Dniofiro33u 
"JIK BJBV po iyaBfPK *i jyj^t wroifn 
•frn PK ,331D'DB> nya^inyoya pK •nrunw 
? ^ n tu'oyj juiamyn n nya 
— 3JID"V n Diyoojy — w PK oy, 
no KWpw D5B lypjnojy w cnjnJB oyoy 
jynyo«n po yoBo B »W ,nJ8W^v jyiyn 
•J"Jp nu aiinyoB^jy iy»t lypjBnyo ya^yn 
i«"t ya^ jni PK w n w n ya'Jjynyi w»J 
"3no pa ei«n 5nipnnyD nyooina ny»t pn 
ytD3y RP1 tK pK
 fDjlfUV n w T ^ W W 
pnrnwno |yJw nyoca iriy^x^ipiri 
.pmv iijno tD^ c B T» 
;5xnBDifU,K O^ D tB ,PK PDK nyn 
PK VT Dnunoya p w ^ t \vo o^n DPJIJOP 
PW Dlfll DtWfW >KnDOIT^« PK #^ 3B? 
PK
 #onyp"D — tnrvt ?M*n iv |yPMP3 
pip pij|j j^>| •igB PK DpJipjp JKnOWnJ'K 
"DMK \"P DO ID1K UW2 [IK ,DO £>WW 
•y\wi yfi^ bo^B^BO n IBD 5yD'o-wjuy> 
jyinK' W^^K D'D oijn ppjjn ^VJBT .:JU 
jyii ,Di^ n lyn^ yroyT D'oiJn'ya IMK pnw 
-ya e$n ny ^ ytn lyouyaoMK e*n ny 
IV DayDDauyn iyntj |yay5wOMK D'D^H 
.33B3nyD31K PD "D1BB PM jyiWDBI 
I'D^D .B .^  .D n : T D |yo"M mo oyn 
ntDD^  |y33»3y3 PK Droyor tenoD$WK 
•yo H JIK /iyp3ity3 nyoy t^a y^ iHBBSi 
-^KnoDjnj^H jng "EHBB ytr^DD^B^ 
.n^yo^i r6yo^ p^u jyjjwyj T^ K DTOIJOP 
oyn |ya^geny yvDityMyte ynrpK p« 
•Diyaty pM mjnsv s i p« «pn .B .D H 
#t|^n n py^T is t33j^y3 oy IHH ^y^ 
n lie rjpnoBBO^D n Myew^jw njns 
3H3jr5n3Bn D^T ,TIH PK HDK DO PK 
,DD"H Dip ,Dnnjyoi»pyi oayn yot#jy3 MI 
DHfWlWIB H PD VT 3H3y>P^B'a* TB 
••SBnoDip^K.y^yj^^nyBy 3n:yi3^T3 p« 
-a^ K nyn po ajm I'DMN I^D |ynw joww 
DpilB jPDBnpipynSB^wo ny>B3B1vB3nyo 
nynj^K H po jnrtvys y^« ! TIBBP ' 
Diva : fy»*tf jjnnjjoayDBns y^B38^Ba 
-J'-U DO D3UOT»-D38,X,»T«BiJ yj^p JB1M 
jnywynya p» jyoip jynyt nu »pn 
.D3»ov ynyroDnpy n B^D jyjain^xya 
n*o D3^^ onyn JV3 lysSyn pyii i n 
-Knc ya5y?n PK — iptfp'0 pn «OIBB nyn 
iy3yp monn PK \r\v5nvz vitvvi PK \VI 
DnyDK* yana^ K y^ B IBD \VWI Dyi3yMy3j« 
nyn jyn ny^^myayji « nnyt ?••« — 
jyDMW B "a PK D1DP3BOV-Jn»DITU'K 
Urmran raya^yoa'K-^ DiBB "»yi po 5«nta 
-H3^ D J'DMK "D18B H iya"1D W ftftPtt B 
Jim lyB^ D^D^ BP 
oayn jys D«H pymw W "WW PK oy 
pnyae^i^nyn pn i w m # » v» PW 
•Bpnro n PK ryn>»3»nB ttayDBnyeoyo 
nypntjii oaj»n»: wb njn 
mi *i 3*IK r\tfp irtrritm opais \VV-, 
a%VJ"K *l PK | m — Wlfl*$ *l PK D3tf»> 
p y n ,rjynr« HE pjfna ,pW8ta VVW\ 
jyD8Q n M ,33*5 ntU K"31WV pK »tfpt3 
.D-lin^ VJ'tDV'K *i T T po tftfpifeO* tyJyu 
«i WSyvi jaftytn pn n o P'DPKO H 
•ntii jytr^iK : tv oiive "taiKB Y*agp<0 
•Diifov *i lys? 
iBC ivo>»n ,Qnnypiys /iya» "PD ptftfT 
Ijmp'Bb'iM m |yp Dip PK — ,an5w 
?s wviovi *iy nya tiu"D by'itoin D5B 
"J^ VPWn ^T8 jynya DO D5>$II fcQyvJ H [Wl 
TT jyxjw pM oD^my |jm ly i * jnnp &o 
3f1 PR I8T — D38JOP n, pa iy>p*w* 
n I«B u w h y i8 pnnihnv w v?ijfiw? 
PB aanynay Tyi pc "D18B y^DD^v^D 
pK AfeW n pa yon^DDavMHOBaiif "un 
oayn yaftni rwat yanw'M n Wl PK osp 
P8yi jya«t |yo8D H i ^ a *li ,DUDP3$OV 
y?"nbnwn#D y ^ o o ^ u o w p p« /wavy 
nrvifD oyn DVVI ,iya*uny DjyaM5anyaK pK 
•»mvj»i8 Tt "t p« |.«i w w r^» Piot'S 
8 r « i n jyayp ysnaya yiy^T ,yatyT 
yj&iyottfp njpn ; p y u y itra ayta 
pe aanynay *i "pin , ao "fttt ? T t nyuy 
T« -tf83»*i PK jmn^MtpxtjwtwnB njn 
*8 T»»! D3yT yDljaya PK WWH pD /1T8 
Tw lySyu DPa*ov-5ntDDipj*K pc PKIS 
-on*p ya*>jny iyi$ M5ytn ly^ yDB* D»3 T» 
?*Diy5^-nw p« "Diyi^ff yove 
yo^ya jyii DKn ,fi5"oDnyop8n83 PK oy 
•ipB nyirtanw |w w iyan» onya oayn 
^M fcpmys PK 0^ 3 ny D^WPpWM ,D«i3 
nw33 ytyn wpi T IK .niK'33 TO 03^T ny 
-y^ya nyn pc aauyJu'w nyoMia i n \m\\ 
pc 33nn^ D3"K nin ^^3 |y3i$o *m a u 
IPD^MI ,oxn3nay3 T^ K ,dt3»ur 5Knnoip3'K 
.DU |B1K DlB>a ^ 0 
•oo nyo>na « ^fi PK WWV* W*ti 
• a * |yj»t #y>D r« ,33iDB i^nya H non 
PK n 5»ii ,"t3i»B ijn pa ly'jtt-bfptf'a 
JyD 3^8 PK DIDT^ DPISD pfi BDi,3 Cy, ^ 
•onoya T* *to"in^ cya yt»Jw« j«t lyo^rw 
: yaKie WBi»Ami PK ytscny tfs l y ^ ^ 
H jy^ MW DIDP58'V»D I'D^D cy Dryvj-V-
•ny^wbyJmi yo^ia wnnjtfny~-\ *: 
nyntj "t "3 tbftftv j« oy T^K -V ?:y£8^ 
yn^n yvaw 8 ? t r : D*H I^D PK ?V; 
-jyo6?DiR y3>D-i83y3"K yJy^ B jv^yr^^s pg 
-iDyiDw jyayii iy3Knc H jyo^v «i 
gtouiM wyuy3y"iBciDy-is„ PK vmwi 
•oyna D»II iyi on*n ,r»5B |yeoa'Da«n oy-
pK jyD3*Bnyn8Dy5ijpB » n ps 5»na iye 
jrayupwiojhB ^fwxmw yp w:-, y;«?»-
.jnjyayifitnoy-in *.y^ 
ytn "ya? Bn*'B0»lpy osyi yo^ aya i«s 
iy .D^J ")$a o8H8oy5*nB po ivor^r 
l«t D*n D'onjn .jyvasa PK »i mnnHi 
-?8 yooany nn^ K tyn^iys wi? w;«: 
o^ynasn 58B fyooys PK j r w n r a vwvi 
'VM?p D"i^  nvi — June 8 ivayn iia vi cv 
T'K oy PK jauynya ixn pD — 5"na ir 
pn o^ a jyp HKIDT p»t r»
 fv5iw iara pir 
jaiaynys y x a 8 3 n "i8D tyw^n \"? 
H pK yDHjB-oa^vttraBai* vw >v
 rn v^ 
— rortirf yiy? ••v n ^ ; Davwntno 
H lyayii yanno ypma H oa"5a DJ8D3jny 
,yo*iM^wn* EM EJ"D a^^ py H ps ajnyan 
c a ,iyD8D-"iyD"3-i8 ynyona
 pyDany>yaT3*: 
•onnnya DO "i8atjT iw DnyBDanw 
oy'Dayi yDjjaya ps pySnyfi n ivay 
i83^T .oyn TIK »'j TT )ypay-ie»ya $wtn* 
DTPK DToy^ywK nyaSyn
 feyaya cyi linn 
-ya yDn>T>a8an^  H PD oy a^ya cyi vw,«' 
fny^ ta D'i p^np pu PK / w a i t s Kfftfi 
8 t>K iuUn pn PK ,aiaya lawa^Tiaw ca 
.ny^opnya'w po 8 B^"DD8oaw 
iyo8D n jye^iw Tt DDnsn oayi .aw 
^aya DO ID)K owa iyp PK ,W*Z n P* 
lyan^c nya»»an nyn T^ K oy iyn lyD'OWQ 
W*vp*jn PK W'XBVHP P'B DD»3 DJH PK 
isn« ijnn^D n — oa^ap n PK oenyn wpi 
? |yc«3 n 
,ny^n'D H jyaya nfcy c*yio iy PK if 
H pD ly^p^ca^ jyv383 PK TT IV 2c,t" P 
jyp TOT pK .Waa Davav H ps — i ^ 
P^BPKD ya^an 8 |y«m pn bo i«i °ll? i"? 
jyimi |y5im n*o *fR ,o3*ov n « wy3 
nypupi wye 
yip-utf n« prn #» f t j Din T in ,"D-»B 
•I'moyniB t#**i*D 
CM W3iv PK "iKD->jn PR DP^BMKJD nyn 
ps jWfi j t t D5B Dpynn jyiijiiya (yfiKPya 
#D«5p-iyD"an» nyi PB BnyBD jnyayn n 
n$ n« yD^Bvyanyoya ,yD:yiy$y3 n pB 
n pc ,uirwiyD ,*io , I J / B " 3 1 8 y&viusa 
-3'c i n p f t i N n JIB /nyovais yDDir»B„ 
iyj«i yafcni ,|yo«D yo^na y j y PB ,iyo 
linyii yaSpH ,D"IMOBJ"IB DO n$3 u n * aoyii 
T.y D8 ?V3y5» |1M DTDBB^BDpy fyDD"D DB 
u$n ecsBnyo^ans yDnMOBan* H -iyoo 
•M lynyoisn* lyooya Dyfit? VJ83 nynyiiwy 
*D» VI iw*n " t fyn i m ,DIDPJBMTIP 
p« jy w « a m* MI ,fyp'5a r a w pK D r a 
- u r n ?yowya *jn |ya^n " t nyiB ,uiftu)r 
*u Ml D jna i j i j DJBOP yp^Btac p« prvi 
,:: irwy y^DD^B^BD iy» i jyoipya [ya^n 
»» nyi* ,T'">ooy n« T38SB>D»H PR MI 
iin rt ly^BD^yai* oo noflJ W IW"i 
pK TnpsMHD PK Ml "DIBS "WDD^B^BD 
pc ly^nyD n pan tv IB na*in \vo 3MR 
jm jyo PK .uwynya u n r a o ^ s q i o 8 
n ,n38Dt?w jygraan W K jyreyaDMR 
•3'D IIK a&F&iy m JIB jyasniK y'noK 
•jyil v* ^ snip ^BB-iyn \VD *n«n ,a^Biy 
°OBnirP<J fc»D$3tpy yoMia n tt pn 
fPKO'f yjy^ is ,iyD8D-nyn8cy^"is JIBVI 
poftiipya nyoya n ix o n tynynya yaJyn 
.o-pno yoaiy^ya PK 
600,000 on* jyo oayajn wagp'ts? pit 
•»"« "iyi lynyo^ya »t PB ; nya^anirptf 
•OM IIM M K W S N I P J pa 5«&B nynyoyi3 
v'noK H m>?t " t .nyo^mB yDVPJ8n$ 
•ns y^DD^B'VBD H n8B yDBsroaamyri 
PK lyay^p ,nyo"3is yc-inoBanB n . " D 
nyaK yo^s r8PM pR |yDp8iiy«"K fin** 
m p««i yaJyii ,titf»nDiim»B P« D3»nft 
yirwK pM MI j'DyDD^tD^ymyB nypi«tD^ 
"O'ouDD-Dnjyv n D?"tt oy Ml ,?nii onyDK' 
PK Ttewann Djymyo nyts^anK i n , p ^ 
,ny»3W yoM-ia xnxn381>« m ,"inyo w w w 
yooya n D*J pK yocny n O'j \^\ D'3 jyjyp 
."»n8B VWQbe^t^nfB nm 'JIB nys^ynjK 
V^upnj *jjn po piQHp »iv anjyojntDiv 
Win jya wpsf 33iayny3 iyvBD»>ii*v»o 
lM:myMH,nt Tyeyo 5yo*38 B5I>II ^y jyii 
•J8i3 8 jya^n K* Dyn y w r
 fDjyom 
PK 33i3ynyn y^^DD^B^^D ya^oayo j n m 
'JB3 PR ^»T oyii »on«B H |yn ,DjyD^D ciin 
Oyil PR
 fD3#UVTnD n pB \rfPlfVty IJ« 
• i » w ftPittoywK oyi i8D lyny^pny TT 
nSipiyi jjnyn M Dyii p^8 DWin PR jaw 
n^D yny«i c o ,iyp3Biy3 »«n y?8 y?n 
— o^npjBip P»M pfi »n"5 .lywiiryroMR 
nDR ^ u n y p D^T .O»P3^PIMI iyn HMK 
-jnyjonR PK ,iyt3?Bfiojy PM vx vx D^ I 
yroan » ' : PR
 fniKetu ps D^  B D^O ory; 
•lyiiiDBMnya yjyiMiya D^J nyntj 
V^BT iy)i:$2 nyi JIQ n^Ria Din oony; 
na fcpBP^fi? TB ,tnyny3j"R Tt Dijn oayi 
nyt3D^D ye»DD'fc'yifD n pM DMKann 
iyT PR tj i 5"ii ? oysy oifii IBE .O-IRDC 
'BP i n PR DSypMiDjy VKQV DT^BD^BP 
DT^B'St^ D Dyi lyonDMIK 1^1 HO DT^Bb'D 
.DPDPIBD iyn ^^T B3iy> MTB — 
aiDiip B "iu oay^ n:vn wvi vx p w 
"oy'D nyway^yaaiK IR nnyt D^D ,HDR *>V 
JIB D'jnjycDtriyB lya^ay^DiyaMR PR B"? 
.Dt^ Dp-lBD 
eipi "OD^WBVD ^ ^ n , ps i^vpsnyi n 
"iyi T^ R spfcMya?*K TB riyijpnya piyo^ O*D 
D^D jyo Ml PBIlB* MtB DO 1^ 3 Jytl"0 
"1^ 3 DDPBii Miayiiya VipBP'B' n J3ft»K 
-"^3iys Tt iyp ipBP^ PR, D3y5» MTB DM 
PR DiRtaK' nypMTa ^y^3B nyiy1 D^D iyD 
i n ,vi D'3 PR oayn jya DO Mpi "iy2^ 
DO lyaijn "too4W«D ^ n . ps t r w w 
-I$D jyo PR DO iyp ryo TB ,T^R cp-iyoyn 
jrinyj ytsMDowiBo H [ywDDMK DO 
— i r t a PR TJayJsnyaMK — IB^B MTR 
.B"D8D3^ T 
DT^ B*1MJD D1V Dnn^ D CP^BD'BBP 1JH 
PR 33^ PMiD3y n i w
 fivDpya* DjyDBny 
l»Manp^«ir 'pnr» ^ PB smneanow 
jy^n^cya n i nn .nwyaiD
 #DjyD»MW ,pn 
DMIB DBin ny ya^yn
 #|yyrK IIK mnww 
1 p din p3Bi B
 f|yDKo-nynKey5»nB H »a 
oyn pnpns DBBB' ny D* I I ,oinn iyJB'» 
,DB5pnyD"anB PR DB^ P yS5"DD^BD'B»p 
n Tin .iyay^ PB D»myaMJiK n Tin 
-inytjn yo*vu n 1W ffWIhwi 
|ID yaMtDMK maya^D H TJM5 ynyraiK n8D 
: Jyp'DiK pn Djya»vya rwarufft jya 
-58Mrip ?yaya D?»DJ8OIP •unwjpvi5ifliy% 
-?8D Din Da*r pR
 #"DP>wn |yB«D8iP8Djn 
rxnaya 
-Jyo lytaw ,oayn .n p r t w jya
 r » 
DiriD /wttriDTWKa ny583ir*8: TO*5»D 
p*onp iruyoaoiyfi /WOTR*? 8 wo DMIB 
jatttmya n r a M M i b V W P W ?yay3 
• n .5»D 8 nu ip 838P*P PR T * B W " R 
nwa3 yaJypn , P W I P ya5y?n ,ntayD yn^yr 
D>D )|yaMiayj oaypy3 oarr yo$3y3 bfcfli 
|yD"rtfy*3"R y?8P8* yw»K no yonwoMK 
•yB>8D *>*% |ico3w58n UK yS»i n pM 
,DnyDB> ynynan y5yo lyjya f M ("eo'5 
•DVU*K m tDnyotc jfo»ra y?8 ayoa \vm 
po rm H .8pnyn8 po pyoamr y5ynD 
pup to PK ,5>y*Br»3 Dix ,PR tyopRn D»J 
.Wpw pK ni nvojru j ye ftpftrig&fi PK 
PR Djyw H w lyavaip i n ne r m n 
1*3 PK PK lty5W$P PK D'Ktf D3yD PK 
.nyay^ p D'j. tDnyoc anyuR 
Jyo 8 ytfe o»n ?yp'Di8 Dy'oari jya 
• v nao m aawnya jnw*nM»58 j n w n a 
w n t8 ,pn mio ins jyno v i PK .*38P 
8 jroMiJ 8 MiM 18D IWWa PK 5yp*Dn8 
pwnp p»i PK jjiB'MODjy yujmmjra'it 
Dfenaw unviwifi pn PK /inyo •qip
 fjm 
.DBiatpB PK 
l i p ,DMTJ r tarar PR Jyp*Dn8 Dy'Dan 
oy |yno 5»o — PR t358n:>iriyp38ny3 pn 
nyon* is -iny? PK inyr — IITWDMIR tvov 
PK Jyp'on8 o n PD nftmw nyvaRa i j n 
.fypaanya " i n *WR DM3ya 
8 |ya*n onoya mn $a«P'o ,Djy&eny 
.aaiayuya yB><DD'$8'Y8D ypi8DB> oirunya 
.oJypMiosy spvi ip PK DP$*B<MP *un *»ii 
ybM"»a p^ p DO Dip ip8P^ ,oayo"^x 
-o*58^8D »T $"ii ,aauyiiya y^w^^arvD 
DU PK 38 ft'lllY T» OU IP "0188 VW 
•oai»*3i^»no n "w^ >OT»W 
— \ 
-8^ V8D n aaiJyoe' 8 n»c o*u yamo n 
w * w n w mnyajv "H81 "Diss y^oo^ 
5ip8 D*n n»ftaw"6 yoijaya m iyi^ _ 
yamc n ,D3*»3 i i M PK— 0 av« 
iv Dt"5ya PD o»ii ,6:^^ cy m ^
 rM 
-ya DO na8? p'p PK wa r^K yaK^D n 
n Vt fyayo Di8 I"K PK .ixnipiya m«$ 
•anya iy"Di8B W"DD'58^8D H PK oavav 
I»K 58C i i n PK oy m
 r|yDipay»8m IPD 
ny jnjna8 PK ; •wSaay -yn$ u ^ w n 
-»iiv pu ^ ya"K nyo"ii t"t T* " i ivapo iw 
pK T ^ P J K I D PK ?8B iyn PK oy ni
 fjw 
PD yamD n IJH^DIPDH nya« ,|ya«BB> PK 
H — jyDipjyoBnx ^JT jjm oaynea m 
lailJlWH PK DTD1PDH D>"fl DTyil PJgIB 
-5ya PK »ii na8?aay p« jpnpxm PK 'V, 
nya'K pK BP?80%K f'K Ml vnooy PK ,ir; 
DTD1PDH 3'DDyn '1TK y3Kl£J H Diy« ?8 
.Kpnyo8 pn m 
jyaya jyjyp iv DH81 ?ai« onyiD oy 
ya?yt8 PD iya3U"D n nyry^ ynyiaw mm 
5i8P yo83y3 MI |yeD^8'V8D lyaypnwu 
-8D H 'V ,DJH nya^ K mvw PK aiy33^ c 
P3 D n^ T38? TyraiK PK "D I»B y^DD^rx 
n i* aaiJyDB' yroan 8 jyowya t»«n 
DDiKnya D n^ "Dn8B n n PK ,DJ^;P 
.^yu8 ufriaw 
ViK MI anyaan^ D -P Wi PD |yaau»D n 
njn po jnyDP8nm n IID ivaaia^ D n 
D K^tf D3yD„ PD PK w33\D"VDp^D iytCC3,1 
nyD^aiK, WW> Djyo nyi po pK "^"5 
18 HMK iyDD3y DJK TT lyn'vw "«1D,,X 
jyaJyii PK ,oayn .11 p»nr PD J IPW 
yasniK H TK ,|ya"V « Dauya o^ n can 
-5yt8 D38D "on8B wwB^iPsnfD n onw 
DIP t^ K
 #IPMP«V PK npimnvB » * * * 
"38 "D18B yiC'DD^B'X^D H 5"» ,1KD^ 
PK D3*W n«nD ya^Dvy n Sw » wwv 
oiypiipi 5ynooipa>K H a»am w oaypw 
.nJi»ti w W 
53hn»D'Ty iya»n jyaaiD^v yoaipTin n 
lyaso n^ o PK 5yp'Di8 Dy'oam ttfinaWO 
-lypujn wyonw D*I«* njn « 
•nj u$ f«MP 8 WWttM tfW Dy .9 
"i urn wtf 8 PR tsasnayarns ip prom 
is ,?yt3M.nx oyT w * i w n iyno iiftni 
una DJ^DM ipa^n "t pipi B U W M im 
jyiow n«D^»D mw n v i p 8 .10 
•wi D3*w iyp"DPiitfp H .Dxnjnjyj D I M 
DjmM5 $ |wnt ovy* ,yDBny n jyiw iy: 
/wye npK matorw pntroo't PR yiyi 
.iv:sy5> PR JWIUB onyD'unB oyn lytrmyc IV 
W m a p 8 oirunaya mmi oy .11 
•w» ynyojna n lyfoyo w P ^ H D U I B 
.op^ ntDD yarn* pTTttOlft) w OIR jyo^pa^D 
into y"3 w9DW»yii n no iwn DIP 
?«P$> W3W ya^yn
 #D3yon3» oyi p« nro 
.liwiRWa otny o*n 38 
!D"»^»D oyn"> ymra 
•"riWM'H lyxaw lyn po nyny^t^o H ' 
•yo flpW DWHfl) D3yo~l83 BP1"$ ?83$B> 
hjrpJibma itftram in m 
D I W D j"P pirn trj PR nynna .4 
iy-r$ ^ D >it8 fy3*ppy3 Dyn nyiy1 .rivni 
|*»I |IB \vv^P ojypys o$n "iy »n ,3^yn MTR 
• ^ D 8 DD*DB»W WJV n c$n taxy^ .Difa 
inyo .yownyayyirD^ 8 BD"n Dtp ,010 
nyD3iK tyo"3"i8 .jyony: Tf tuw jyo iyp 
•jnnjtti piij tao"n m«j*o iyDjypny:8 oyn 
.D3yona8 oyn fy3y3 lys' 
e$n "DID^D„ oxn ps s j i m w H n 
—»itD S^PD pc DWirm n Diy:yny3 -tf83 
iy*c pa *nw po D'D pyo^siK "un3yr 
."Wl iyT V1K "IK^T 
Dwm»fl ly^n^v jyo wy>o nynne .5 
|1M "i^ y3 pK ftpg PM ,3yo yjinv^iyD ra 
D W V H ) H jyo no nxy^ .opyt^ D pn 5$OK 
PR ni3 PR 3tjtD lytDD'ospys i"R PK jy^nijv 
.»yp 
oy:y3"R pn (ynipi no Dij3 *\VW ; .6 
"18 P'P .ryjm tD38Dy3 5*1 D»318 1H11 ,B8B> 
' ! Dni^ DP81D3^ P " 3 iyo"3 
tD"3i8 nyn PR 33i5»"nDix w«fc 8 .7 
.D"X py^o PR 
•"318 tDsD DD3yDn38 IfSWTIMJ'R .8 
.oan^ny tD1: PR "iyo 
tDKiHo iy^yn ps 
ayo l^'ai* i«nn c:ya»n nywnpfo 
1 
3 TjKntfri wpcrww D * T ^ i jn 
Th \t 18T H D«p3*5ayo « D8nya iya$n 
,»mWW IV PM ?J?DD8nD 
p*rnt y i "3 IWMW lyo 'Wbtnw .20 
oayuna iyn n»c jyDip"i$B osnyiv ivno 
D*a IKT n iyayp « i phi ,mn PK yo'Dtp 
• D W B nyi IV poriKPM Dip 5>$r j V D d ^ 
PK "HO* IWVP DytD^ DIJP H .118*3 \>0W\ 
8 1KB Dayona8 oyi tynyiay CM *8D p»p 
»'ii bjjnanav iyn o$n a^a oyn PD imp 
D1tf>"D ttPV$m iyT VD Bay3"ViyDaiK 
.B^K 38 .p$5 »"j|Mi' onyp^DDym pu 
JQPW Diypn^ii ojyonw oyn»5 
•nn«^ into 
n* 'iay"D$D DDjycDiMD,, iyn T D 
,*Dnyp"DDjrn PK EnySJnb DW"? 
.|m$p napn 0>4ivn \ 
.1011 IJ?D18 .oByo oa^oya 
5*p# PD oavona* "iyi *tf8 PK DIP 
a*M ,DBayona8 yooya H no iya"K — 38 
ta$n 5>8p^ K uriyuiM Difll /lycoya i y i &*a 
.PJB»WD$D8 oyoip » D^D D38oya |jni 
Jyo Bayona* I j n PK D'Dife y3J8D p« 
lyta^ais oy lya^yiv nytaaiK ,-iin m VMa 
.biyp»o&TipD PK pu^p yiyraiK 
?Dy^j ip oavonas |y?yn pK PK D$II 
po myaoyo lyiaypiD n ovy* jyn^n wpi 
l'")8D t58nya paipi " i *TI ,inyo 38 iWNft 
? p"10D 
: tmrnitft PK D3MW iy " t 
I"p 08nya D'J " t lyat^ n nynne .1 
-"p^p p« ,e>8ay5yi B$V 8 jyaifn iv tasyi 
mnya b*a ot^ rr j»ur i i n po lycy-itaiya 
n PK nyo"3i8 H pawa w »ayi p'R 
osyn Din iyo"3*»8 n iya*n B5|JP .lyBVP 
-B8c 8 Tin BKB> pK tyotpDiyD pn w 
l^ai* Dyj"Dya*8 oxn ? in p« ,i8oiye>» 
.nyojnonyD 
p« tDaypnyjs tyiwa T^ K nynnu ^ 
•Wi tomans po lyoyoo'D »nw *I"*ID * 
ni3 tniTO IU«n ,t3"318'P,ttB' PK t3"3l8 
tsvw oyoo'D nyT p« .o^ypiyjs oyoD>D p>« 
.o«miny3*ii PM 
52 PD afftro&nns ?8 ta^DB'j^ .3 
-a^ .50 IWTtt b"3i8ya WW BMl /pnJlQB* 
nynnD ]yo D^n a»o^D3»j naty oyu O^DC 
oxy^ txttD oyii ,5 t^ 3 pat 4 P3 D»«Sim 
.inw 1 ra i^a niv w a i u 
n PK wp»M'D*DB oyoua n .17 
W*vr\ 8 m'O-Mp IV |«K P P M pm, 
naynytD^w ^mcuyp H8oo«o n« r,^-
-|#D8 DVD^ a Tyi po "11V : D-WZ^O ? Ha 
Din PD 3 PK Jtpav nyi po 2
 r j ^ i ^ D 
I»5*T mp' fc i i ja jn pu 3 n — D1P^2.D 
PK imai^ n^ KD T W irum lya^pyao^ 
5>inoa^ p n»D^8D n jn*p mm m«$wn 
-'^iayn pK o5n |yo"ai8DMK ^r utD'-jjp 
H po ynayoK'iv-DD^maiiya n jyayu 0 ;^ 
oyoip H »D ,nyta^3n8 n »D |IM
 rni?Eyr 
pK D5>n H .lyo^na* pmo o5n n ^ 1 
JflP I^JElbaifP n8D^8D H D(J11 Da^>^yi 
prvn 5*i jyo^D^ya PK p»«ai8D*i« m 
.oaynnas lytyn no 5"no K 
-'OSS' w o r H PK iyB»wD$D8 n .18 
nip TlWp yan:yt3K»y3 8 iJnana w j"K I W 
D a^>D a^ ^ t i»D'ni5*:i« p'K . I ^ ^ I D O I K
 ( 
po nya^K ,ini#p nayn DV^BTI pa pnim 
-$t D*llft)"10U1B 2 ytyn |1K ,»•»# v«3 
" t ?8D PK .iyo3 8 iyayn |yau^« ^ i ip? 
nyi J^fT i8T ,iya*a"K iyayp D^a v» iwi ' 
H po iva^pyaDMK jynyn i^nya nyn'Ti 
B^nyiv iv^yii |ynvp pK ysmnefr ptoxni
 t«ia 
ni8ija pfB"nD,m8 y?yn .DD'tDcyn ip:?~ 
oayona^ oyn PD iya"D j'aip n?83 5ip 
maya?W n lyn^coay PK iVoip:yn8nv 
--lyntj n^ D jyiyn Dtaipya ^ t y^^ o (K 
,D"D 
-iiifD„ I^D lynyii oSn^vya 5*1 Sy^u (2 
«pn tt'OTWO pnw D$II pDimif "aw 
?ya^ T D lyiyn »5n*vya 5»? Sre (a 
ly^yii Dnwp^b^iis n nm P*T> Q^ 
-"3i8 n iv lynyn t&nwwb 5*t lyo'owo 
Diyii Dayonaw iyn D^n 11$ a$ta uvi po iw 
11$ T W p nyanayoB'ys "iyi w .19 
y5>8 iJnjni iy3yayany3>K ?$r pfV*noviv 
\vw*\xt woww jy^yp own pKPwatfW 
*1Sn p K , I IJOr n PK I^B'^K'DfcjiD^ TT 
5f» B ^ n o m « W| T18V3 i jn pu cwp: • 
PD 58D PK .omv y-i"3 ^ 8D naiwa !"! j 
njn* P^IDD i»p 5»l
 rjjb«pa'»DMiv yonan 
ni8^3 n T^ 3 ,|ynyii bnny^pny M ta^iw 
HP^nD*n« 11$ "HKip *i W & a m n a w 
nypnyn Djpongi DH"5> nyr 2 
e n s n ?$r !W?«rpJr5o o n fm .10 
H3 ,T^yo MI f*fa nw i vw i D^MDIV 
jo^a « iyD"aiBDMK Sip W H N I u n y 
.Dyprpw i R DM? yoiD 
-r« |"P lyaso w i*p yore H .11 
PK lyo^aiB H D'D Doayonas yjyvnin 
.^onvpyo i"p nya"p po p/cnya DO 
•jn DO oiyii naRPUU ivtyn PK .12 
IB lypyo iv D*a D'JIB Dayi Dtp DP3inty 
I«D vngMwaw yDay5e> IBD W T I M 
•BDcnys iya# no DP JJVWDDMK yoay^c 
Ti D3«»wy iyo"3iB IB |mi ?B jinyii iyj 
•j«n oy IKH opaiB « ph Dip oyn |yaftffi iv 
i*n ,D3yona« Din jyayis jyayn i n o5>yi 
•jmro DO iyo"3is o'aio m^uvn BTB ton 
-ya pnyii IV yasniK IB D*B iirum oaya 
.DpyD 
W2$n ftp omVU uif UBip H .13 
ivanyaivpniv Dip s jyaaMii iv Dayi Dip 
D 2^ oyi |yo"n iv PK ,iyo"3i8 jyopyoya 8 
wyi^iyo p»l IBD nyo"3i8 o n ry5>n$xya 
.D»V 
•jo lyiyn DO i*b iyo"3iB p*p .14 
5WS yuya5$D n tyo^aiB i* jyaaiKiw 
•cp:yD »»n WWtfy r'in nip"5 : D"T5$n 
Mn4 ,nn noma pfDU'BWi /yvaaMto 
*DJV Tt iy5yn iyo»3iK |yn urrnDTya 
5*1 IBI ,>BD jyol oyn |yo"3i8 w p/aBt 
ajttXhni 8 O^B jyiyn oayaynyo DO oy 
.oayonaB oyi po 
ivwtDay i n ufijtw iyD"aiB i»n 16 
WD 8 PD DDlp Dlfll D"31B |y38D IV 
1 >»t IB I ,]yp""»t>D lyo^aiB anna* wii 
"VD 8 D5B jyiyii oayaynyo DO aatfiaBn 
•aayona* oxn po aaivy? 
"-»38nv ftp cWhna 11$ T IB*P « .16 
•iP3 D38 PD "uynyDtpyn ,iynyn D^ yDB'ya 
PK nyD^mB H p& D»T nm PB ny^ o : |«r 
iW*i i8D .oyoip n PD D"i nyn pD njha 
Da»SBD*p y58 mini Day^ yan^ B 5*t n w a 
*i8 p« oyorja jy»nw lyoipn^D lyayp DVII 
IW*n ^ r oayivna w j i n t i p i H .nyo^a 
o»n n MI o>n y35y?8 jyaso u DDyi DIJT 
"?K tin^mva* DIK vona n^D lyawa 
.D»3n8 
-"8^D«D8 nyn po ijr»toD'D ww .1 
•ya no ny • i w n ^ D 1 « IJteSwia* no t»c 
- ^ po onyaoyo jnaynjrortoia ma lya'Doyt? 
no iyp iyo aas^T
 r.v .11 .a .^  .K 38 «^p 
,|yD"m8 iv p fw iyn po oiyaoyo lya^p 
DTWi D a^iB p^^ DK' po yoyoo'D H ^ 
|jny« pjnDya sn8T D"ai8 y5>8 .DDBcyaaij 
.D"an8i«ii po oyoD'D nyn *IMH 
50 po inyo^ya 5$? D»m8 ^11 8 .3 
•jm o>"now 5*t D"VDD"an8 H .lyna^Dc 
•"i8ya 5>ifl ayo 6 vwiv n : Da^o MI IVT 
I8T p« ,a^D"a 12 ra nnfi 8 IID lyiyn 0^3 
D^aiBya 5»i naty .onayaB 6 ra mm 1 PD 
.at^Da^a 1 pa oayai^ o "inix 8 po ixnJhi 
yny1 pnjni o5ni»vya ^ t oyim^w .4 
- " j ^ : DtfifB m pM |yS|fi lypne n p« w i 
24 MI (^"PD moo^D) lyaoyM DO ,onjn 
-DM18 D"iyToc "lyayo ;sppi 8 I B ^ I 
18 MI (5"PD DIDO'D) lyaoyn DO ,iyD^yn 
,nyo^ynDMi8 ,iyi"ac-iyMiD ; q^i 8 18^1 
8 *i8^p 16 MI (5"PD DIDO'D) lyaoyn DO 
."Wll 
DB^P yiyoya n T D |ya*M jyt^ne n 
.iysyy 
8 p« jxnyil D i^^ vya ^ T Dycn»n .5 
-WVP PK |1M
 rwii i y i pK a$D iyDD^D^ys 
•
;
 .i^ya 
.jyiyn D^anjya DO I»JD aijoan .6 
O^K prgm D38DW no D^ai8 y^8 .7 
byaya^K pn lyaijn no Dtp lyiy1 .i"D 
•linyil D38Dy3 5*P 0^318 1K11 BB^ 
ixnyn D"3isya DO $m warm* .8 
#aijD 8 lyiaiDB* 2% MI D"V yiya^y^ 8 IBD 
1$D n3^ .D38 W 3^ 8.1 P3 Ml lyDyBC DO 
ty^Miv •|yiyii D^oisya DO D^tnyiiv VP 
oyi P3 lysoyoByD iyDl6 oyi PD D"V n 
t^ a mw tvolB DJH po ri« ,iyaoyvyT jyol 
n pn iv lyiBD^iyo PK ^80 iyoi5 oyi 
ayb-iya^i 1 Tin jyo ayo ?BI PK ,D"V »na 
jyD83ip yixnaB n P« .Q"onyu* [yo"3i8 
pip jyD"318 IV D3M i^y DO DBMmy3^ K t^ K 
A^tnsmif 
BBK' 8 lyJ'DW T» ^^^ BBB' tyiy* pK .9 
.BBB' PD u w u m n PB D^nyniy isoiye'D 
oayi Difi |ya*n 5<t pjor PD nyDyionyo B 
nxn pm D"V n .BBC imy1 p» |nyaiva»iB 
n lyauya *W l * w ^ ^ !1D nyoyioiyD 
aa«airnr nytD2 .1911 ,njn$iap« •10 v;r: 
I • 
"anna n iy3$n< nniK 1 DIM |yai*o ipw 
, i » w my"? wfr^yD i rne PK Tjraw njn 
DJ#8
 f|y5*n yo5-yDOT3 n PK PPHK |yj"r 
" t .lyaasfisoy IV iyo8D H ; m m jimw PK 
jyatrvpnoDa'K w w w n ryaippya.'lyaip 
ny Dipi ,ijnn»BB*iK «pi *nm -iyp"iBD 8 ni 
.jjn^DDMn no ny DVII PK i»no no 
nyc pnwi PK b5w i n ni i5w PK 
jyaaKBysa* T* own jyJtfn n PK D^DBT 
n D>D — Dyova H &tb aatinaumyB y^a » 
njn po Diyaoyo n BUD ,oyDip yDma 
-*D8 D"iyp"ow*n PK bm^"tD Dawo'i'io, 
DVII imwa »*a PK Dyb$3 ya"5p n bH) 
-oyD tyoipya -tf83 |ja»i «T
 t\v9wrnn w 
D n^ tfcW H Dtfll D3KPH38P H WK |# 
.ttfyoe>y3 
*QppM 8 Ttf IK onymya own pwnao njn 
*l PK wi:m tJmya PK DJ^ K PK ,B"¥ 
! "WD"318 H po jyojnyoj'K 
W* amMipnyo 8 pniya PK DIP 
ynynw TKB jyorwa yoma D^D
 #p»noD 
.onyaoyo 
DM* ,«MyO*TJH DJH W K ip BRffTI VD 
1'KD-pfi tsnifiiva jyanenyoaiK T^ K ny m 
po PK /wa^rm n pc o"t nyi pc pp3$5 . 
"iy?j# jnyiaw ivoyn ,jn$p nayn o r ^ tm 
-pyu«KO ptw*p >n po ny»»5 oyn D?8 iyayp 
-nyfi tyn ym DY*K PK nysJyn ,DTinwD 
i y i PK IWC»WDWD8 oycip i n ps nyayiD 
.Tno aani£"D D*ODWP Niyi"9 
: oaftp MI v» w * Dayona* "ijnrf 
-Dip oyn«5 naypita D38-pDyn rotani 
5»p»> PB DWDbyn p« o-utf'na C«2 
anwipnyo 8 D«nya ?y3$n (p-ii$^  r;) 38. 
! ayu PKPna !'.« |yyj 
-y3 |1W t>K p"1DD 8 "»8D lyp^lVJ "lin 
.nyo^mK 1 |yif*m nyt^nynijD )JS^ gm 
T^K 0^318 H ,Dnn^831lJ D13 ?>K 1"1D tfl 
"ttH f I tsJjn oy «tt n^ 83 JIK .yosmy^ w » 
own ,P*PD ny"j. ^yn lyiyD^nyjiyi lire 
pK lyaanynvD »pJ| mnn>nD«w 38 fcptf 
-bay 18 anajnjnwD ,oyow3 *i v^ wcnx ••: 
/lynoyDByo ryol2 DJH t': -iy2 
•yj j* n?83 jya^n D^T ny"t pa oww n 
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nawnyt^ni o^payiya 8 |J»niyaB*Yi8 po^ 
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lyaasJ 8 lyr^-iyc $w o^i ^Jiaww 
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-»iiya iyD?wnya lyaawyiiys y^ 8 p« PK 38 
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.ryiB
 rr"T .K tmwn lyoyipyo ^iy;ywH 
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Margolis. Sec'y, 2 Ash S t 
02. Toronto. Can., Cloak & Skirt Pressors Un ion-
Hen Wolhendler. jr, Cecil S t 
9J. St. Louis, Mo., Alteration Tailor* Union—Jacob 
Glickman. Sec'y. n t h & Franklin Ave. 
94. Chicago, 111.. Skirt Makers Union—Isaac Levin-
son, Sec'y, t2*2 Washburnc Ave. 
95. Detroit, Mich., Ladies' Garment Workers Union. 
—H. Altman, 146 Macomb St. 
1MI. Toledo. Ohio. Ladies' Garment Workers—Rose 
Kopp, Sec'y, 1020 Moore St. 
97. Winnipeg, Man., Can.. Ladies' Garment Workers 
A. Gcller. Sec'y. 3(J0 Elgin Ave. 
JOINT BOARDS & DISTRICT COUNCILS. 
ioint Hoard of New York—Louis Gordon, Secretary; M.-79 E ^ t 10th St. 
Joint Board of Philadelphia—Max Amdur; Office, 
.'(it North UMli St. 
Joint Board of Boston. Mass.—M. Kurland, Secre-
tary, 31 North Russell St. 
Joint Board of Cincinnati—Miss Emma Beta, Secre-
tary, 620 Kiddle Road, Clifton Height*. 
Joint Board of St. Louis—Jacob Glickman, Business 
Agent. Fraternal Bldg., n t h & Franklin Ave. 
Joint Board of Cleveland—S. Frankfurth. Secretary, 
2609 East 481b St. 
Joint Board of Baltimore—M. Hertzbach. Secretary: 
Office, 1110 East Baltimore St. 
Joint Board of Albany &• Troy—S. Bennon, Secre-
tary, 59 Rensselaer St., Albany, N. Y\ 
Joint Board of Chicago—S. Hartman, Secretary; 
Office, 1125 Blue Island Ave.. 
joint Board of Montreal. Canada—J. Slobodsky, 
Sec'y, c 0 Harrison, ajaS St. Dominique St. 
District Council of New York—S. Elslein, Sec'y; 
Headquarters. :t2 Union Square. 
District Council of Philadelphia—Simon Davidson, 
Sec'y, 525 Mifflin St. 
District Council of Toronto-
Labor Temple, 14 Church St. 
•H. R. Barton. Sec'y. 
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MANUFACTURERS USING OUR UNION LABEL 
On Waists 
H. Frank & Co., 33 West 17th Street, New York City. 
Sam Grossman & Co., 37 East 17th Street, New York City. 
Solomon & Steiner, 34 West 15th Street, New York City. 
On Cloaks and Suits 
Spies & Alper, 174 Springfield Avenue, Newark, New Jersey. 
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